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Abstract

This thesis investigates the role of Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICT) and other intermediate goods in multi-sector growth models that aim to 

account for recent growth experiences of the United Kingdom and the United 

States.

Chapter 2 examines how ICT drive growth in an economy with three sectors: 

ICT-producing, ICT-using and non-ICT-using. The benefits from ICT come from 

the falling prices of the ICT-using sector good, which is used for the production 

of intermediates. Their falling prices provide incentives for investment in sectors 

that use them as intermediate inputs, so the non-ICT-using sector experiences 

sustained growth driven by capital accumulation. Sectorial rates of growth differ, 

but the aggregate economy is on a constant growth path with constant labour 

shares across sectors. The model’s predictions are consistent with evidence for the 

United States.

Chapter 3 is an empirical study of the patterns of intermediates use in the 

United States and the United Kingdom. It shows that in both countries, since 

1970s there is substitution of the goods-intermediates with the services ones in 

the gross output of the average industry. The increasing relative prices of the 

services-intermediates and the complementarity between intermediates types in 

the production is an important driver of this trend. The estimated elasticity of 

substitution is used to get measures of the latent technological and/ or policy 

factors that affect industries’ choice of intermediates.
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Chapter 4 analyzes the impact of equity market information imperfections on 

R&D driven growth. The features of its production make R&D largely dependent 

on equity, which can be persistently mispriced, when the rational investors’ beliefs 

are affected by both private and public information. Optimism in equity market 

raises R&D investment, resulting in technology improvement and thereby higher 

output, wages and consumption. Despite the capital losses, the mechanism can 

generate permanent gains in consumption.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The recent growth episodes of the Unites States and Europe have motivated both 

theoretical and empirical research to shift the focus of productivity analysis to a 

level that can explicitly account for the multi-sector production structure. Analy

sis at the disaggregate level is important, because not only it pins down the in

dustries that drive growth, but also sheds light on the way different industries are 

linked through their production. The interaction among industries reveals mech

anisms through which growth is transmitted to the entire economy. This thesis 

employs multi-sector models of growth, in order to address two important features 

of the recent growth experiences: Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICT) and intermediate inputs. It investigates economic incentives generated with 

respect to their production and use. The purpose is to understand how these in

centives can affect aggregate economic performance in the long-run, and how this 

impact depends on the structure of the production side and conditions in the R&D 

and equity markets.

The production and use of ICT received a lot of attention in relation to the 

"Productivity Paradox". It soon became evident that the Paradox was driven by 

the inability of the data to account for special features of ICT: dramatic fall in
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the prices of ICT output, strong depreciation of the ICT-capital and the role of 

ICT as an intermediate input1. The latter implies that in order to get correct 

productivity measures, the ICT intermediate inputs need also to be deflated with 

the use of a hedonic price index. The statistical services in the United States 

had a leading role in developing data at the three-digit industry level that are 

appropriate for gross output growth accounting2.

The result of this effort is the resolution of the Paradox in the early 2000s with 

empirical studies that made use of the newly released industry-level information 

(Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 2005b, Oliner and Sichel 2002, Stiroh 2002, OECD 

2003, Albers and Vijselaar 2002, van Ark and O’Mahony 2003, van Ark, Melka, 

Mulder, Inklaar, and Ypma 2002). The findings of these studies regarding the role 

of ICT for growth may be summarized as follows. First, the ICT-producing sector 

experienced remarkable performance in terms of its output, labour productivity 

and total factor productivity (TFP) growth. Despite its small size, it is identified 

as the driver of productivity growth for the United States economy. Second, strong 

ICT-capital accumulation drives growth of the industries that use ICT intensively. 

These industries grow on average faster compared to the rest of the economy. 

Third, the difference between the United States and Europe with respect to the 

ICT-production and use is an important factor in their productivity gap3.

These studies also highlight the important role of intermediate inputs, ICT and

1 Important part of the ICT-production is traded as intermediates. A primary example is 
semiconductors.

2 For a thorough discussion of these data issues and how the different statistical services dealt 
with them in the United States, see Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b). Schreyer (2002) discusses 
differences across OECD countries in terms of computer prices data.

3ICT is studied also as a General Purpose Technology (Bresnahan and Trajtenberg 1996, 
Helpman and Trajtenberg 1998b, Helpman and Trajtenberg 1998a, David and Wright 2003, 
Jovanovic and Rousseau 2006), i.e. as important large-scale innovations, such as electricity, with 
special features with respect to their production and use. The main hypothesis is that the use of 
a GPT involves important externalities that increase TFP growth for the industries that use ICT 
intensively. This increase may happen with a lag, because investment in ICT involves important 
reorganisation and complementary investments. Basu, Fernald, Oulton, and Srinivasan (2003) 
give an overview of empirical support for this hypothesis.
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non-ICT, for the output performance of the different industries in the economy. 

Given that intermediates are the dominant inputs for most industries, they con

tribute most of the gross output growth of the average industry. It is important to 

correctly trace the flow of intermediates across industries and over time, in order to 

account for every industry’s output growth. The findings of the industry-level pro

ductivity analysis highlight that there is important variation across industries in 

terms of their intensity in producing intermediates and their growth rates of gross 

output, value added and intermediate inputs4. The results show that value-added 

based measures of production growth can be highly misleading if no care is taken to 

account for both the gross output and the intermediate goods’ volume growth, i.e. 

a double-deflation method is used (Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 2005b, Oulton 2004). 

They also support the aggregation of value-added growth at the industry-level, in 

order to account for a change in the composition of final output without imposing 

perfect substitution in the value added produced from different industries.

To conclude, arguably, the main finding of the industry-level productivity 

studies is that the ICT-producing sector drives aggregate growth. This finding 

is consistent with the results of the R&D-based endogenous growth theoretical 

literature, given that the ICT-producing sector is highly intensive in R&D and 

patenting activity (Carlin and Mayer 2003, Jovanovic and Rousseau 2006). Such 

models account for positive externalities present in the R&D-production, such as 

knowledge spillover (e.g. Romer 1990) and/ or negative ones like congestion (e.g. 

Comin and Gertler 2006). Therefore, with respect to the R&D conducted by the 

ICT-producing sector, the policy implications of the existent endogenous growth 

models would emphasize on well established property rights over the R&D output 

(e.g. patents) and a system of subsidies/ taxes and other incentives that achieve

4 The latter fact is used by Oulton (2001) to explain why Baumol’s unbalanced growth hy
pothesis can fail.
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the optimal level of R&D expenditures.

In all such models, R&D expenditures are financed in perfect equity mar

kets. The reliance of R&D intensive firms on equity finance is due to the high 

uncertainty, intangible capital and growth prospects of their production5. This 

is also supported by the findings of Bradley, Jarrell, and Kim (1984), Carlin 

and Mayer (2003) and Aghion, Bond, Klemm, and Marinescu (2004). However, 

the empirical support for the perfect equity market hypothesis is limited. There 

is important evidence that equity can diverge persistently from the underlying 

fundamentals (e.g Cutler, Poterba, and Summers 1991, Chan, Jegadeesh, and 

Lakonishok 1996, De Bondt and Thaler 1985, La Porta 1996), while market sen

timent stands as an important driver of equity mispricing (e.g. Lee, Shleifer, and 

Thaler 1991, Swaminathan 1991). Equity mispricing driven by market sentiment 

can be attributed to some degree of irrationality of the equity market participants 

(e.g. Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny 1998), or can be the outcome of a rational 

expectations equilibrium, to the extent that a public signal that captures market 

sentiment provides imperfect information about the underlying fundamentals (as 

in Allen, Morris, and Shin 2006).

Hence, market sentiment resulting in equity mispricing of R&D firms can af

fect aggregate economic performance and therefore equity market imperfections 

may provide new policy instruments for fostering growth. The analysis of such 

measures became important in view of the equity market rise of the late 1990s in 

the United States. The ICT-producing sector was a leading sector in this episode 

(referred also as "dot-com" boom)6. At the same time, there is a wide support 

that the productivity of this sector accelerated during the same period, driving

5 Carlin and Mayer (2003) offer an overview of the main arguments provided by the theoretical 
literature in support of the equity dependence of R&D hypothesis.

6Jovanovic and Rousseau (2006) offer an overview of the United States equity market perfor
mance in relation to ICT.
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an acceleration in the Unites States productivity growth (e.g Jorgenson, Ho, and 

Stiroh 2005b, Bosworth and Triplett 2004). Recent study by Jorgenson, Ho, and 

Stiroh (2007) shows that despite the recession that took place in parallel with the 

equity market downturn in 2000, the United States growth is projected to be only 

moderately below its late-1990s rate.

In order to account for growth of the United States economy in the ICT era, 

Chapter 2 develops a multi-sector endogenous growth model. The theoretical 

framework is built on three main sectors: ICT-producing, ICT-using and non- 

ICT-using. The knowledge externalities present in the production of the ICT- 

producing sector (in the spirit of Romer 1990) drive long-run growth. The ICT- 

using sector uses ICT-capital that embodies the advances in ICT, while the non- 

ICT-using sector uses non-ICT-capital, which embodies a stagnant technology. 

The analysis highlights the role of the ICT-using sector, as a transmitter of growth 

from the ICT-producing sector to the rest of the economy through its production 

of intermediates. The high productivity of the ICT-using sector results in falling 

intermediate goods prices. As a result, the non-ICT-using sector benefits from 

ICT in terms of the expanding investment opportunities. At the same time, the 

production of intermediates by the low productivity non-ICT-using sector implies 

that the prices of intermediates and capital do not fall as fast as prices of the ICT- 

using good. Consequently, growth of the ICT-using sector is lower than growth in 

the ICT-producing sector.

In the long-run equilibrium, there is constant but different output growth 

across sectors. The ICT-producing sector experiences the fastest growth, followed 

by the ICT-using and then the rest of the economy. Under a condition on prefer

ence, aggregate economy evolves along a constant growth path that is consistent 

with the Kaldor stylized facts. Along this path, there is no reallocation of labour
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resources across the three sectors. Chapter 2 also presents evidence from the 

United States economy in support of the model’s theoretical predictions. A cal

ibration exercise shows that the model’s predicted steady-state labour allocation 

is consistent with the data. The transition dynamics are derived for the economy, 

where prices fully internalize the knowledge externalities, output markets are per

fectly competitive and all intermediates are produced by the ICT-using sector. 

They are calibrated to match the acceleration of the ICT-producing sector pro

ductivity in 1995, in order to provide intuition on the effect of market distortions.

Chapter 3 is an empirical investigation of the patterns of intermediate inputs’

use in the United States and the United Kingdom economy. Empirical studies

with a focus on the role of intermediates extensively analyze the patterns revealed

in the use of ICT and non-ICT intermediates (Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 2005b).

Chapter 3 diverges from these studies and considers the patterns regarding the

use of goods-intermediates (i.e. energy and materials) and services-intermediates.

It shows that there is a substitution of the goods-intermediates with the services

ones in the aggregate gross output of both economies. This pattern is driven

not only by the change in the relative size of the goods and services sectors in

terms of final output7, but also because the average goods or services producing

industry decreases its expenditure on goods-intermediates. In order to account for

the intermediate inputs choice of different industries, Chapter 3 employs a partial

equilibrium model under the competitive input markets assumption. An industry

chooses the composition of its intermediate inputs given their relative prices, the

degree of substitutability of the two types of intermediates in the production and

technology or policy factors that affect its productivity in using each type of

intermediates. The econometric analysis delivers broadly similar results for the

7 See Kuznets (1957) for a first account on the sector-level structural change.
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two economies. First, there is a low degree of substitutability between the goods 

and services-intermediates. This explains in a coherent way the observation of 

decreasing expenditure share of goods-intermediates in the face of their decreasing 

relative prices. Second, technology or policy related factors are important drivers 

of the industries’ choices over intermediates.

As part of the discussion of results, Chapter 3 uses the estimated elasticity 

along with the data to derive measures of the latent technology or policy related 

factors. It uncovers important differences across the two economies and over time 

in terms of their efficiency in using the different types of intermediates and iden

tifies the industries that drive these patterns. Moreover, using data at a higher 

level of aggregation and a value-added based measure of productivity, it finds a 

negligible impact of the substitution between the two types of intermediates on 

the aggregate economy. It also shows that the ICT-producing sector’s choice of 

intermediates departs significantly from the average industry.

Chapter 4 presents a theoretical framework motivated by the output growth 

and equity market performance of the United States economy during the 1990s. 

The analytical framework focuses on the importance of equity market information 

imperfections for the production of R&D and thereby long-run economic perfor

mance. The mechanism through which equity market performance feedbacks on 

growth, relies on two features. First, R&D firms are equity-dependent, with re

spect to their investment funding. Second, equity can be subject to persistent 

rational mispricing, when both imperfect public and private information are avail

able. As a result, in the presence of optimism in the market there are two opposing 

effects on aggregate consumption. On the one hand, the rise of equity prices above 

the fundamentals generates additional funds for R&D investment that results in 

technology improvement. This expands output and raises wages, having a lasting
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positive effect on aggregate consumption. On the other hand, the equity mar

ket losses realized in the equity market reduce consumption. The positive effect 

is more likely to dominate the stronger are the knowledge externalities and the 

lower is the congestion in the R&D-production.

Equity mispricing due to optimism results in welfare gains compared to the case 

with perfect information in the equity market. This is because even the perfect 

equity market fails to deliver equity prices that fully internalize the externalities 

caused by the R&D expenditures of particular firm. The impact of a noise trading 

shock is qualitatively similar to that of a public signal, but its persistence is very 

small. Following a true productivity shock, the economy with perfect information 

in the equity market has higher welfare gains compared to the one with imper

fect information, because equity prices fully account for the future productivity 

gains. Chapter 4 concludes with a discussion on the scope for policy that fosters 

productivity within the context of an imperfectly informed equity market.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces a multi-sector model, 

where growth is driven endogenously by ICT and the interaction of the ICT-using 

and non-ICT-using sector through intermediates production delivers the aggregate 

economy path. Chapter 3 is an empirical investigation of the patterns in the use 

of goods-intermediates and services-intermediates in the United States and the 

United Kingdom, accounting for the degree of substitution between the two types 

of intermediates. Chapter 4 presents an R&D-based endogenous growth model, 

where R&D investment is based on equity that is subject to mispricing due to 

information imperfections. Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions of the different 

Chapters of the thesis, discusses their policy implications and considers directions 

for future research suggested by the theoretical and empirical analysis of the thesis.
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Chapter 2 

Information and Comm unication  

Technologies in a M ulti-Sector 

Endogenous Growth M odel

2.1 Introduction

Current research on economic growth puts emphasis on examining the sources of 

growth at the industry level. The advantage of this approach is that it allows the 

identification of both the growth-generating industries and the mechanism through 

which their growth is spread to the rest of the economy. This Chapter is in this 

spirit. It studies a multi-sector economy. The first sector produces Information 

and Communication Technologies (ICT). The second sector uses ICT to produce 

intermediate goods for itself, and for the third sector, which does not use ICT. It 

shows that innovations in the ICT-producing sector lead to a growth equilibrium 

characterized by falling intermediate good prices. This provides incentives for 

capital deepening in the entire economy. The falling intermediate good price
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mechanism is still present, yet weaker, when the non-ICT-using sector contributes 

also to the production of intermediates. The model derives the conditions for the 

existence of a constant growth steady-state path for the aggregate economy. On 

this path there is no labour reallocation across sectors, but sectorial output growth 

rates differ, with the ICT-producing sector exhibiting the fastest growth, followed 

by the ICT-using one and then the rest of the economy.

The motivation for this Chapter comes from the empirical literature that stud

ies the United States economy over the past thirty years (Jorgenson, Ho, and 

Stiroh 2005b, Oliner and Sichel 2002, Stiroh 2002). These studies use data at 

the three-digit ISIC level and perform a detailed growth accounting exercise that 

identifies the ICT-producing sector as the source of growth, in spite of its small 

value added and employment share. Complementary growth accounting exercises 

(Albers and Vijselaar 2002, van Ark and O’Mahony 2003, van Ark, Melka, Mulder, 

Inklaar, and Ypma 2002) investigate the sources of United States and European 

Union growth by looking at three sectors with the same broad structure as in 

this Chapter. These studies confirm the high productivity growth in the ICT- 

producing sector and find important gains in productivity that stem from it for 

all sectors. The benefits are mainly for the ICT-using industries.

Table 2.1 presents the real value added growth for the total economy and 

the ICT-producing, ICT-using and non-ICT-using sectors and its sources (capital, 

labor and TFP growth)1,2. The data show that the ICT-producing sector expe

riences the highest value added growth across the three sectors, which is driven

1The classification of industries into the three sectors follows that of Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 
(2005b). The "ICT-producing" industries produce computer hardware, electronic components, 
telecommunication equipment and computer services (includes software production). Industries 
are classified as "ICT-using" or "non-ICT-using" according to their ICT-capital intensity in 
1995. See Appendix A.7.4 for details regarding the industries in each major sector.

2 Calculations are by the author. Any differences to Tables 8.1 and 8.2 of Jorgenson, Ho, and 
Stiroh (2005b) are due to rounding and limitations in the available data. Details on the data 
and the aggregation method used are in Appendix A.7.
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mostly by TFP growth. This sector contributes all of the economy’s TFP. The 

value added growth for both the ICT-using and the non-ICT-using sector is driven 

by capital accumulation, while the ICT-using grows faster than the non-ICT-using. 

In their empirical investigation, Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b) conclude that 

the most important source of United States growth has been the accumulation of 

ICT and non-ICT-capital, especially during the 1990s.

Table 2.1: United States aggregate and sector-level value added sources of growth

Value added growth
Sources: 

Capital Labor TFP
Total Economy 3.18 1.74 1.17 0.28
ICT-producing 20.42 4.06 3.40 12.97
ICT-using 4.04 2.33 1 .6 8 0.03
non-ICT-using 2.38 1.46 0.92 0 .0 0

Notes: 1977-2000 average growth rate (%) 
Source: Jorgenson et. al. (2005)

The incentives for ICT-capital accumulation come from the dramatic price 

declines of ICT goods3. This fall has generated incentives to invest in these goods, 

by driving down the production cost for ICT-using industries. The resulting falling 

prices of the goods produced by the ICT-using industries give rise to investment 

opportunities for the industries that use the ICT-using sector’s goods. Through 

this mechanism, the gains from the fall in costs are transmitted to the entire 

economy. In order to develop intuition for the impact of price declines of ICT 

goods on aggregate productivity, one may consider the following example: An 

ICT-producing industry develops a new microprocessor. This chip is embodied in 

computers, which are used in the production of general-purpose machinery that is

of higher quality and can be made available at a lower price. The air-conditioners

3For an overview of the dramatic fall in the prices of the ICT goods, see Chapter 1 of 
Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b). The United States Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) was 
a pioneer statistical service in using hedonic techniques for the construction of the prices of these 
goods.
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that are part of this production is used by financial institutions, as well as by 

hairdressers. Therefore, despite the fact that the hairdressers do not use directly 

ICT, they benefit from its advances because it lowers their costs.

The theoretical framework presented in this Chapter can account for the find

ings of the growth accounting exercises, as summarized in Table 2.1. In the model, 

the ICT-producing sector is the technology producing sector; by construction, it 

is the engine of growth4. The sector that directly benefits from the advances in 

ICT-production is the one using ICT-capital; the ICT-using sector. As long as this 

sector produces goods that are used throughout the economy, by both the ICT- 

using and the non-ICT-using sectors, the ICT-production growth is transmitted 

to the entire economy. This is because the falling costs for the ICT-using sector 

allow for falling prices of its output and therefore falling capital prices. Thus, 

growth is driven by the accumulation of both ICT and non-ICT-capital goods.

In equilibrium, there is unbalanced growth across sectors. The sector that 

exhibits the fastest growth is the ICT-producing. Its source of growth is TFP 

growth, where the latter is defined as the part of production growth that is not due 

to capital or labour accumulation. The ICT-using sector grows faster compared to 

the non-ICT-using sector. Its source of growth is the accumulation of ICT-capital, 

which embodies the advances in the ICT-production. The slowest growing sector in 

the economy is the non-ICT-using sector. Its source of growth is the accumulation 

of non-ICT-capital, which has lower productivity growth than the ICT-capital, 

since it does not embody any technological advances. Under some restrictions on 

preferences the aggregate economy is on a constant growth path with constant

employment shares. On this path, while aggregate growth is driven endogenously

4In further support of this assumption, USPTO data show that the 1985-2004 average growth 
in the number of patents for the ICT-producing sector was significantly higher compared to the 
rest of the economy (13% as opposed to 8%).
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by the progress in the ICT-production, the economy’s output growth rate is bound 

to be lower than that of the ICT-producing sector. This is due to the fact that 

to the extent that the non-ICT-using output is also used for the production of 

capital goods, the growth potential of the aggregate economy is reduced.

The theoretical framework developed in this Chapter is closely related to the 

endogenous growth literature that focuses on R&D (Romer 1990, Grossman and 

Helpman 1991b, Jones 1995). Its contribution to this literature is that it high

lights how inter-industry transactions serve as a mechanism through which growth 

is transmitted across sectors of potentially different output potential. For this pur

pose, the assumption regarding the production of ICT is only at the backstage and 

is used in order to generalize the results of the model. The merit of the adopted 

framework is that while being simple enough to handle analytically, it still allows 

for an incentive-based technology production and market distortions that drive 

the allocation of resources away from the first-best.

This Chapter introduces into a Romer (1990)-type model the non-ICT-using 

sector that uses only capital goods that come from an old technology. The old 

technology is assumed to have achieved its innovation potential. This assumption 

drives the equilibrium result that the non-ICT-using sector has a lower output 

growth. The assumption that a new type of capital (ICT-capital) embodies higher 

productivity compared to the old one (non-ICT-capital) is in-line with the vintage 

capital literature (e.g. Aghion and Howitt 1992)5. The "Schumpeterian effect" 

that is central in this literature, is absent here. The maintained assumption is 

meant to account for the fact that for a long period after the introduction of new 

large scale technologies, some productive industries do not make use of them, nor

they can readily readjust all their existent capital stock.

5 The assumption that capital embodies technical progress goes back to the original contribu
tion by Solow (1960).
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Methodologically, the model of this Chapter is also related to the literature on 

multi-sector growth analysis. This literature has been mainly motivated by the 

Kuznets (1957) facts regarding the imbalances at the sector level that the Kaldor 

stylized facts disguise. Most of the literature in this area develops a consumption 

side based explanation to account for the sectorial growth differences (for a survey 

see Matsuyama 2005). Even though the model’s equilibrium conditions put re

strictions on preferences, the source of growth differentials across sectors is driven 

entirely from the production side characteristics. To that extent, this Chapter 

rather relates to the multi-sector growth analysis of Ngai and Pissarides (2007) 

and Acemoglu and Guerrieri (2006). In the former, sectorial growth differences are 

driven by differences in exogenous TFP growth. In the latter, the differences are 

driven by the interplay of differences in the capital share and capital deepening, 

while their analysis extends to allow for endogenous growth. While this Chapter 

also highlights the importance of capital accumulation, its emphasis is put on the 

intensity of use of particular types of capital. Furthermore, this Chapter contrasts 

with these studies in terms of the restrictions adopted to account for the observed 

reallocation dynamics across the sectors. This is because the patterns of resources’ 

allocation are not the same when different criteria are used to disaggregate the 

economy into sectors.

Another strand of literature related to this Chapter is the recent theoretical 

literature that deals with the impact of ICT upon growth. Following the "paradox" 

of the low productivity growth of the 1970s and 1980s (Quah 2 0 0 2 ), the recovery of 

productivity growth in the United States economy in the 1990s has been explained 

in the context of General Purpose Technologies (GPT) (Helpman and Trajtenberg 

1998b, Helpman and Trajtenberg 1998a, Jovanovic and Rousseau 2006)6. Several

6 Economic historians were the first to draw the analogy between ICT and great inventions 
of the past, such as the combustion engine, electricity and railways, that pioneered the first and
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empirical studies find supportive evidence for the hypothesis that ICT is a GPT, 

i.e. that the use of ICT goods involves important externalities for the ICT intensive 

industries (Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 2005a, Oliner and Sichel 2002, Bosworth 

and Triplett 2002, Basu, Fernald, Oulton, and Srinivasan 2003). The technology 

producing sector of the model of this Chapter captures important features of a 

GPT, but does not aim to explain the cycle involved in the introduction and 

adoption of a new large scale technology. Instead, it shows how uneven growth at 

the disaggregate level, caused by the lack of adoption of a new essential technology, 

can still be consistent with constant growth at the aggregate level.

Making use of United States data at the three-digit ISIC level, this Chapter 

provides some supportive evidence for the model’s results given its assumption 

on the economy’s structure, inter-industry relations and consumers’ preferences. 

The model’s main parameters are calibrated from the data. The data provide a 

measure for the magnitude of the price mechanism described in the model. They 

also support the model’s prediction that the employment, value added and capital 

goods shares are equal in equilibrium. They show no reallocation of labour across 

these sectors. The quantitative analysis extends to a back-of-the-envelope calibra

tion exercise to match the steady-state values of important allocation shares. The 

model’s calibration matches closely the relative labor allocation in the two final 

good sectors. Even though the evidence on virtually constant labour allocations 

suggest that the steady-state is a reasonable approximation of the United States 

economy, the transition dynamics of the model are examined in relation to the 

growth acceleration of the United States economy that took place in 1995. A

numerical exercise shows the first best allocations and dynamics in response to

second industrial revolutions (David 1991, David and Wright 2003). The features of a GPT, as 
given by Bekar, Carlaw, and Lipsey (1998), are: "wide scope for improvement and elaboration; 
applicability across a wide range of uses; potential for use in a wide variety of products and 
processes; strong complementarities with existing or potential new technologies".
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an exogenous increase in the productivity of the ICT-producing sector and the 

results are contrasted to the observed patterns in the data.

This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the model. Section 

2.3 analyses the conditions for the existence of a unique steady-state and explores 

its properties and the implied comparative statics. Section 2.4 presents some 

supportive evidence by analyzing United States data over the period 1979-2001. 

Section 2.5 concludes.

2.2 The M odel

2.2 .1  P rod u ction  side

The model examines a multi-sector economy. There are two final goods sectors in 

the economy that produce goods that can either be used for final consumption, 

or as intermediates. One uses ICT-capital (e.g. general purpose machinery or 

financial services) and the other does not (e.g. textiles or hairdressers). The third 

sector is the ICT-producing sector (e.g. computers or software), which performs 

R&D and discovers new ICT goods. These sectors interact through the production 

of intermediates and capital varieties. The intermediates produced by the ICT- 

using and non-ICT-using are combined to produce a composite intermediate good. 

This composite intermediate good is used for the production of all ICT and non- 

ICT-capital varieties in the economy. The production of every variety of ICT 

and non-ICT-capital is based on a "blueprint". Over time, ICT-producing sector 

delivers new blueprints for the ICT-capital. The set of blueprints of non-ICT- 

capital remains constant.
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ICT Production

IC T-producing sector

The ICT-producing sector employs a fraction, u of aggregate labour stock, L, 

and produces new ICT knowledge, N.

N  = X(unL )N  (2.1)

There are externalities present in the production due to learning-by-doing: as 

the variety of ICT, N, increases more new production ideas and practices become 

available. The parameter A scales the knowledge-externality7.

The output of the sector are "blueprints" for the production of ICT-capital 

varieties, priced at p# in an auction process8.

Final G oods Production  

IC T-using Sector

The ICT-using sector absorbs a fraction, u\, of labour and employs N  varieties of 

ICT-capital goods, { î(i)}jG[o,Ar]j in order to produce output, Yi. The ICT-capital 

goods embody the new technology (ICT), that has a scope for sustained improve

ment. The advances in the ICT-production imply that the available number of 

varieties expands over time.

Y i  =  ( « i /  x ? ( j ) d j  (2 .2 )
Jo

7 The choice of the ICT production function is for the merit of gaining intuition regarding 
the growth implications of the inter-sector dependence, within a standard endogenous growth 
setting. Allowing for a more general R&D function like in Jones (1995) does not affect the 
steady-state properties of the model.

8 Given the specification a blueprint stands for a new ICT product or a major innovation in 
a particular technology (e.g. PC), rather than a marginal upgrade of an existing one (closely 
related generations of PCs). This is made mostly in order to highlight the main intersector 
transactions of interest. It is also one way to capture important features of a GPT. See discussion 
in the introduction of this Chapter.
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This sector is perfectly competitive in the input and output markets and the 

price of its output is pi . The final good is used either for consumption, C\ , or the 

production of intermediates, hi.

Y\  — C\ +  h\  (2>3)

N on-IC T-using Sector

The non-ICT-using sector employs a fraction, u0, of labour and combines it with 

the sector-specific capital varieties, {xo(i)}ig[o,J4], to produce final good, Yq. It uses 

non-ICT-capital, which has a fixed number of varieties over time, A. This stands 

for the assumption that the non-ICT-using sector only makes use of capital goods 

that embody a technology with no further scope for improvement. As a result, it 

cannot directly benefit from the presence of the ICT technology9,10.

Y0 =  (u0L ) 1- a f A x%(i)di  (2 .4 )
Jo

This sector is also perfectly competitive in the input and output markets and 

the price of its output is normalized to one. The final good is used either for 

consumption, cq, or for the production of intermediates, ho.

Yq =  Co +  h0 (2 .5 )

9 Allowing for a different capital intensity in this sector would not affect the features of the 
equilibrium, while complicating the analytical expressions. The simplifying assumption of setting 
it equal to that of the ICT-using sector is used to highlight the differences across the two sectors 
that stem from the type of the capital used.

10 Allowing both final goods sectors to use both ICT and non-ICT-capital at different intensi
ties, would not change the main features of the equilibrium.
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Intermediate Goods Production

The intermediates produced by the ICT-using and the non-ICT-using are used as 

inputs for the production of the composite intermediate good, H.

H = h^h\~^ (2.6)

This sector is perfectly competitive in input and output markets and the price 

of its output is pa. The composite intermediate good is used for the production 

of all ICT-capital varieties, K\ and non-ICT-capital varieties, Kq.

H = Kq + K\ (2.7)

Capital Varieties Production

There is a fixed number, A, of firms that produce capital varieties that are used 

only by the non-ICT-using sector. There is also an expanding number, N, of firms 

that produce capital varieties that are exclusively used by the ICT-using sector. 

The firms operate under monopolistic competition. Infinite-horizon monopolistic 

rights for every firm come from exploiting a patent over a "blueprint".

A firm that produces the ICT-using capital variety j , has a nominal market 

value at time t, Vi(j)(t). This would be paid out to the ICT-producing sector for 

the acquisition of a new variety patent due to free-entry in the ICT-capital varieties 

market. In order to fund the patent, the firm raises funds from the households

and pays out all its future profits as dividends. The real value of the firm is equal

to the present discounted value of the firm’s stream of real profits in consumption 

units.

For every unit of production, the firm uses one unit of composite intermediate
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good. It selects its output price, p i ( j ) ,  to maximize its per-period profits, 7Ti( j ) .  

The price of the composite consumption good, p c( t ), the output of the ICT-using 

final output, p i ,  and,the real interest rate, r ( t )  are taken as given.

A firm that produces the non-ICT-using capital variety z, has a nominal market 

value at time £, V o ( j ) ( t )  defined in a similar way. For every unit of production, 

the firm uses one unit of composite intermediate good, which is available at p H . It 

maximizes its profits every period, 7To(z), by selecting its output price p o ( j ) ,  given 

the demand from the non-ICT-using final good producers.

dends and the demand meets the supply of the two types of capital varieties. Both 

types of capital depreciate fully within every period11.

jp iC ? > iO ')  ~ P h Xi (J)\ s . t . p i

Aggregate profits of the capital varieties producing firms are paid out as divi-

(2.13)

(2.12)

(2.11)

11 This assumption is mostly for analytical convenience. The production function for each final 
good sector rather resembles gross output production that combines labour with all other factors 
(capital and/ or intermediates are "bundled" together). See further dicussion in Section 2.4.
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Labour Market

The labour market is perfectly competitive. The market clearing condition requires 

that all resources are allocated across all three sectors that use the fixed supply 

of labour.

L =  u0L “I- U\L -I- upjL (2.14)

2 .2 .2  C on su m p tion  sid e  

H ouseholds

There is a continuum of identical households of size one. The representative house

hold gains utility from its consumption of ICT-using, c1} and non-ICT-using, Co, 

goods. These two distinct consumption goods are combined through a consump

tion technology that provides the composite consumption good, C. The joint CES 

and CRRA preferences allows both intertemporal and intratemporal substitution 

to come into play.

u(co,Ci) =  — --------  (2.15)
1 — <r

C = K  +  ( l - 0 )c£J ‘ ; ^ ( 0 , 1 ) , € < 1 , ( 7 > 0  (2.16)

The labour stock is uniformly distributed across all agents in the economy, so 

that each of them offers L. In every period, the households finance their consump

tion expenditures, C0 +P1 C1 , and accumulate assets, S, by the income comes from 

the wage, w l , they earn from supplying their labour,their labour income and their 

returns on their assets holdings. Every period, their asset holdings are paid the 

interest rate, r, every period and dividends, that reflect the profits of the firms 

they own, II. It needs to be noted that the asset holdings (and their rate of re
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turn) are in units of the composite consumption good that enters the utility of the 

representative household (may be thought as "nominal" assets and rate of return). 

On the other hand, the aggregate profits, consumption expenditures and labour 

income are in units of the numeraire output and therefore need to be renumerated 

by the price of the composite consumption good, p c:

S  =  r S  +  W lL +  U— C° PlCl (2.17)
Pc

2.3 S teady-State A nalysis

2.3 .1  E x isten ce  o f  stea d y -s ta te

A Constant Growth Path (CGP) is a steady-state equilibrium path along which 

the ICT-production stock, N , aggregate output, Y  = Yq +p\Yi, aggregate capital, 

K  = PhKq +PjjKi, and aggregate consumption, C  =  Cq +PiC1? grow at a constant 

rate. Details of the proof are provided in Appendix A .I12.

Proposition  1 The necessary and sufficient condition fo r  the existence of a C G P  

with N , Y , K  and C  growing at constant rates is that the preferences exhibit unit 

intratemporal elasticity o f substitution, i.e. e =  0 .

For constant growth rate in the production side of the economy (A, Y , K ) ,  

the only requirement is that the labour allocation in the ICT-producing sector 

is constant. Growth of the final goods sectors is driven by labour and capital 

growth. The volume growth of capital used in the ICT-using and the non-ICT-

using sectors is the same. This is because the prices of the ICT and non-ICT-

12Appendix A.5 discusses the selected conditions for CGP and how the theoretical model 
aggregate output can be used to match the one in the data.
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capital goods fall at the same rate. However, only the ICT-using sector experiences 

higher capital productivity growth, driven by the use of the expanding variety of 

the ICT-capital. At the aggregate output level, differences in the relative capital 

productivity growth between the two sectors are cancelled out by the relative 

prices growth. Any reallocation of labour between the two final goods sectors 

also cancels out given the condition on constant allocation for the ICT-producing 

sector. Therefore, aggregate output growth is proportional to the ICT-production 

growth. The same reasoning works for aggregate capital.

The restriction on the preferences is required for constant aggregate consump

tion growth. In the case of an intratemporal elasticity which is higher than one, 

the consumers would allocate an increasing share of their expenditures to the 

ICT-using good over time given its falling relative price. This is because their 

relative demand is price elastic, and therefore they respond to the price fall of the 

ICT-using good by a more than proportionate increase in their demand of its final 

good. Therefore, consumers gain from consuming more of a good that its price 

is lower than the price of the composite consumption good, this implies that the 

real interest rate would be decreasing, reducing their incentives to save. On the 

production-side, the ICT-using sector needs to increase its production accordingly. 

For this reason, labour would need to flow out of the non-ICT-using sector and into 

the ICT-using one. In order to sustain constant aggregate consumption growth, 

the net marginal product of capital in units of the ICT-using good would need to 

increase over time to revert the incentives for reduced savings. However, because 

the degree of substitution between capital varieties and labour is lower than the 

elasticity of the two final consumption goods, the reallocation of labour across 

the two final good sectors alone, is not sufficient to raise the marginal product of 

capital sufficiently so as to overcome the "relative-price" effect on the interest rate
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and consumption growth falls overall over time. The opposite dynamics would 

take place for an intratemporal elasticity of substitution, which is lower than one.

The unit intratemporal elasticity of substitution is the only case that there ex

ists a CGP for the economy that satisfies static efficiency, i.e. when the marginal 

rate of substitution equals the marginal rate of transformation, and the resource 

constraints are met within every period and over time. This is because the substi

tution patterns in consumption are exactly matched by the substitution patterns 

of factors. This condition on the preferences implies constant expenditure shares, 

as well as constant labour allocations for the two final good sectors, due to the 

static efficiency conditions13.

2 .3 .2  F eatures o f  th e  stea d y -sta te

Given Proposition 1, the steady-state of the decentralized equilibrium is derived by 

imposing unit intratemporal elasticity of substitution and constant labour shares 

on the model. The details are given in Proposition 2. The most interesting static 

equilibrium results are:

A '  1-0
Pi =  1^1 (2-18)

Ph Bp\~p ; B = B tf )  (2.19)

Po = P̂  = ~  (2-20)
Uq =  (1 -  a 2)9 +  a 2(5
Ul 1 -  (1 -  a 2)9 -  a 2/3 K }

Pc = Qp{~e ; B =  0(0) (2.22)

Conditions (2.18)-(2.21) refer to the features of the static equilibrium in the

13The conditions for a CGP here are similar to the ones in Ngai and Pissarides (2007). They
chose to deviate from the CGP assumption in order to match the observed reallocation of labour 
resources across sectors, given their disaggregation of the economy.
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production side of the economy. Condition (2.18) shows that the relative price of 

the ICT-using good falls over time at a rate which is proportional to the growth 

rate of the ICT-production. The factor of proportionality is equal to the labour 

share in final goods production.

As condition (2.19) shows, the price of the composite intermediate good follows 

the changes of the ICT-using good relative price, since the output of the relative 

more productive ICT-using good is used for its production. The extent to which 

the relative price of the composite intermediate good reflects changes in the rela

tive price of the ICT-using good depends on the contribution of the latter in its 

production (i.e. the share of the ICT-using good in the composite intermediate’s 

production).

Given that the composite intermediate good is used for the production of all 

capital varieties in the economy, their relative price is a mark-up over its price. 

Over time, condition (2.20) shows that the relative prices of both types of capital 

goods fall, following the decline of relative price of the composite intermediate 

good. Therefore, the productivity gain of the non-ICT-using sector comes only 

indirectly. This sector uses a fixed number of capital varieties, but these vari

eties become cheaper and cheaper relative to the non-ICT-using final good. The 

falling prices generate increased demand for the existing capital varieties. Capi

tal deepening is the only source of growth in this sector. At the same time, the 

ICT-using sector benefits from more varieties of capital becoming available. The 

benefits from more varieties complement those from cheaper varieties delivering 

faster growth for this sector relative to the non-ICT-using sector.

Condition (2.21) comes from equating the marginal rate of substitution to the 

marginal rate of transformation and using the market clearing conditions. It gives 

an expression for the relative labour shares in the two final goods sectors. This
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ratio depends on the expenditure share of the non-ICT-using good, 6, as long 

as it affects the marginal utility of consumption. It also depends on the output 

elasticity of capital, a, since it affects the marginal product of capital. The same 

parameter also specifies the size of the mark-up that the capital producers enjoy. 

Finally, it depends on the output elasticity of the non-ICT-using intermediate in 

the production of the composite intermediate good, yd, that affects the marginal 

product of each type of intermediate good and equals the share of the non-ICT- 

using sector in the production of intermediates.

Finally, condition (2.22) presents a feature of the static equilibrium in the 

consumption side of the economy. It shows that consumers gain utility from 

the falling relative price of their composite consumption good over time. The 

falling price of consumption is driven by the falling relative price of the ICT-using 

consumption good. This benefit accrues to the consumers as part of the interest 

rate in consumption units and provides the incentives for savings over time that 

sustain endogenously the growth mechanism.

P roposition 2 For preferences that satisfy e =  0, along the endogenous C G P the 

following are trueu :

The growth rate of every sector and o f the aggregate economy is proportional to 

the growth rate of the ICT-producing sector, gfj:

C Y  K  n n  * 
Q ~ Y  = l { ~ a

Y0 _ Co _ ho

Y0 Co ho

Yi _  Cl _ h i

Y1 Cl h i

K , k o H
K x K 0 = H i N

14The sufficient conditions for an interior solution is that: L >  L(8, a, A, p), i.e. the labour 
stock exceeds a lower bound. The latter is a function of the model’s production and preference 
parameters.
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The labour allocations are constant and depend on all param eters of the model and 

the aggregate labour stock:

ut  =  P> L ) \ z  =  {0, 1»N }

Given the static optimization conditions described above, the features of the 

dynamic optimization conditions follow immediately. In particular, the ICT- 

producing sector is the engine of growth and exhibits the fastest growth in the 

economy. Its growth is driven from the externalities present in its production.

The ICT-using sector benefits from any advances in the ICT-production, in 

terms of capital deepening. Its capital embodies a constant growth in its pro

ductivity, because more varieties become available over time. Its growth would 

coincide with the growth rate of the ICT-producing sector, only if this sector 

would be the only capital producing sector in the economy. The use of the rel

atively expensive non-ICT-using good for the production of capital, it increases 

its production cost and thereby its final price above the "unit price" of the ICT- 

using good. As a result, the relative price growth of capital and therefore capital 

deepening for all sectors. In particular, for the ICT-using sector it generates dis

incentives to invest in the ICT-capital varieties since its relative prices fall at a 

higher rate compared to the ICT-capital prices. However, the horizontal expan

sion in technology is sufficient to revert this effect and create a productivity gap 

between the final good sectors.

The non-ICT-using sector exhibits the lowest growth. It grows due to capital 

deepening, which is only driven by the fact that non-ICT-capital is becoming 

cheaper over time. Therefore, the growth rate for the non-ICT-using sector is
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only a fraction of the ICT-production growth, with the fraction being equal to 

the product of the capital share in final good production and the ICT-using good 

share in the production of intermediates.

At the aggregate level, the differences in output growth between the two final 

good sectors are cancelled out by the growth rate of relative prices. The economy 

is along a constant growth path, where the consumption to output and capital 

to output ratios are constant within every sector, but different across sectors. 

The growth rate of the economy is a function of the preference and production 

parameters and the available labour stock.

2.3 .3  C om parative s ta tics

P roposition  3 The growth rate o f the economy is higher and the labour shares in 

the two final goods ’ sectors are lower, the more patien t the agents in the economy 

are (the lower p is), the higher the intratemporal elasticity of substitution (the 

lower a  is) is and the more productive the ICT-producing sector is (the higher A is). 

The effect of a higher output elasticity o f capital (a ), a higher interm ediate output 

elasticity of the non-ICT-using good ((3), or the expenditure share of the non-ICT- 

using good (9) is ambiguous and depends on the values of different param eters of 

the model.

Patient agents would be more willing to substitute current with future con

sumption. The additional savings direct resources to the ICT-producing sector. 

This is because as asset holdings increase, they drive interest rates down and 

therefore by increasing the present discounted value of the profit flow of each firm, 

they drive patent prices up. This enables higher growth in the long-run, since it 

provides incentives for higher ICT-production growth. An increased productivity
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in the ICT-producing sector would have the same effect. It would increase the 

marginal product of the labour in this sector, and thus would attract more labour. 

The incentives to produce more ICT would come from higher patent prices, that 

would result both from the increased productivity and the reduced interest rate.

The comparative statics following an increased preference towards the non- 

ICT-using consumption good show two opposite effects. On the one hand, since the 

marginal utility of consumption goes up in this sector, there are forces to increase 

resources in its production, that are being driven out of the other two sectors. 

On the other hand, reducing the resources from the ICT-producing sector implies 

that the rate at which the price of the non-ICT-using good increases relative to 

the ICT-using good falls as well. Hence, the rate of consumption growth of the 

economy would fall, which reduces incentives to direct resources to the non-ICT- 

using sector depending on how willing the consumers are to substitute present 

with future consumption. For unit intertemporal elasticity of substitution, this 

second effect is eliminated. Hence, stronger preference for non-ICT-using goods 

implies lower growth rate and a diversion of resources out of the ICT-using and 

producing sector and into the non-ICT-using sector.

The effect of higher importance of the non-ICT-using good in the production 

of intermediates is similar. Given that it increases the relative productivity of the 

non-ICT-using intermediate good, more resources would be driven towards the 

production of the non-ICT-using good, which has a negative effect on growth. At 

the same time, the relative prices growth is lower, which implies a lower interest 

rate in consumption units. The second effect is eliminated for unit intertemporal 

elasticity of substitution. Resources would be driven out of both the ICT-using 

and ICT-producing sector.

Finally, the case of higher output elasticity of capital is more complex. On
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the one hand, this reduces the mark-up that the capital producers enjoy, and thus 

increases the production of capital and output. The effect of capital accumulation 

upon growth becomes stronger. On the other hand, since the labour share in out

put falls, this reduces the incentive for growth as it mitigates the gap between the 

interest rate in consumption units and the subjective discount rate. That also de

pends on the way that the ICT-using and the non-ICT-using good are substituted 

in the production of consumption and intermediates. For unit intertemporal elas

ticity of substitution, the positive effect on growth dominates. Resources would be 

driven out of the non-ICT-using sector and into the ICT-producing and ICT-using 

sectors, if the share of the non-ICT-using output in consumption is higher than 

its share in the production of intermediates.

2 .3 .4  Socia l p lanner problem

Lemma 4 The social planner that internalizes the externalities present in the 

ICT-producing sector and achieves first best allocations in the m arket of capital 

varieties, would achieve higher long-run growth rate by directing more resources 

into the ICT-producing and ICT-using sector. The growth rate of the social planner  

is a m onotonically decreasing function of the contribution of the non-ICT-using  

sector into the production of intermediates, (3. For a unit intertemporal elasticity  

of substitution , one can show that there is a unique value (3* that would make 

the allocations o f the social planner to coincide with those of the decentralized 

equilibrium.

The intuition for this result is straightforward. A social planner that inter

nalizes the externalities present in the ICT-production, has incentives always to 

direct real resources in this sector, because it recognizes that it is the engine of
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growth. That ensures that the social planner’s problem maximizes the growth 

potential for the economy overall. At the same time, given the consumption pref

erences, the social planner would direct more resources into the final-good sector 

that has stronger productivity growth, since he identifies the links across the dif

ferent industries and the role of the ICT-using sector for transmitting growth to 

the sector with no direct growth opportunities due to technological advances, i.e. 

the non-ICT-using sector.

This already suggests the finding that the social planner’s first-best allocation 

into the ICT-producing sector, and therefore the long-run optimal growth of the 

economy is strictly decreasing in the production parameter (5. The higher is the 

contribution of the low productivity non-ICT-using sector into the production of 

intermediates this reduces the role of the ICT-using sector in transmitting ICT 

technology progress into the aggregate economy. This suggests that if different 

countries have achieved first best allocations with appropriate policies that allow 

the agents to internalize the knowledge externalities into ICT-production and cor

rect the monopoly distortions (e.g. subsidies to ICT-related R&D and subsidies 

on the purchase of capital goods), they would still differ in their aggregate pro

ductivity due to differences in the production parameter /3. This model highlights 

the importance of the ICT-using sector: the stronger the role of the ICT-using 

sector into providing intermediates, the stronger the aggregate growth will be15. 

In this stylized model, given that the share of the non-ICT-using sector is ruled by 

a technology parameter it is naturally treated as an exogenous variable, and given 

the absence of distortions in the production of intermediate goods, the model does

not allow scope for growth promoting policy related to affecting /?. However, in

15 Note that even abstracting from the endogenous growth freamework, this claim would 
be even stronger. Given an exogenous common growth of ICT-production across different 
economies, the aggregate growth rate would differ due to differences in f3 (the capital share 
is also affecting but the data do not show sufficuient variebility accross countries).
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practice, to the extent that j3 can be influenced by the government policies, i.e. 

becomes a function of some policy instruments, the choice would be to decrease 

the role of the non-ICT-using sector in providing with intermediates16.

The proof of the above result is presented in Appendix A.4. It also shows 

that the market allocations could be brought closer to the social planner’s ones 

for some values of ft. To illustrate the result, under the simplifying assumption of 

unit intertemporal elasticity of substitution, it is shown that there is a unique value 

of (3 that would allow for the long-run growth rate and market allocations of the 

decentralized economy to match those of the social planner. Section 2.4.2 below 

presents the qualitative and quantitative features of the steady-state and transition 

dynamics of the first best economy, when all capital is being produced by the 

ICT-using sector. This exercise provides intuition of the model’s implied welfare 

loss in terms of long-run growth due to the market distortions and intermediates 

production structure.

2.4 Supportive Evidence

As in the theoretical model, the industries are grouped into three major sec

tors: ICT-producing, ICT-using and non-ICT-using. See Appendix A. 7 for pre

cise sources and definitions of the data and details regarding the industries in each

major sector and the aggregation method used17.

16For example, suppose that the government has identified the set of the industries that are 
the highly intensive ones into the use of intermediates. Then it could design an industrial policy 
that would provide incentives across the different sectors in the economy to outsource activities 
that are related to the activities conducted by the ICT-using sector (as a real example, business 
services like accounting and advertising). On the other hand, it would strengthen the market 
incentives for vertical integration for the industries that are non-intensive into using ICT.

17Note that in the model real quantities are in units of the numeraire, i.e. the ICT-using 
good. Given that perfect competition implies that along the CGP the relative prices reflect the 
relative TFP productivity of the two final good sectors, the final output real growth is given by 
the growth of the non-ICT-using sector. The latter is ensured to be constant along the CGP.
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In the benchmark model the ICT-using sector and the non-ICT-using sectors 

are the sectors that are assumed to provide consumption and intermediate goods 

for the economy. In order to check whether the resulting grouping of sectors sup

ports this, the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) "Use Table" of the "Bench

mark 1997 Input-Output Tables" was used to calculate the production shares of 

the commodities of the ICT-producing, ICT-using and non-ICT-using sector. The 

uses considered are "total intermediates" and "personal consumption". The re

sults are shown in Table 2.2. The ICT-using and the non-ICT-using sectors deliver 

together 99 per cent of the total consumption good and 96 per cent of the total 

intermediate good.

Table 2.2: United States sector-level production shares by commodity use
Producing sector/ Commodity use Intermediates Consumption
ICT-producing 4.4 0.9
ICT-using 35.8 22.3
non-ICT-using 59.8 76.8
Notes: columns sum up to 100%
Source: BEA, 1997 Benchmark Input Output Use Table

According to the model, the requirement for growth to be transmitted to the 

non-ICT-using sector is that the ICT-using sector is providing with intermediates 

the non-ICT-using sector. Table 2.3 shows the transactions of intermediates be

tween the two final good sectors. The two sectors do exchange the intermediate 

goods that they produce. What is relevant for the existence of benefits for the 

non-ICT-using sector in terms of falling intermediate good prices, is that it re

ceives intermediates from the ICT-using sector. When controlling for the overall

Note that due to the constancy of all relative prices growth rate and the constant expenditure 
and employment shares, it follows that aggregate measures in terms of any of the goods in the 
economy would also grow at a constant rate over time. That makes the choice of the numeraire 
irrelevant when the steasy-state path of the economy is under consideration. See further on this 
in A .5.
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share of intermediates use of the sectors, the non-ICT-using sector receives 29 per 

cent of its intermediates from the ICT-using sector, while the ICT-using sector 

receives 41 per cent of its intermediates from the non-ICT-using sector18.

Table 2.3: United States inter-sector transactions of intermediates
Shares of intermediates 
produced /  used by: ICT-using non-ICT-using

aggregate 
production share

ICT-using 15.9 20.9 36.8
non-ICT-using 10.8 52.4 63.2
aggregate use share 26.7 73.3 1 0 0

Notes: matrix entries sum up to 100%
aggregate production and use shares sum matrix rows and columns respectively 

Source: BEA, 1997 Benchmark Input Output Use Table

The model introduces the composite intermediate good production that com

bines the intermediates produced by the non-ICT-using and non-ICT-using sec

tors. Its production structure implies that the composite intermediate’s output 

elasticity with respect to the ICT-using sector’s intermediate good, /?, is equal to 

the output share of that good in total intermediates’ production. Table 2.3 shows 

that P is equal to 63 per cent. According to the model, ^  =  (1 — /?)^. Hence, 

only 37 per cent of the growth of the ICT-using good relative price would show up 

as growth of the composite intermediate good relative price, so that the incentives 

for capital accumulation are dampened.

One implication of the model is that along the CGP the labour shares will be 

constant across the three sectors. As appears in Figure 2.1, the hours shares of the 

three sectors are virtually constant over the period 1979-2001. The share of the 

ICT-producing sector is around 2%, that of ICT-using changes from a minimum 

of 24% to a maximum of 26% and that of non-ICT-using changes from 74% to 

71%19.

18These numbers come from Table 2.3 by dividing the respective entries of the matrix by each
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Figure 2.1: United States sector-level employment shares (hours)

2.4.1 C alibration exercise

As a back-of-the-envelope exercise, the model’s parameters are calibrated and 

used to derive the model’s predictions of the steady-state values for the following 

measures: The steady-state values for the growth rates of the two final goods 

sectors, gYo = ct(l -  (3)gN and gYl = (1 — a/3)gN• The relative allocation of labour 

in the two final good sectors, ^  =  1  ̂• The intensity of the two final

good sectors in producing consumption rather than intermediates, g- = 

and g  =   ̂• Their intensity in using rather than producing intermediates,

=  a2 + |(1  -  a2) and =  a2 + (1 — 0)(1 — a2). Finally, the share

of intermediates output in each sector’s final production, ^  and
h i    a2
Y i  ~  1—0 (1 —a 2) '

The growth rate of the ICT-producing sector along the CGP is calibrated by

sector’s aggregate share in use.
19As a contrast during the same period there is up to 10 pp. labour reallocation between 

manufacturing and services.
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the average 1970-2000 TFP growth rate of the ICT-producing sector as provided 

by Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b), gn = 0.130. The measure of the TFP 

rather than real value added growth is chosen because it corresponds closer to the 

production of ideas by this sector20. The data from the Input Output Table provide 

with the share of the non-ICT-using sector in the production of intermediates in 

the economy, = 0.63 (see Table 2.3). The 1979-2000 average expenditure share 

of the non-ICT-using sector pins down parameter 9 = 0.79. The output elasticity 

of capital, a , can be calculated using these calibrated parameters, together with 

the model’s CGP condition on the value added, hours and intermediates used 

share of the non-ICT-using sector: V̂+U1 =  7 ^ =  ^  =  oc2(3 + 9(1 — a2). The 

non-ICT-using 1979-2001 average hours share of 74 per cent, implies a = 0.59. 

Its 1979-2001 average value added share of 71 per cent suggests that a = 0.71. 

The share in intermediates use for 1997 of 73 per cent, gives a = 0.6121. The 

predicted output elasticity of the non-labour input is uniformly higher than the 

capital share of 0.33 in the aggregate United States accounts. However, once the 

focus is shifted from the value added to the gross output, then the estimates of the 

non-labour inputs in production are much higher. The 1997-2005 BEA data on 

gross output and intermediates for the United States private industries show that 

the share of capital and intermediates in gross output is 0.7. That of intermediates 

alone is 0.45 and finally when the output production considers only labour and 

intermediates, the intermediates share becomes 0.61. The latter is adopted for the 

baseline calibration. Table 2.4 summarizes the calibrated parameters along with

the model’s predicted steady-state variables.

20 This measure is consistent with the average growth in the number of patents of the ICT- 
producing sector. The USPTO data imply average growth of 12.82 per cent for the 1985-2004 
period.

21Noteworthy, the model’s prediction that the output and input shares for the non-ICT-using 
sector should be in line is reasonably held by the data.
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Table 2.4: Calibration of the United States economy 1970-2000
Benchmark parameters: 
<*=0.61 /?=0.63 0=0.79 <7at=0.130

9y q

9y 1
Ml
uo
£SLho
£1h,

P h K q

hn 
P t * K i
Pihi
hp

x°hi
Vj___

model data
0.029 0 .0 2 2

0.080 0.032
0.363 0.356
2 .1 2 0 1.027
0.945 0.512
1.161 1.160
0.501 0.725
0.321 0.493
0.742 0.661

The model matches reasonably well the growth rate of the non-ICT-using sec

tor, but over-predicts the ICT-using sector growth. The degree of this mismatch 

depends highly on the extent that the measure of the ICT-producing growth em

ployed here overstates the actual applications of ICT (the implicit assumption is 

that the innovations are automatically used in the production)22. The model pre

dicts closely the relative labour allocations in the two final good sectors23. The 

rest of the ratios are matched reasonably well. The model does predict correctly 

that the non-ICT-using sector is more intensive compared to the ICT-using sector 

in using rather than in producing intermediates, i.e. < PHĥ ° • This holds true 

as long as the parameters satisfy the condition: 9 — (5 > —(39. This condition is 

held by the calibrated parameters. Moreover, the ICT-using sector appears to be 

more intensive in producing intermediate goods as opposed to the non-ICT-using

22 Note that for the limit case of (3 =  0, then implying a larger wedge in the growth
rate of the two final good sectors, i.e. the model’s prediction power has increased by acknowled- 
ding that (3 >  0, i.e. the role of the non-ICT-using sector in providing with intermediates. The 
wedge would close also with an extension of the model that would employ the empirically more 
relevant assumption, that both sectors use both types of capital yet at different intensities. This 
analysis was not chosen here as it would complicate the analytical results that constitute the 
core analysis of this Chapter.

23The lower bound in the predicted labour allocations is 0.288, for a  =  0.33, and the upper 
bound is 0.433, for a  =  0.7.
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sector, i.e. ^  The condition for this by the model, 6 > (3, is also held by

the data. The calibration exercise is extended in the following Section, for the 

analysis of transition dynamics of the model in relation to the growth acceleration 

in 1995.

As a final note, Table 2.1 showed the striking growth accounting finding that 

only the ICT-producing sector has positive TFP growth. This is consistent with 

the model under the assumption that all the productivity embodied in the capital 

is fully accounted in the data24. On the other hand, when the productivity of the 

ICT-capital is not be fully captured, i.e. when only the accumulation of capital 

services is accounted, then the resulting TFP growth for the aggregate final good 

economy will appear positive and be a fraction of the TFP growth of the ICT- 

producing sector25. This fraction depends on the output elasticity of labour and 

the value added share of the ICT-using sector. That poses an upper limit on what 

would be accounted as a Solow residual due to data limitations.

2.4 .2  T ransition  dyn am ics

The theoretical framework that was developed in the main body of this Chapter 

does not allow for transition dynamics. The reason for that is the existence of a 

unique state variable, which has constant rate of return along the CGP. The latter

24 Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b) report that the quality of capital accounts for 0.78 of the 
1.74 percentage points of the capital’s contribution to growth.

25Within the "Aggregate Production Possibility Frontier" aggregation method, real

value added growth, is a weighted average of all sectors’ real output growth, with 
the weights being the average value added shares of the two final good sectors.

^ pyJyI'+pv. y 1 Yo + i 1 -  P rX + P ^ y i) n  • Using the results under Pr°P°sition 2, under the 
assumption that the expansion of the varieties of the ICT-capital is not accounted for:

" Solow- Residual"= ^ — 

jp y o Y b + P ^ y 1 t 1 ”  a ) +  “ ft" ] ~  ( 1 _  P Y o Y o + V y ^ i )  ^  }
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is due to the externalities present in the production function of the ICT-producing 

sector. As a result, following a structural change in one of the key parameters, 

this economy only exhibits discrete shifts from the original CGP to the new one, 

without an intermediate phase of smooth transition path.

Under the assumption of unit intratemporal elasticity of substitution, the in

troduction of a slowly depreciating physical capital in the model can deliver tran

sition dynamics. This makes the model highly nonlinear and requires the use of 

a numerical solution method. This Section shows the transition dynamics for the 

special case of the social planner’s economy. Despite the fact that the allocations 

for the social planner’s economy are different from the decentralized one (as seen 

in Section 2.3), the direction of the transition dynamics is the same in the two 

settings due to the main equilibrium conditions of the model. Besides, the social 

planner’s solution serves as a useful benchmark as the social planner maximizes 

utility along the entire path of the economy.

The social planner’s economy of Section 2.3.4 (also Appendix A.4) is modified 

so that all capital varieties are produced by the ICT-using sector, i.e. when /3 =  0, 

and there is geometric depreciation of the ICT-capital stock, at a constant 

rate S. As a result, the ICT-using sector good is used for consumption, ci, and the 

production of all new capital (ICT, K\, and non-ICT, K q),  and the depreciation 

needs of the ICT-capital stock, 5K \.  In every period the state of the economy is 

summarized by the ICT-capital stock and the ICT-production stock, {Ki, N}, and 

the control variables are:{co, C i ,  K q, u q , u \ } .  The details are provided in Appendix 

A.6 .

The transition dynamics are derived with the "time elimination" method, 

which was proposed for non-linear growth models by Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin 

(1993). As a first step towards its implementation, the model is expressed in
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terms of the variables that remain constant along the CGP. The model’s equi

librium conditions are redefined in terms of one "state-like" variable, [ki = 

and five "control-like" variables, {/co =  =  ^,t£o,iti}. The hnear

dependence between the two final good sectors, since Uq = Uo(ui(&i),^i(fci), fci), 

k0 = ko(ui(ki)) and Ui = uii{(uo(ki), ko(ki)), allows for reduction of the dimension 

of this system, into the one involving the laws of motion of the unique "state-like" 

variable, ki, and two "control-like" variables; the ones that are related to the 

ICT-using consumption, ui, and labour allocation, u\.

The steady state, comparative statics and transition dynamics of this dynamic 

system are derived numerically in MATLAB following the steps required by the 

"time elimination" algorithm. Details on the method and the selected parameter 

values for the numerical analysis are provided in Appendix A.6 .

The implied comparative statics of the social planner’s equilibrium are summa

rized in Table 2.5 below26. The growth rate of the economy increases in response 

to an increase in the productivity of the ICT-producing sector, increase in the 

patience of the consumers (decrease in the time preference rate or increase in the 

intertemporal elasticity of substitution, £), decrease in the depreciation rate of 

the ICT-capital stock, decrease in the preference for the non-ICT-using good and 

decrease in the output elasticity of capital. It is only in response to a change in 

the preference for the non-ICT-using consumption good or the output elasticity of 

capital, that allocations in the final good sectors move in the opposite direction. In 

the former case, this is because the preference parameters affects asymmetrically 

the marginal utility of consumption of the two consumption goods. In the latter 

case, the increase in the output elasticity of capital increases the marginal product

of capital and thus increases demand for capital. Therefore, resources need to be

26The comparative statics exercise involves increase of the baseline parameter values by 10%, 
ceteris paribus.
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driven into the capital producing sector of the economy in order to boost capital 

supply in response to its demand.

Table 2.5: Comparative statics following increase in the parameter value
k x kQ Ul u0 Un Ui Uq

Baseline 0.001 0.006 0.367 0.286 0.347 0.003 0.027

S (-) {-) (+) (+) (-) (-) (+)
X (-> (-) (-) (-) (+) m (-)
e (-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (■) (+)
a (+) (+) (+) (+) (-) (+) (+)
P (+) (+) (+) (+) (-) (+) (+)
a (-) (•) (+) (-) (-) (-) (-)

Notes: (+> denotes increase over baseline, <-> decrease

The transition dynamics of the model economy are determined by the single 

state-like variable, ki, and the two control-like variables, Ui and ui ,  and can 

can be described by a phase diagram in the [«i,Wi,fci] space. The stable arm is 

represented by the two policy functions Ui(ki) and Ui(ki).  The policy functions of 

the remaining control-like variables are determined as functions of these two policy 

functions. Figure 2.2 shows the policy functions for all control-like variables for a 

range of the state-like variable [A;i(0), /c*]27.

27Where A;* is the steady-state value of the state-like variable, while (ttj, «q, u*n, uj\, u/q} are 
the steady-state values for the control-like variables. The dynamics in Figure 2.2 use /ci(0) =
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The analysis that follows presents an application of the present analytical 

framework in relation to the growth experience of the United States economy 

during the 1990s. The empirical literature (Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 2005b, 

Bosworth and Triplett 2004, Oliner and Sichel 2002) identifies 1995 as being a 

threshold year, after which the United States economic growth accelerated. The 

underlying cause is conjectured to be an increase in the productivity of the ICT- 

producing sector.

For this application, the United States is viewed along a transition path to 

the steady state, during which it experienced an increase in the productivity of 

ICT-production, which had an impact on both its steady-state and transition 

path28. In particular, this analysis focuses on the dynamics of the employment 

allocations in the three sectors, since these axe the control-like variables that have 

a direct observational equivalent. Even though the data show (Figure 2.1) that 

the employment shares remained virtually constant over time, suggesting that the 

steady-state assumption is a reasonable approximation of the United States growth 

experience, here the steady-state assumption is abandoned. Doing so provides 

additional insights regarding the dynamics that the model delivers within the 

first-best frontier.

In order to investigate possible changes in the evolution of the employment 

share series, each series is presented separately in the three figures below, together 

with a fitted line trend before and after 1995. For the ICT-producing sector there 

is a clear upward trend in the employment share and a upward turn in 1995. 

The employment share in the non-ICT-using sector falls monotonically with a

downward turn in 1995. The opposite is the case for the ICT-using sector.

28 Jones (2002) interprets the United States constant long-run growth rates at the aggregate 
level as the outcome of transition dynamics and their interplay with the economy’s structural 
characteristics.
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Figure 2.4: Impact of an increase in the ICT-producing sector productivity in T

In terms of the model economy, higher ICT-producing productivity corresponds 

to an increase in A29. As already shown in Table 2.5, the effect of such change is 

th a t the steady-state value of the ICT-producing sector employment share goes 

up, while th a t of the two final good sectors declines. The steady-state value of 

the state-like variable declines as well. Given the policy functions derived above, 

a trajectory of the social planner’s economy that would be close to that of the 

data, is th a t of an economy that moves towards its steady-state starting from 

ki(0) <  /c*, and experiences an increase in the productivity of the ICT-producing 

sector in period T, i.e. when the "state-like" equals fci(T), where fci(O) <  k i ( T ) < 

k\ <  &i30- The resulting pattern in the employment shares is given in Figure 2.4.

While the results are reasonably consistent with the actual trends in the data  

qualitatively, the quantitative differences are striking. For any level of productivity

29The value of A for the pre-1995 and post-1995 period is the time average of the series that 
comes from dividing average annual TFP growth of the ICT-producing sector by its average 
employment share. The estimated value is A =  6.19 for pre-1995 and A =  7.17 for post-1995.

30The assumption that k \ increases along this transition path matches the fact that growth 
in ICT-capital is stronger than TFP growth for the aggregate economy.
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in ICT-production, the social planner would choose to allocate a large fraction of 

the labour resources into R&D. This would have dramatic effects on the output 

growth. The response of the social planner to the higher productivity in the ICT 

producing sector, is a sharp increase in its labour allocation. Table 2.6 presents the 

steady-state predictions of the model under various specifications (with or without 

depreciation, with or without multi-sector structure). The case of no depreciation 

and no multi-sector setting is equivalent to Romer (1990). The results indicate 

that it is a standard property of such endogenous growth model to deliver very 

large steady-state allocations in the technology producing sector and relatively 

minor responses to productivity changes. The predicted employment allocation 

moves closer towards matching the data for the decentralized equilibrium solution 

and even more so when the multi-sector endogenous growth setting is considered.

Table 2.6: Steady-state ICT-producing sector labour allocation under different 
assumptions

period 
Ujv data

1979-1994
1.90

change in 1995-2001 less 1979-1994 (pp) 
0.49

SP
/3 = 0; 0 , 6 > 0 34.81 0 .0 2

P = S = 0; 0 > 0 39.78 0.04
5 = 0] (3, 5 > 0 39.42 0.08oII<35II<<5II 39.82 0 .0 2

CE
(f = 0;/3, £ > 0 1 0 .0 0 0.04oII<35IIII03. 19.47 0 .0 2
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2.5 Conclusions

This Chapter develops a theoretical framework that accounts for growth in the 

ICT era. The source of growth are the externalities present in the ICT-production. 

It analyzes the mechanism through which growth is transmitted from the ICT- 

producing sector to the aggregate economy. The sector using ICT-capital goods 

benefits from the use of the new technologies, by experiencing accumulation of 

capital that embodies these advances. This results in falling capital prices, be

cause the ICT-using good is used for the production of intermediates. The falling 

intermediate good prices drive capital deepening in the sector that does not use 

ICT-capital. Therefore, despite the fact that only one sector uses ICT-capital 

goods, the benefits from their use spread throughout the economy. These bene

fits are stronger, the more the ICT-using sector contributes to the production of 

intermediates.

At the same time the mechanism that drives growth in this model, i.e. the 

falling capital prices, may explain growth caused by any technologies that expand 

the production possibility frontier of the capital-producing industries in an econ

omy. In that sense, the model is more general than its selected application in this 

Chapter (i.e. to account for growth in the ICT context). On more general grounds, 

this Chapter provides insight into how multiple sectors of different growth poten

tials interact within an economy in a way that allows for a CGP at the aggregate 

level, where growth is sustained endogenously.

Along the steady-state growth path, there is no reallocation of labour across 

sectors. The ICT-producing sector is the fastest growing sector. The ICT-using 

sector does not grow as fast as the ICT-producing sector, despite the fact that it 

uses capital varieties that follow the growth of the ICT-production stock. This is 

because the use of the low productivity non-ICT-using good in the production of
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intermediates implies lower growth for the capital prices and therefore weaker in

centives for capital accumulation. The non-ICT-using sector is the slowest growing 

sector as it only accumulates a fixed set of capital varieties. The aggregate growth 

rate is driven by the advances in the ICT-production. It is endogenously deter

mined as a function of the preference and production parameters of the model and 

the size of the labour stock. The aggregate consumption to capital and output to 

capital ratios are constant over time. The real interest rate is also constant over 

time. The main implications of the model are broadly consistent with data of the 

United States economy.
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Chapter 3 

Patterns of interm ediates’ use in 

the U nited States and the U nited  

Kingdom

3.1 Introduction

During the 1970-2004 period, the United States and the United Kingdom economies 

have a monotonically increasing share of services-intermediates in their gross out

put and a monotonically decreasing share of goods-intermediates. For the United 

States economy, in 1970, 29 c. out of every $1 of production was spent on the 

goods-intermediate inputs and 19 c. for services-intermediates. By 2004, only 

2 1  c. were allocated for goods-intermediates, while the expenditure on services- 

intermediates had reached 23 c. For the United Kingdom, the trends were more 

dramatic over the same period. There was a decrease in the expenditure on goods- 

intermediates by 10 p. out of every GBP of production, along with an increase in 

the expenditure on services-intermediates by 6  p.
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These trends suggest that at the aggregate level there is a substitution of goods- 

intermediates with the services-intermediates in aggregate input expenditures of 

the United States and the United Kingdom. This Chapter intends to understand 

the factors that drive these patterns and investigate the impact of this substitu

tion pattern on the aggregate economy. These questions are addressed based on 

information from the Input-Output (I-O) tables of these countries at the sector 

and two/ three digit-level for goods and services-producing industries.

The interest in examining separately goods and services-producing industries 

is motivated in several ways. Disaggregating the economy into goods and services- 

producing industries is standard in the structural change literature (Baumol 1967, 

Ngai and Pissarides 2007, Kongsamut, Rebelo, and Xie 2001). These studies are 

originally motivated by the dramatic increase of the value added and employment 

share of the services-sector over time, which is mostly accounted by the decline of 

the goods-sector, despite the relatively higher productivity of the latter. Recently, 

there is a growing body of both theoretical and empirical research that examines 

the role of intermediates in the face of structural change. Oulton (2001) chal

lenges the original prediction of a declining aggregate growth rate by allowing the 

low productivity sectors to produce intermediates. His work is motivated by the 

unprecedented output and productivity performance of the services-sector during 

the 1990s in both the United Kingdom and the United States (Oulton 2001, Grif

fith, Harrison, Haskel, and Sako 2003, Bosworth and Triplett 2004, Jorgenson, 

Ho, and Stiroh 2005b). However, as emphasized further in Ngai and Pissarides 

(2007), his result depends critically on the elasticity of substitution among factors 

in production.

At the same time, the revival of the United States productivity of the goods- 

sector in the 1980s and 1990s (Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 2005b, Oliner and Sichel
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2002) provides a scope for the analysis of the role of the "Baumol’s cost disease" 

in this process. In their work on this, ten Raa and Wolff (2001)

propose that in the face of low productivity in the production of services-goods, 

the goods-industries shift the production of the services required in their produc

tion to specialized services-industries, allowing them to increase their productivity 

by allocating their resources into higher productivity activities. Through a produc

tivity analysis based on the 1-0 tables, they find support for this. However, while 

the 1980s was a period of structural transformation of the goods-producing indus

tries (Basu, Fernald, Oulton, and Srinivasan 2003) and a shift of the production 

towards the services-producing industries (Abramovsky and Griffith 2007), the 

performance of the goods-sector does not resemble the one of its United States 

counterpart.

The disaggregation of the economy into goods and services-producing indus

tries is currently also central for the analysis of outsourcing and/ or offshoring 

in the productivity and trade literature. Outsourcing is the relocation of activ

ities of a firm to external providers regardless of their location, while offshoring 

regards to outsourcing to providers from abroad (see discussion in Abramovsky 

and Griffith 2007, Olsen 2006) *. These issues increasingly gained attention in the 

literature especially due to the emergence of outsourcing in services-producing 

industries that is to an important extent enabled by Information and Commu

nication Technologies. While the measurement of these issues is still prelimi

nary, the existent evidence for both the United States and the United Kingdom 

(e.g. Abraham and Taylor 1993, Girma and Gorg 2004, Yuskavage, Strassner, and 

Medeiros 2006, Abramovsky and Griffith 2007) points out the important role of 

the services-sector (and in particular the "Business services") in accounting for

1 Overall, there is no commonplace terminology of these issues in the theoretical and empirical 
literature of this area.
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most of the outsourcing and offshoring.

Overall, the literature suggests that one would expect an important role of 

the services-sector in both producing and using intermediates and its role in this 

process needs to be studied separately. This need is accommodated by the newly 

available data. The data on intermediates disaggregate only at the materials, en

ergy and services purchases level. This suggests a natural grouping into goods 

and services-intermediates, alongside with a grouping of industries into goods and 

services-producing. To the extent that the domestic demand is covered by the 

domestic supply, the analysis of the use patterns across goods and services-sector 

provides some indication of the underlying production patterns. Finally, by utiliz

ing this criterion for grouping the industries this Chapter’s results directly contrast 

and complement the ones in the relevant literature.

In examining the drivers of the pattern in aggregate use of intermediates for the 

United States and the United Kingdom, this Chapter isolates the role of structural 

change in the composition of final output. The results show that the substitution 

pattern present at the aggregate level is not driven solely by a "size effect", i.e. , 

the high input needs of the growing services-sector, given its high intensity in using 

services-intermediates for its production. To the contrary, the decomposition of 

the aggregate pattern highlights the existence of a pure "substitution effect", i.e. 

of a change in the intensity of goods and services-intermediates use2.

For the average industry there is a negative trend (statistically significant) in 

the expenditure share of goods-intermediates. At the same time there is a negative 

trend in the relative volume and price of the goods-intermediates3. These findings

are consistent with existent studies based on information from the 1 - 0  tables for
2Appendix B .l presents analytical definitions of these different effects.
3See Figures in Section 3.2.3 and Appendix B.4. Details on the data sources and their 

properties are in Section 3.2.
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the 1997-2004 period. These comes from the Bureau of Economic Analysis for 

the United States (Strassner, Medeiros, and Smith 2005) and Abramovsky and 

Griffith (2007) for the United Kingdom. The latter is also complemented by the 

analysis of Greenhalgh and Gregory (2001) based on the information for 1979 and 

1990.

In order to uncover the determinants of the average industry’s choice of inter

mediates, this Chapter derives on the standard growth accounting assumptions 

that separate the intermediates from the primary inputs in production, under 

perfect input and output markets (Fraumeni, Gollop, and Jorgenson 1987). It 

assumes that the two types of intermediates are combined into a CES composite4. 

There are two sets of factors allowing to affect an industry’s choice of its goods- 

intermediates expenditure share. First, the relative prices of these intermediates 

that the user industry faces, and second, its own productivity in using each type 

of intermediates. The degree of substitutability between the two types of inter

mediates is the technology parameter regulating the relative importance of these 

two factors for the industry’s choice of intermediates.

The theoretical framework suggests an empirical specification that allows to 

uncover this parameter of interest given the available goods-intermediates ex

penditure and relative prices data that are available at the industry-level. The 

industry-specific productivity factors are captured by controls with cross-sectional 

and time-variation. The results show a statistically significant and below one 

elasticity of substitution for both the goods and the services-sector and for both

countries5. The degree of substitution of the two types of intermediates is higher

4 Such production technology is common in the literature that discusses the substitution 
among different types of inputs (Krusell, Ohanian, Rios-Rull, and Violante 2000, Acemoglu 
2002).

5This result is intuitive. For example, the "Food production" industry produces its value 
added with the use of goods-intermediates, like agricultural products, and services ones, like 
advertising, insurance or wholesale. Its final output is produced given a particular combination
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for the goods-sector for both the United States and the United Kingdom. This 

result is robust under alternative specifications of the unobserved factors. The 

regression results also highlight the importance of controlling for unobservable 

factors at the aggregate, sector or industry-level.

Furthermore, this Chapter extends its analysis for the United States in an 

attempt to identify a potential link between the industries’ choice of intermediate 

inputs and the final output (value added) performance. First, it looks closer at the 

patterns of intermediates’ use of the Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICT) producing sector in the United States6. While this sector diverges from the 

rest of the United States industries, the low degree of substitution between goods 

and services-intermediates applies to this sector as well. Second, using a standard 

growth accounting approach it finds a negligible impact on the aggregate labour 

productivity growth and unit costs of production7. Third, using its available 

information and the estimated elasticity of substitution, this Chapter derives a 

measure of the latent factors driving the goods-intermediates use for the services- 

sector in the United States and the United Kingdom. For the United Kingdom, 

this suggests that throughout the 1980s and 1990s these industries have a relatively 

high productivity in using goods-intermediates. For the United States services- 

sector, while in the 1980s there are results qualitatively similar to the United 

Kingdom, in the 1990s there is no support for an advantage in efficiency in using 

a particular type of intermediates.

To summarize, this Chapter’s empirical investigation concludes that as the

goods-intermediates become relatively inexpensive over time due to the higher

of these types of intermediate inputs that are not directly substitutable with each other.
6 See discussion in Chapter 1 regarding the evidence on the role of this newly established 

sector (post 1985) in driving the United States productivity growth.
7This confirms a preliminary report of the Bureau of Labour Statistics (BLS) (BEA 2004) 

regarding the impact of outsourcing and offshoring on its productivity measures.
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productivity of the goods-intermediates producers, they "free" resources for the 

finance of the services-intermediates expenditures. By uncovering a low substi

tutability in goods and services-intermediates, it complements the findings of low 

substitutability of goods and services’ final output (consumption) (e.g. Stockman 

and Tesar 1995, Ngai and Pissarides 2004). However, this Chapter also provides 

suggestive evidence that input prices alone cannot fully account for the observed 

input choices.

This study contributes to the literature on the substitution in factors in pro

duction. This literature mostly concerns the primary factors in production, i.e. 

capital and labour (e.g. for aggregate-level studies see Krusell, Ohanian, Rios- 

Rull, and Violante 2000, Antras 2004). In a recent study of the United States 

industries over the period 1958-2004, Jin and Jorgenson (2007) find that an in

dustry’s demand of inputs is affected by both input prices and its technology 

in using its inputs. Their results indicate a positive correlation between "input- 

using" technical bias and high input prices, and a "material-saving" technical bias 

for the average industry in their sample. Given that in their analysis "materi

als" are the non-energy intermediates (i.e. they group non-energy materials and 

services), they do not explicitly account for the substitution between goods and 

services-intermediates and the growing importance of the latter.

It is important to acknowledge up-front that the analysis of this Chapter is 

subject to a common criticism for all studies aiming to account for the intermedi

ates’ use based on information from the 1-0 tables. Any inference regarding the 

patterns in intermediates’ used based on the 1 - 0  tables bears several limitation 

due to the feature of these data. This is because the 1-0 tables only account for 

the intermediates’ purchases of domestic firms from suppliers that come from the 

same or different industry and are located domestically or abroad. Therefore, the
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importance of factors like industrial structure (degree of vertical integration) and 

imports in driving the intermediates’ use patterns cannot be fully understood and 

quantified without additional firm-level information. Section 3.2.6 discusses the 

limitation of the data employed for this Chapter and how its results are affected. 

Nevertheless, any investigation with a more aggregate-level and long time-horizon 

interest is restricted to the use of 1 - 0  based data, due to the lack of consistent 

micro-level data.

This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents the data sources 

and their characteristics and provides the definitions of the main variables used. 

The main body of the empirical analysis is in Section 3.2.3. Section 3.2.6 uses the 

results of this Chapter to get insights on the aggregate economic performance over 

time and across countries. Section 3.4 concludes.

3.2 D ata  Sources and D efinitions

3.2 .1  T h e E U  K LEM S d ataset

The data used for this analysis come from the first public version of the EU KLEMS 

database (version March 2007). This database is part of a research project fi

nanced by the European Commission, which aims to accommodate research on 

productivity analysis at the industry level in the European Union. It includes 

data for the so-called "sister "-KLEMS databases of the United States and Japan. 

The database includes measures of gross output, value added, employment and 

capital formation. The input measures include both primary inputs in produc

tion, capital (K) and labour (L), as well as secondary inputs in production, energy 

(E), materials (M) and service intermediates (S). The growth accounts are con

sistent with the standard practices developed in the literature (Fraumeni, Gollop,
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and Jorgenson 1987). This analytical framework is based on well-defined produc

tion functions at the industry and aggregate level and has the benefit of a sound 

economic growth theory background.

The data for the United States economy are based on the annual industry 

accounts provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). The data are 

available at both the Standard Industry Classification (SIC) and North American 

Industry Classification (NAICS) level over the period 1970-2004, since the United 

States have moved into the NAICS in 1998. This implies that the United States 

SIC data are based on SIC KLEMS data for 1970-2000 and are extrapolated for

ward using NAICS. The analysis of this Chapter uses the SIC-based data, because 

only these have information on the different types of intermediates used. The 

sources for nominal and volume measures regarding the inter-industry accounts 

come from the National Accounts. For the 1960-2000 period, the data are taken 

from Dale Jorgenson. The details for the method followed for the construction of 

these data is provided in Chapter 4 of Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b). The 

breakdown of their 44-industry level into the industry detail of EU KLEMS data

base is made on the basis of weights, that are calculated with the use of Benchmark 

Input-Output (I-O) tables from BEA. For the 2000-2004 period, there is forward 

projection of the data on intermediate inputs from the Bureau of Labour Statis

tics (BLS) Office of Employment Projections, using the BEA GDP by industry 

accounts. Original Industry classification for the dataset follows NACE ("Nomen

clature statistique des Activites economiques dans la Communaute Europeenne", 

i.e. Statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community). 

Details on the mapping to NACE for the United States economy is found in the 

country notes details of the dataset.

Regarding the data for the United Kingdom economy, there are several data
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issues that need to be taken into account that can affect the analysis. The source 

of the data is the same8. For the period 1992-2004, the data are based on the 

Supply and Use Tables (SUTs) that are compatible to the UK SIC (2003) industry 

classification that is meant to reflect NACE. Prior to 1992 the information comes 

from the 1-0 tables of various years (last available in 1989) and the Blue Book. 

These 1-0 tables were using older industry classifications that do not map directly 

to UK SIC (2003). For details on the data see country notes for the UK from EU 

KLEMS documentation and the relevant ONS information. Despite the care taken 

in order to eliminate the impact of the linkage among the different information 

sets, there is an obvious "break" in the series in 1992. There was a change in the 

industry classification system, that affected rather the classifications within each 

SIC division rather than the classification of industries into goods and services. In 

the analysis that follows, care is being taken in considering the differences across 

the two sample periods (1970-1991, 1992-2004).

Apart from the data breakpoint, there is an additional factor that needs to be 

taken care of when contrasting the United Kingdom to the United States economy 

with respect to their use of the different types of intermediates. For the United 

Kingdom, the intermediate inputs are valued at purchasers’ prices and include 

the trade margins. On the contrary, for the United States the trade margins are 

allocated as services provided from the respective industry. That suggests that 

the data are not directly comparable with respect to the level of the shares of the 

different types of intermediates. In particular, the shares of goods-intermediates 

are expected to be higher. However, there is still role for cross-country comparison

of the trend of the goods-intermediate share. Examining directly at the 1-0 Tables

8The UK KLEMS data were provided directly from M. O’ Machony and J. Woltjer of NIESR 
as they include necessary corrections over the United Kingdom data-file in EU KLEMS March 
2007 release. They are provisional until the next EU KLEMS release. M. O’ Machony and 
Marcel Timmer clarified on properties of this dataset.
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from BEA showed that in the United States the trend would have been the same, 

should the intermediates were valued inclusive of the trade margins.

Further points that need to be emphasized regarding the properties of the EU 

KLEMS accounts for either country are the following. First, the intermediates 

purchases are calculated from the 1-0 (or SUTs) by including all the intermediates 

purchases of the industry, i.e. both the intra-industry and inter-industry ones9. 

Second, the intermediate purchases for every industry include the intermediates 

imported10. Third, the intermediates purchases (whether from domestic or foreign 

sources) are the result of trade of firms within the same or across industries. As 

a result, these data do not provide any information on the intermediates’ use 

produced within the firm itself. They also do not distinguish between purchases 

of intermediates within firms that belong to the same group (vertically integrated) 

and the ones across firms that are not related through the firm’s structure11.

3 .2 .2  In d u stry  classification

The industry "Public administration and defence; compulsory social security" is 

excluded throughout, in order to focus more on market activities. The remaining 

2-digit level NACE industries are aggregated at the sector-level of "goods" and

"services". The goods-sector includes all the non-services industries, i.e. Agricul

9For growth accounting at the aggregate "sector-level", based on the "sectoral output" con
cept, one needs to rather exclude the intra-industry transactions of intermediates. This is the 
practice in the multifactor productivity analyis program of BLS.

10For the United States, the intermediates purchases of commodities that do not have a domes
tic analog are classified as "non-comparable imports" and are reported at a separate line in the 
1-0 Tables. For teatment of these see Chapter 4 of Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b). For the 
United Kingdom the intermediates purchases include also the imports. The UK Analytical 1-0 
Tables include details on the imported intermediates by industry. See discussion in Abramovsky 
and Griffith (2007).

11 The intra-firm and within-firm transactions of intermediates relate to the degree of vertical 
integration of an industry. For the UK, there is establishment-level data that are consistent with 
the information contained in the 1-0 Tables (see details in Abramovsky and Griffith (2007)). 
For the US, there is no equivalent source of information to complement the official 1-0 Tables.
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ture, Hunting, Forestry and Fishing, Mining and Quarrying, Manufacturing, Util

ities and Construction. The analysis is repeated at a more detailed 40-industry- 

level. In this level of analysis, the 23 goods-industries and 17 services-industries 

aggregate to the sector-level analysis goods and services data respectively. The 

total market economy is the aggregate of the goods and services-sector. Table 

3.1 presents the set of industries that were used at the sector and industry-level 

analysis, together with their NACE codes.

Table 3.1: Industry NACE classication and grouping into goods and services-sector
_____________________GOODS-sector____________________________________________SERVICES-sector______________________

Sector-level analyis
Industry name NACE code Industry name NACE code
AGRICULTURE. HUNTING, FORESTRY AND FISHING AtB WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE G
MINING AND QUARRYING C HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS H
TOTAL MANUFACTURING D TRANSPORT AND STORAGE AND COMMUNICATION 1
ELECTRICITY, GAS AND WATER SUPPLY E FINANCE, INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE AND BUSINESS SERVICES JtK
CONSTRUCTION F EDUCATION M

HEALTH AND SOCIAL WORK N
OTHER COMMUNITY. SOCIAL AND PERSONAL SERVICES 0
PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS WITH EMPLOYED PERSONS P
EXTRA-TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND BODIES Q

40-lndustry-level analysis
Industry name NACE code Industry name NACE code

Sale, maintenance and repair of motor vehides and motorcydes; retail
Agriculture 1 sale of fuel 50

Wholesale trade and commission trade, except of motor vehidee and
Forestry 2 motorcydes 51

Retail trade, except of motor vehidee and motorcydes; repair of
FISHING B household goods 52
MINING AND QUARRYING C HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS H
FOOD , BEVERAGES AND TOBACCO 15t16 TRANSPORT AND STORAGE 60t63

TEXTILES, TEXTILE . LEATHER AND FOOTWEAR 17t19 POST AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 64
WOOD AND OF WOOD AND CORK 20 FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION J
Pulp, paper and paper 21 R ed estate activities 70
Printing, publishing and reproduction 22 Renting of machinery and equipment 71

CHEMICAL. RUBBER. PLASTICS AND FUEL 23(25 Computer and related activities 72
OTHER NON-METALUC MINERAL 26 Research and development 73
BASIC METALS AND FABRICATED METAL 27t28 Other business activities 74
MACHINERY. NEC 29 EDUCATION M
Office, accounting and computing machinery 30 HEALTH AND SOCIAL WORK N

Insulated ^ r e 313 OTHER COMMUNITY. SOCIAL AND PERSONAL SERVICES 0
Other electrical machinery and apparatus nec 31x PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS WITH EMPLOYED PERSONS P

Radio, television and communication equipment 32 EXTRA-TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND BODIES Q
Medcal, precision and optical instruments 33
Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 34
Other transport equipment 35

MANUFACTURING NEC; RECYCUNG 36137

ELECTRICITY, GAS AND WATER SUPPLY E
CONSTRUCTION F

3.2 .3  V ariables d efin ition s and aggregation  m eth od

For each industry detailed in Table 3.1 the following value variables are available12:

12Details on the definitions in original United States National Accounts.
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Gross Output at current basic prices (millions of $US/ GBP). Basic prices are 

the prices received by the producer for each unit of its production. They include 

subsidies to production.

Intermediate inputs at current purchasers’ prices (millions of $US/ GBP). Pur

chasers’ prices are the prices paid by an industry for a unit of intermediates. They 

reflect the marginal cost paid by the using industry, and thus they include any 

taxes on commodities paid by the user (non-deductible VAT included), while they 

exclude any subsidies on commodities13.

Energy, Materials and Services Intermediate inputs at current purchasers’ prices 

(millions of $US/ GBP). Energy intermediates are all the energy mining (NACE 

10-12), oil-refining (NACE 23) and electricity and gas (NACE 40) products, services- 

intermediates are all services (NACE 50-99) products. The rest of the products 

are classified as materials. Goods-intermediates is the aggregate of the energy and 

materials products.

Value Added (gross) at current basic prices (millions of $US/ GBP).

The aggregation over industries at the sector or total market economy-level is 

straightforward. In every period t the value of gross output of an industry i , pyYit, 

is the sum of its value added, pyVa and intermediate input, piht- The value of 

intermediates used is the sum of the goods, PigIgu, and services-intermediates, 

P is I  S i t -

Gross Output Volume Index (1995=100). Each industry i produces a set of M

13These prices should include the margins of trade and transportation as well. However, when 
trade and transportation products are listed seperately, then all margins should be allocated to 
them. This is the case for the US SIC-based data. The data in EUKLEMS for the rest of the 
countries do not report the margins on trade and transportation costs separately. That leads 
to biases on the potential contribution of each type of intermediate on output growth. For the 
United States, the BEA 1-0 Use Tables data show that there is an upward bias in the level of 
the share of use of goods intermediates. The trend over time is not affected.
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distinct products. The growth of industry gross output, Yi, is the Tornqvist index 

of the growth rates of each product k, Yik. Hence, at every point in time the 

annual real gross output growth rate is given by the following formula: A In Yit = 

Zlfcli f̂ci*A InYkit, where Vku is the (t — 1, £) period average share of product k in 

the value of the industry* output. The aggregation at the sector (or total economy- 

level) is done in a similar manner, where weights are the industry output shares 

in the sector (total economy) output.

Intermediate Inputs Volume Index (1995=100). Each industry i uses a set of X  

distinct commodities. The growth of the aggregate intermediate input quantity of 

the industry, /*, is calculated is the Tornqvist aggregate over the growth rates of all 

type-a; intermediates, / ix. Hence, at every point in time the annual intermediate 

input volume growth rate is given by: A In In =  u ^ A  In Ixn, where vxn is the 

(t — 1, t) period average use share of type-a: intermediate. For the aggregation at 

the sector (or total economy-level) the industry-level intermediate inputs volume 

growth is weighted with the industry output shares in the sector (total economy) 

output.

Energy, Materials and Services Intermediate inputs Volume Index (1995=100). 

Each of these indexes is defined in the same way as the total intermediate input 

volume index for the particular type of intermediates (energy, materials, services). 

While the services-intermediates volume index is directly available at the industry- 

level, the goods-intermediates one is constructed as the Tornqvist aggregate in

dex of the energy and materials intermediates volume indexes. Hence, for every 

industry, it is the weighted sum of the volume indexes of material and energy in

termediates, with weights the use share of each type in total goods-intermediates.

Value Added Volume Index (1995=100). Given that, pyYn =  PvVit + Piht-, the 

implicit Tornqvist index for the growth volume growth of an industry i is given
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as: AlnYit = VftAlnVit + (l — A \n I it, where is the average share of 

value added in gross output. Therefore, the implicit value added growth index is: 

A in Vu = zkr [A In Yu — (l — vYt) A In Iit] . Aggregation at the sector (economy)-vu L

level is the Tornqvist index of the volume growth of all different industries within 

the sector (economy), where weights are the average value added shares of each 

industry.

The gross output and intermediates price indexes are constructed by the dif

ference between the value and the volume growth of the corresponding series for 

both the industry and the aggregate level.Data Analysis

3 .2 .4  T h e U n ited  S ta tes  econ om y  

Sector-level analysis

The gross output of an industry equals the value added produced and the inter

mediates used for its production. In a constant-returns-to-scale framework, the 

value of output is equal to the value of all inputs, i.e. the primary (value added) 

inputs, capital and labour, and the intermediates used. Hence, for a sector j  the 

following identity holds in every period t14,15:

PyYjt =  PvVjt + P iljt

In the United States economy, the composition of every unit of gross output 

production has a trend towards a shift away from the use of intermediates. The

14Note that the use of term "value" in text refers to measures in nominal terms, as opposed 
to "volume" that is used for measures in real terms (see Section 3.2).

15In the text, the constant-returns-to-scale and competitive markets assumption is sufficient, 
yet not necessary. The dual growth accounting approach would suggest that one just needs to 
assume that the national income identity implies that total income equals the aggeragate returns 
on the production factors (here capital, labour and intermediates). See ? for the standard growth 
accounting assumptions on which the interpretation of the National Accounts statistics rely.
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Figure 3.1: United States gross output composition in terms of value added and 
intermediate inputs

share of intermediate inputs in gross output has decreased by 3pp over this period 

(48% in 1970, 45% in 2004). This reallocation of the gross output supports a 

statistically important upward trend in the value added share of 0.34% over the 

entire period. Figure 3.1 presents the data  over the 1980-2004 period16,17.

Examining within the set of intermediates used, the intermediate inputs used 

for the production of gross output of a sector j  are either goods or services- 

intermediates:

Pilj t  =  PicJojt +  P is h j t

Figure 3.2 shows the shares of goods and services-intermediates in gross output

16 The spike in the data in 1983 is likely to be driven by the change in the source of information 
for the US industries. The year 1983 is the point where the old, 1970-1995, and the new, 
1983-2000, BLS-EMP datasets were linked. These two datasets are consistent with a different 
industry classification system that affected the ratio of value added to intermediates in particular 
industries (e.g. oil and gas mining). They were linked in 1983 using the iterative propotional 
fitting process (RAS). For details see Chapter 4 in Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b).

17The year 1987 is another important breakpoint. The information for the period 1983-1987 
is based on the SIC 1972, whereas for the 1987-2000 is based on SIC 1987 industry classification. 
Finally, year 2000 is the point where the SIC data are extrapolated forward using NAICS.
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Figure 3.2: United States composition of gross output in terms of goods and 
services-intermediates

for the United States economy. It reveals a monotonic downward trend in the 

share of goods-intermediates in gross output and an upward one for the services- 

intermediates. In 1970, 29 c. out of every $US of production was allocated for 

the goods-intermediate inputs and 19 c. for services-intermediates. By 2004, only 

21 c. were allocated for goods-intermediates, while the expenditure on services- 

intermediates had reached 23 c. of every $US of production. These patterns reveal 

a substitution of the goods-intermediates with the services ones in the production 

of aggregate output.

Over the same period, the size of the services-sector has been increasing, while 

tha t of goods has been decreasing. Table 3.2 shows how the share of goods and 

services-sector in gross output or value added has been evolving over the same 

period. Over the 1970-2004 period there has been a 14 pp reallocation of value 

added towards the services-sector. This trend is repeated in terms of the gross 

output produced by the United States industries.
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Table 3.2: United States goods and services-sector value added and gross output 
shares

Sector shares in Value added Gross output
year Goods Services Goods Services
1980 44.6 55.4 56.7 43.3
1985 39.4 60.6 53.7 46.3
1990 35.1 64.9 48.4 51.6
1995 32.9 67.1 43.8 56.2
2 0 0 0 31.7 68.3 41.4 58.6
2004 29.2 70.8 39.1 60.9

Moreover, during this period the services-sector has caught up with the goods- 

sector in terms of its share in the production and use of intermediates. In 1970, the 

services-sector was producing only 39% of all the intermediates produced in the 

economy and was using 33% of all intermediates produced. By 2004, the produc

tion and use shares for the services-sector increased to 53% and 49% respectively. 

Table 3.3 presents these shares in selected years.

Table 3.3: United States goods and services-sector intermediates use and produc
tion shares

Share of intermediates produced by used by
year Goods Services Goods Services
1980 63.6 36.4 68.4 31.6
1985 58.4 41.6 64.8 35.2
1990 52.5 47.5 59.2 40.8
1995 51.0 49.0 56.7 43.3
2 0 0 0 48.7 51.3 53.0 47.0
2004 47.5 52.5 51.4 48.6

To conclude, in terms of the intermediates production and use, the aggregate 

United States economy data indicate a substitution of goods-intermediates with

services-intermediates. This pattern might be driven purely from a "size effect"18.

18For constant value added to intermediates shares across sectors and constant composition of 
intermediates for every sector, the share of goods-intermediates in gross output would change, 
driven purely by changes in the size of the sectors (composition of value added and total inter
mediates). See discussion in Appendix B .l.
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In order to isolate the size effect for every sector, the same exercises as above are 

repeated at the goods and services-sector level.

Table 3.4 presents the composition of the gross output of the goods and 

services-sector in terms of value added, intermediate inputs, and goods and services- 

intermediates. The following facts come out. The goods-sector uses more interme

diates for the production of its gross output, as opposed to the services one. Each 

sector uses more intensively the intermediates produced by the sector itself, i.e. the 

goods-sector uses more goods-intermediates, while the services-sector uses more 

services-intermediates. The trend in the goods-intermediates share in the gross 

output at the aggregate level is driven by the substitution of goods-intermediates 

with services-intermediates by both sectors. This substitution was stronger for 

the goods-sector19.

Table 3.4: United States goods and services-sector gross output composition
Gross output composition

Value added Goods-intermediates Services-intermediates
year/ sector Goods Services Goods Services Goods Services
1980 38.8 63.1 47.7 1 2 .0 13.5 24.8
1985 39.9 65.3 44.3 10.5 15.8 24.2
1990 41.1 65.2 41.6 9.2 17.3 25.7
1995 41.0 64.9 41.7 8.9 17.3 26.2
2 0 0 0 41.7 63.5 41.1 8 .8 17.3 27.7
2004 41.5 64.6 40.9 8.4 17.5 27.1

The results so far indicate that the production structure of the goods and 

services-sectors (i.e. that goods use more goods-intermediates and services more 

services-intermediates) together with the change in the size of each sector can

not fully account for the substitution of goods-intermediates with the services- 

intermediates present at the aggregate level. This is because each sector has also

moved into the same substitution, allocating a higher share of its gross production

19Both the goods and services-sectors have increased their share of value added in their output 
in the beginning of 1980s. See discussion in Section 3.2.4 above for this period.
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for the use of services.

The next step is to get a measure of the quantitative importance of the underly

ing substitution trends. Define the share of the value of type-z intermediates used
j j

by sector j, piJl, in the value added of the using sector, pyVf ^ 77. There are two 

types of intermediates and two sectors: i , j  £ {G, S'}20. Define also the value of 

total intermediates used by sector j  as p j P .  By construction, p j P  = p iGI 3G+ p is I3s . 

Therefore, the share of type-z intermediates used in the sector’s value added can 

be written as follows21:
P iJ i =  P iJ l Pi I 3 
PvVj p r P  p v Vj

The first component is the expenditure share of type-z intermediates, while the 

second component is the share of all intermediates used in the sector’s value added. 

The implied decomposition of the exponential growth rate, g, of this share is:

Q p i j l / p v V j  ~  Q p i j l / p i l i  Q p i l i / PvVj

Therefore, the growth of the share of type-z intermediates used in the sector’s 

final output can be driven by a pure substitution effect, i.e. the change in the 

expenditure share of the type-z intermediates, and/ or overall changes in the pro

duction structure of the sector in terms of combining the set of primary inputs 

with that of secondary ones22. Table 3.5 presents the decomposition of the average 

annual growth of the value added share of goods and services-intermediates for

both sectors for the 1981-2004 period23.

20The goods-intermediates are produced by the goods-sector and the services-intermediates 
are produced by the services-sector.

21 Note that for the United States the prices exclude the trade and transportation margins. 
See discussion in Section 3.2.1.

22See Appendix B .l for details on the decomposition and the interpretation of the various 
effects.

23There is no bias due to the data-break point in 1983. The 1985-2004 period analysis gives 
similar qualitative and quantitative results.
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Table 3.5: United States trends in the goods and services-sector shares of inter
mediates in value added and their decomposition

Sector using intermediates: Goods Services

Goods-intermediates share in value added 
contribution by:

expenditure share of goods-intermediates 
all intermediates share in value added

P'g7g
Pv Vg

PIGTG

Pv Vg

-0.91

-0.45
-0.47

p/g7g
Pv V s

PIGTC 
p i  I s  
VII 
PvVs

-1.60

-1.35
-0.26

Services-intermediates share in value added 
contribution by:
expenditure share of services-intermediates 

all intermediates share in value added

Prs Js
Pv Vg

P is Js

A cp i I G
Pv Vg

0.81

1.28
-0.47

p/?4
PvVs

P I^ S

V i f i
PvVs

0.27

0.52
-0.26

Notes:  un i ts  in 1981*2004 ave rage  a n n u a l  exp o n e n t i a l  g row th  (%)

In a similar manner, define the share of the value of type-z intermediates that 

are used by sector j  out of the value added of type-z intermediates’ producing 

sector, pvV{. This share can be decomposed in a way that sheds light on the 

demand-side factors driving the production of intermediates in sector z. Define 

total value added, pyV, as pyV = pyVc +  PvVs- Then:

Pi A  =  Pi A  Pilj PvVj P vV  
p v Vi p iV  p v Vj p v V  p v Vi

The first two-components refer to the using sector j  and are defined as above. 

The third component is the value added share of the using sector, while the last 

component is the inverse of the value added share of the producing sector. The 

implied decomposition of the exponential growth rate of this share is:

9 p j . i l / p v V i  ~  9 p j . i l / p j j j  + 9 p i i j / p v Vj + (9 p v Vj /pv v  ~  9 p v V i / p v v )

Therefore, the growth of the share of type-z intermediates that are used by sector 

j  in the producing sector’s value added is driven by the pure substitution that
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the using sector undergoes in terms of the mix of intermediates that it uses, the 

substitution between intermediates and primary inputs and finally the relative size 

of the using sector.

Both sectors’ final output is used increasingly by services as intermediates. 

In particular, the share of the goods-sector final output that is used by services 

grows at 1.17% annually. The share of the services-sector final output used by 

goods grows at -1.96%. The relative size of the services-sector grows at an annual 

rate of 2.77%.

However, the data of Table 3.5 do suggest that the change in the size of the 

goods and services-sectors alone, is not the only driver of the substitution of goods- 

intermediates with the services ones. Both sectors have decreased their use share of 

goods-intermediates and the average negative growth was stronger for the services- 

sectors. Also, both sectors have decreased their share of intermediates in value 

added.

The downward trend in the goods-intermediates use share is statistically sig

nificant. For the entire 1971-2004 period, a linear trend model fits the goods- 

intermediates use share data almost perfectly (R2=0.99). It identifies a statisti

cally significant negative trend for the expenditure share of goods-intermediates. 

This equals -1.15% (s.e. 0.07) for the services-sector and -0.41% (s.e. 0.07) for 

the goods-sector. Alternatively, when controlling for a set of time-dummies one 

can identify the time period that drives this negative trend. This shows that 

the only period that the share was actually increasing was in the period of the 

oil-shocks (1974-1982). During this period there was a big increase in the goods- 

intermediates prices (especially energy). Overall though, the trend is negative and 

indicates a statistically significant fall of this share by 6  pp over the entire period.
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Industry-level analysis

The data support that there is a significant negative trend in the expenditure 

share of goods-intermediates at the aggregate and sector-level. The next step is to 

confirm that this trend is present also at the more detailed industry-level. That 

would confirm that the trend present at a higher level of aggregation is driven 

by similar patterns of the individual industries within each sector, rather than 

changes in their relative size. Appendix B.l provides details regarding how the 

sector-level share in goods-intermediates is decomposed between the size and the 

substitution effect.

Figure 3.3 presents the dispersion of the data for the 40 industries at the two 

and three-digit level selected (23 goods industries and 17 services), along with 

the trends at the sector-level calculated expenditure share of goods-intermediates. 

Two properties of the industry-level data come out. First, for both sectors this 

aggregation level reveals also a falling trend in the expenditure share for goods- 

intermediates. Second, there is greater variation among industries in the services- 

sector.

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate how the goods and services (respectively) sector- 

level growth of the goods-intermediates use share is decomposed into the "within- 

industry" and "between-industry" effects. In both cases, the within-industry effect 

accounts almost completely for the sector-level growth data. In particular, the 

industry-level growth rates of the goods-intermediates growth share account for 

98% (statistically significant) of the variation of the sector-level growth, for both 

goods and services. The between-industry effect is bigger in the services-sector. 

The growth rates of the intermediates use shares at the services-sector industry- 

level can account up to 40% of the services-sector goods-intermediates use share.
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Figure 3.3: United States use share of goods-intermediates (industry/ sector)
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Figure 3.4: United States decomposition of the growth of the goods-sector’s goods- 
intermediates use share
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Figure 3.5: United States decomposition of the growth of the services-sector’s 
goods-intermediates use share

In order to complete the analysis, Table 3.6 summarizes the information from 

the industry-level data  regarding the existence of a substitution between goods 

and services-intermediates and the statistical significance of it. It presents the 

result of regressions of the logarithm of the goods-intermediates use share (/yit) 

on a linear trend. Specification (1) uncovers a statistically significant decrease 

of the goods-intermediates use share for the average industry in the economy. 

Controlling for the variation at the sector-level accounts for 70% of the original 

industry-level variation. Specification (3) shows th a t the industries have different 

shares on average, but share a common trend. Finally, specification (4) is presented 

for comparison reasons and shows the overall variation at the industry level if an 

industry-specific linear model is applied24.

To conclude, this evidence confirms th a t the existence of a substitution of

24 The hypothesis of the existence of a common trend among industries in the same group 
is rejected at 5%. For identification purposes, in the analysis that follows, the common slope 
hypothesis is maintained, in order to exploit the within-industry source of variation.



Table 3.6: United States industry-level trends in the goods-intermediates use share
Dependent variable: In 7 ^
Controls: (1 ) (2 ) (3) (4)
constant X X X X

trend X X X

sec tor-trend X X

industry fixed-ef fects X X

industry-trends X

obs 1330 1330 1330 1330
R2 0 .0 1 0.71 0.98 0.99
F-test 12.28 1073.83 2054.65 2261.99
Implied average annual trend (%) in industry group
Goods-sector —0.53 —0.32 —0.32

(0 .1 5 )" *  (0 .1 1 )* "  (0 .0 3 )" *

Services-sector —0.53 —0.86 —0.86
______________________________________(0.15)*** (0.13)*** (0.03)***

Notes:  s.e. in p a ren th eses

(***) den o te s  signif icance  a t  t h e  1%; (x) den o te s  inclus ion  of control (s )

goods-intermediates with services-intermediates at the sector level is originated 

at the industry-level. On average, the linear trend implies that there was a sta

tistically significant fall in the goods-intermediates of 4 pp during the 1985-2004 

period.

Econom etric analysis

There are two main assumptions made in order to be able to analyze the interme

diates’ allocation decisions across industries and over time:

First, every industry’s gross output production function is a homogeneous of 

degree one function of the primary inputs , capital and labour and the secondary,

intermediate inputs and separable in its value added and intermediates compo

nent, i.e. Yi = F (VA1(K,L),P(IgiIs ))- This specification is consistent with the 

growth accounting framework. Each of the two components of the gross output 

production function, value added VA1 (K, L) and intermediates P(Ig, -Ts), is also a
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homogeneous of degree one function of the respective inputs in production. These 

two assumptions on the production technology allow for the industry production 

control problem to take place in two stages. In the first one, there is decision about 

the level of intermediate inputs required to be combined with the primary inputs. 

In the second one, described in (3.1), the mix of the two types of intermediates is 

decided.

Second, there are perfect input and output markets, which is also an important 

assumption maintained in standard growth accounting. Given the assumption of 

perfect output markets, the prices of intermediates match the marginal costs in 

their production. Under perfect input markets, the different industries compete in 

the market for the available supply of intermediates and in equilibrium the price 

equates the marginal rates of transformation in their own production between the 

two types of intermediates25. Under these assumptions, the following industry- 

level allocation problem is summarized as follows:

Each industry z, belonging to sector j  E {G, S'}, at every point in time chooses 

its demand of either type of intermediates (goods, IG, and services, Ps), given their 

prices (piG, pis)26, its own productivity in using goods-intermediates (AG ) and 

services-intermediates (Als ) and the level of the total expenditure for intermediate 

inputs, pjP :

{max} {[0, ( A y ' c Y ’ + (1 -  0,) (44)'’’] ̂  ! P i ?  =  Pra Ia  + P/s4} (3-1)

, where 6i is a distribution parameter and pj, Pj < 1 , is a parameter specifying 

the elasticity of substitution of the two types of intermediates, <jj = Cj > 0 .

25 This assumption is consistent with the way that National Accounts construct the series of 
intermediates’ prices.

26Every industry takes as given the "price" of its own intermediates "basket" used in produc
tion, where in the problem specification is normalised to 1.
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The solution of the allocation problem (3.1) gives the following condition that 

describes the relative demand of the two types of intermediates for every industry:

4  n  - 0 i P i c Y j ( £ Y * - '
4  v  Pis)  v ^ g /

Therefore, for industry i, the goods-intermediates’ use share, r̂ i =  pGj^)psp > grows 

at rate, g l i , characterized by:

7 ^ 7 7  =  (1 -  Vj)9Ua. +  C1 ~  aj) 9 (3.2)
1 “  7 < p is

, where g viG is the growth of the relative prices of goods-intermediates and g Ai
PIS  i f

is the growth of the relative productivity of the services-intermediates. For no 

change in the productivity in using the intermediates, i.e. g Ai = 0 , then the falling
ag

prices for the goods-intermediates imply that the use share of goods-intermediates 

decreases over time, only if the two types of intermediates axe gross substitutes, 

i.e. when Cj < 1. When there is scope for technical progress, then the observed 

patterns of the data would only be consistent with a lower relative productivity 

of the services-intermediates when < 1 , or a higher relative productivity of the 

services-intermediates when crj > l 27.

The factor augmenting technical progress is assumed to be industry-specific. 

This assumption allows for the productivity of each unit of intermediate resources 

of the same type to vary across industries and intends to account for the fact that 

the use of every type of intermediates has a "special" use for every industry that 

is related to its own production structure and needs. The progress in the factor

augmenting technology is assumed to be exogenous to each industry28. Given the

27This result is driven by using the data on prices and shares to solve condition (3.2) for the 
locus of the potential combinations of (cij, •

28 Therefore, this specification abstracts from a case that every industry responds to market
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assumption on perfect input markets and the industry-specific factor augmenting 

technology, the prices of intermediates are set through the competition of the 

different industries to get intermediates that have a use that is specific to their 

production needs and equilibrium prices cannot capture the efficiency of each 

industry in combining and using the different types of intermediates. Hence, there 

is a separate role for the technology that is entirely from the demand-side. This 

assumption, arguably very restrictive, together with the assumption that there is 

perfect competition on the supply side, allows identification of the parameters of 

interest of the empirical specification suggested by (3.2) and using the available 

panel data.

Using time-series data in order to econometrically identify the role of technol

ogy and prices in determining the patterns of intermediates’ use, however runs 

into an identification problem discussed in-depth in the seminal work of Diamond, 

McFadden, and Rodriguez (1978). They show that when using time-series data, 

the elasticity of substitution between two factors of production cannot be identi

fied when employing a general neoclassical production function which allows for 

technical progress. Assuming factor augmenting technical progress reduces the 

non-identification problem, as it puts more structure to the expected observed 

patterns of the data, but does not resolve the non-identification problem. Em

ploying a CES production function puts further structure to the data as it reduces 

the estimation of elasticity to the estimation of a single parameter29. Furthermore, 

one requires further assumptions regarding the form of the factor augmenting tech

nical progress in order to reach to a separate identification between the elasticity

conditions and develops technology that is directed at specific factors in its production (in the 
spirit of Acemoglu (2002)). This is due to lack of data at the industry-level regarding research 
and development.

29 Allowing for a production function different than a standard Cobb-Douglas and common 
production function across all industries within the same sector is regarded as reasonable here 
given the characteristics of the data as described in the pervious Sections.
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of substitution and the factor augmenting technical progress. In particular, the 

rates of change for the factor augmenting technology are assumed to be unknown 

linear functions of time. The specific functional forms employed in the econometric 

analysis are further discussed in detail below30.

The assumptions described above, together with the use of data that have 

industry-level and time variation allows for the identification of the parameter of 

interest. At the industry-level, the relative prices of the goods-intermediates vary 

across industries, because in practice every industry uses a distinct variety of each 

type of intermediates (goods or services). As a result, there is variation in prices 

that is specific to the industry that allows for unbiased estimates of the underlying 

true correlation between relative prices and the goods-intermediates’ expenditure 

share growth.

Condition (3.2) suggests the following regression specification:

“  bigmit+b2 +x'ijtbz+£ijt\ i = 1..N, j  e {G, S}, t = 1...T

(3.3)

The coefficient b\ corresponds to an estimate of (1 — <rs), while b2 estimates 

as — ctq. The control vector x'^t accounts for the evolution of technological (or 

other) factors related to the use of intermediates. In different specifications, dif

ferent assumptions are employed regarding their source of variation, and where 

appropriate a set of these controls is considered at the same time. The following 

variables can be elements of the control vector. First, a constant accounts for 

factors fixed over time and common across all industries. Second, a sector fixed- 

effect accounts for factors fixed over time, different across sectors, but common 

across industries in the same sector. Third, a set of industry-specific fixed-effects

30 Appendix B.2 presents the results from aggregate-level data applied on the relevant empirical 
specification as implied by (3.2) and the availability of information. The results suggest some 
bounds one the expected variation in the full-information panel data set.
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accounts for factors fixed over time that differ across industries. Fourth, a sector- 

specific linear trend accounts for factors that evolve at a fixed rate over time, and 

which are common across all industries in the same sector, but different across 

sectors. Fifth, a set of industry-specific linear trends that accounts for a set of 

factors that evolve at a fixed rate over time.

Details on the availability of data on intermediates’ prices are found in Ap

pendix B.3. Table 3.7 summarizes the results, when the control is the growth in 

goods-intermediates relative prices with only time variation. When growth in the 

relative prices of intermediates is common across industries, then the time varia

tion captured by them cannot be distinguished from other factors that can have 

the same source of variation. In particular, the relative prices would be collinear 

with a set of time fixed-effects that account for year-specific common shocks across 

different industries. Table 3.8 repeats the exercise, when the control is the growth 

in goods-intermediates relative prices with both time and industry variation. This 

allows scope for examining the role of time-varying factors common across indus

tries, other than the relative prices of the intermediates.

The regressions of Table 3.7, show that controlling for sector or industry fixed- 

effects does not reveal a different degree of substitution between the goods and 

services-intermediates across the two sectors. The implied elasticity of substitu

tion is below one, statistically significant, and does not vary significantly across 

specifications. The evidence with respect to the role of additional factors affecting 

the growth in the expenditure share of goods-intermediates indicates that there is 

role for a common constant factor across industries in the economy (specification 

(1)). Specification (2) shows that this is driven by the variation coming from the 

services-sector industries. Controlling for industry-specific characteristics elimi

nates the statistical importance of such factors, whether constant or time varying.
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Overall, the results are rather inconclusive31.

The regressions of Table 3.8, show that the model’s overall fit is improved 

substantially when exploiting the information regarding the different relative prices 

of goods and services-intermediates across industries. Nevertheless, similar to the 

regressions of Table 3.7, most of the specifications do not identify any statistically 

significant difference in the degree of substitution of the two types of intermediates 

across the two sectors. Importantly, in all specifications the implied elasticity of 

substitution is below one. The only case that a difference is identified, is in 

specification (7), where there is control for the sector and industry-level time 

fixed-effects. Then the estimated elasticity comes out to be higher for the goods- 

sector, but still below one. The estimated effect of the growth in relative prices for 

the services-sector is relatively more sensitive now to the inclusion of alternative 

controls, driven by the higher variation observed across the services-industries. 

The estimated elasticity is bounded between 0.3 and 0.5.

All specifications indicate the scope for additional factors being important in 

determining the use patterns of intermediates across industries. Consistent with 

the descriptive evidence provided in the earlier sections, the estimation suggests 

that factors are industry-specific rather. Therefore, while the explanatory power 

of the relative prices survives in accounting for the industries’ patterns in using 

intermediates, there are additional factors that are to be identified at the industry- 

level affecting the choice of the used "basket" of intermediates.

31 Given the estimated b\ =  1 — er and the constant in specification (1), condition (3.2) implies 
gA_2_ =  -0.84%. Hence, it suggests that on average the industries experience technical progress in

Aa
using the relatively inexpensive goods-intermediates.
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Table 3.7: United States goods and services industry-level regressions when prices have only time variatiation
Dependent variable: ( j
___________ V  ̂/ jit
Controls: (1 ) (2 ) (3) (4) (5)
constant

9Eat
P S

Dj
gpat*Dj

P S

industry fixed-effects

-0.005
(0.001)***

0.598
(0.050)***

-0.006
(0.002)**

0.542
(0.080)***

0 . 0 0 0
(0.003)

0.091
(0.103)

0.543
(0.080)***

0.092
(0.103)

yes

0.541
(0.083)***

0.138
(0.108)

yes

0.541
(0.084)***

0.138
(0.108)

yes
trend 

trend * Dj

trend * industry fixed-ef fects

- 0 . 0 0 0
(0.000)

0 . 0 0 0
(0.000)

yes
obs 1292 1292 1292 1292 1292
R2 0 .1 0 0 .1 0 0 .1 1 0 .1 0 0.09
F  — test 142.36 47.68 5.11 4.40 2.63
implied Gs 

implied gq<

0.40
(0.050)***

0.40
(0.050)***

0.46
(0.080)***

0.37
(0.064)***

0.46
(0.080)***

0.37
(0.064)***

0.46
(0.084)***

0.32
(0.068)***

0.46
(0.084)***

0.32
(0.068)***

Notes :  s.e.  iu pa re n th e se s ,  (***) d e n o te s  significance a t  1%, (**) a t  5%, (*) a t  10%

(y e s )  d e n o t e s  c o n t r o l  for  f i x e d - e f f e c ts ;  ( y e s * * )  d e n o t e s  t h e  F - t e s t  r e j e c t s  t h e  HQ  o f  n o  j o i n t - s i g n i f i c a n c e  a t  5 %



Table 3.8: United States goods and services industry-level regressions when prices have time-industry variation
Dependent variable: ( J
_________________V  ̂J jit
Controls: (1 ) (2 ) (3) (4) (5) (6 ) (7)
constant -0.006

(0.001)***
-0.005
(0.002)*

gpc it 0.484 0.478 0.568 0.624 0.734 0.565 0.697
P S

Dj
(0.030)*** (0.052)***

- 0 .0 0 2
(0.003)

(0.055)*** (0.060)*** (0.063)*** (0.056)*** (0.076)***

gp£iit*Dj 0 .0 1 1 -0.036 -0.049 -0.119 -0.068 -0.242
P S

industry fixed-effects 
trend

trend * Dj

trend * industry fixed-effects 
time fixed-effects 
time fixed-effects  * Z)?

(0.064) (0.067)
y e s -

(0.072)
yes**

0 .0 0 1
(0.000)**
0 .0 0 0
(0.000)

(0.075)
yes**

yes**

(0.057)
**y e s

y e s

(0.087)*** 
y e s  *

yes**
jfcSc

yes**

obs 1292 1292 1292 1292 1292 1292 1292
R2 0.16 0.16 0 .2 0 0 .2 1 0.24 0.44 0.45
F — test 255.99 85.35 9.32 9.41 6 .1 2 14.99 11.13
implied as 0.52 0.52 0.43 0.38 0.27 0.44 0.30

(0.030)*** (0.052)*** (0.055)*** (0.060)*** (0.063)*** (0.056)*** (0.076)***

implied oq 0.52 0.51 0.47 0.43 0.39 0.50 0.55
(0.030)*** (0.037)*** (0.038)*** (0.040)*** (0.040)*** (0.039)*** (0.041)***

Notes :  s.e. in pa re n th e se s ,  (***) d e n o te s  signif icance  a t  1%, (**) a t  5%, (*) a t  10%

(y e s )  d e n o t e s  c o n t r o l  for  f i x e d - e f f e c ts ;  ( y e s * * )  d e n o t e s  t h e  F - t e s t  r e j e c t s  t h e  HQ  o f  n o  j o i n t - s i g n i f i c a n c e  a t  5%



Inform ation and C om m unication Technologies sector

A set of industries that have gained a lot of attention in the productivity 

literature (Oliner and Sichel 2002, Bosworth and Triplett 2004, Jorgenson, Ho, 

and Stiroh 2005b) are the industries that produce Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICT)32. The question addressed is whether this newly developed and 

fast growing sector has a different behavior compared to the average industry of 

the United States with respect to the use of the goods and services-intermediates. 

A first inspection of the data indicates that the answer is positive. Figure 3.6 

shows how the ICT-producing sector compares to the aggregate economy in terms 

of the use share of goods-intermediates. It shows that this set of industries have 

actually increased their use share of goods-intermediates during the first period of 

high growth of this sector, 1985-1995. In the 1995-2004 period, the trend in the use 

share matches the one in aggregate economy. Figure 3.7 shows the same picture 

when inspecting separately the goods and services ICT-producing industries. The 

average annual growth of the goods-intermediates use share during the 1981-2004 

for the goods ICT-producing industries is 0.07%, while for the services ones is 

0.47%. These contrast to the goods and services-sector trends that were presented 

in Table 3.5.

The next step is to investigate whether there is support for a different elasticity 

of substitution between the goods and services-intermediates for this particular set 

of industries. Specification (7) of Table 3.8 was applied with the addition of the 

interaction between the goods-intermediates relative price growth and a dummy

that takes the value of one to indicate an ICT-producing industry. The explanatory

32The ICT-producing manufacturers include: "Office, accounting and computing machinery" 
(30), "Insulated wire" (313), "Radio, television and communication equipment" (32). The ICT- 
producing services include "Computer and related services" (72).
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power of the regression model increases with this additional control (R 2 =  0.47) 

and the interaction term is statistically significant. The estimated elasticity of 

substitution for the non-ICT-producing services-sector now falls to 0.08 (s.e. 0.08), 

that of non-ICT-producing goods-sector to 0.46 (s.e. 0.04) and that of the ICT- 

producing sector is 0.61 (s.e. 0.09). This suggests that the exclusion of the services 

ICT-producing industries affects the inference made from the sample, while this 

is not the case for the goods-sector33. Nevertheless, the estimates are still in 

the direction that is compatible with economic theory, i.e. disclosing a very low 

substitution between goods and services-intermediates in the presence of falling 

relative prices of the goods-intermediates.

3 .2 .5  T h e U n ited  K in gdom  econ om y

This Section investigates the patterns of intermediates use for the United Kingdom 

economy by applying the methodology followed in Section 3.2.4. The results are 

contrasted to the ones that were derived from the analysis of the United States 

economy.

Sector-level analysis

The composition of every unit of gross output production in the United Kingdom 

economy in terms of intermediates and value added during the period 1980-2004 

shows that in contrast to the United States, the intermediate inputs share is higher 

than that of value added. The trends of these shares are similar to the United 

States, with the share of intermediates decreasing by 5 pp. (from 57% to 52%)

33If the same specification controls for the sector within the ICT-producing sector, the es
timated elasticities of substitution are the following: 0.49 (s.e. 0.04) for the goods non-ICT- 
producing sector, 0.37 (s.e. 0.13) for the goods ICT-producing sector, 0.75 (s.e. 0.10) for the 
services ICT-producing sector and not statisticaly significant for the services non-ICT-producing 
sector.
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Figure 3.8: United Kingdom composition of gross output in terms of goods and 
services-intermediates

and th a t of value added increasing by the same magnitude (from 43% to 48%).

The composition of the gross output in terms of goods and services-intermediates 

reveals similar trends to the United States, with an increasing share of services- 

intermediates in gross output. By 2004, 28 p. of every pound-worth of production 

was spend on services-intermediates (Figure 3.8).

Table 3.9 shows that similar to the United States, the goods-sector in the 

United Kingdom decreases in "size" over time. However, the revealed trend of 

this change is stronger for the United Kingdom. Along with its increasing share in 

the final output, the services-sector has caught up with the goods-sector in terms 

of its share in the production and use of intermediates in the economy.

Table 3.10 presents the composition of the goods and services-sector gross 

output in terms value added and intermediate inputs, as well as goods and services- 

intermediates for selected years. It shows th a t first, like for the United States, 

goods-sector uses more intermediates compared to the services-sector. Also, the
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Table 3.9: United Kingdom goods and services-sector value added and gross output 
shares

Sector shares in Value added Gross output
year Goods Services Goods Services
1980 49.4 50.6 59.7 40.3
1985 46.6 53.4 61.6 38.4
1990 39.5 60.5 52.5 47.5
1995 35.2 64.8 45.0 55.0
2 0 0 0 30.0 70.0 37.9 62.1
2004 25.8 74.2 33.8 6 6 .2

goods-sector uses more goods-intermediates, while the services-sector uses more 

of services-intermediates.

The trends revealed from the sector-level data though point out to differences 

compared to the United States goods and services-sector. For both sectors there is 

only 1 pp. decrease in the share of total intermediate inputs used over the period

1980-2004. The striking difference comes from the behavior of the goods-sector, 

where the share of goods-intermediates essentially varies around the same level 

over time. Only in the services-sector there is a substitution of goods-intermediates 

with the services-intermediates by 9 pp., which is stronger compared to the United 

States. However, any conclusions derived from this first inspection of the data 

may be erroneous as there is a big scope for noise that is introduced by the data 

breakpoint in 1992. In the analysis of the time series properties of the data that 

follows, there is explicit account for any data considerations.

Table 3.11 presents the decomposition of the goods and services-intermediates 

share in value added of the using sectors, goods and services for the 1992-2004 

period. In most respects, the behavior of the goods and services-sectors in the 

United Kingdom follows closely that of the United States (see Table 3.5). Like for 

the United States there is an undergoing substitution of goods-intermediates with 

the services ones. The substitution pattern is stronger for the United Kingdom
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Table 3.10: United Kingdom goods and services-sector gross output composition
Gross output composition

Value added Goods-intermediates Services-intermediates
year/ sector Goods Services Goods Services Goods Services
1980 35.9 54.5 49.7 19.1 14.4 26.4
1985 39.2 57.0 48.5 14.2 12.3 28.8
1990 38.8 57.7 45.7 1 0 .1 15.5 32.2
1995 37.4 56.2 51.1 13.9 1 1 .6 29.8
2 0 0 0 37.4 53.4 49.1 12.3 13.4 34.3
2004 37.1 54.3 49.6 1 0 .8 13.2 34.8

services-sector. Unlike the United States though, in both sectors the intermediate 

inputs had a stronger growth compared to the sector value added.

At the same time, the share of services-intermediates used by goods to services 

value added had an average annual growth of -2.29% over this period (-4.77% for

1981-2004). The share of the goods-intermediates used by services to the value 

added of goods had an average annual growth of 2.34% (1.95% for 1981-2004). 

These production patterns are mainly driven by the relative sizes of the services- 

sector that had average annual growth of 3.84% (4.29% for 1981-2004).

As expected, the data breakpoint in 1992 affects importantly the results ob

tained if the data for whole 1981-2004 period are considered. In this case, the 

data would support still a strong substitution of the goods-intermediates with ser

vices ones for the services-sector (-2.37%). However, they would indicate that the 

goods-intermediates use share has stayed constant for the goods-sector (0.07%).

To conclude, the analysis so far points out that in contrast to the United States, 

there is a bigger role for the size effect. In terms of the sector-level data, there is 

indication of substitution of goods-intermediates with services ones by both goods 

and services-sector. The data support that there is an important break in 1992 that 

needs to be accounted for by applying different trend model over the two sample 

periods (1970-1991, 1992-2004). This substitution is stronger for both sectors for
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Table 3.11: United States trends in the goods and services-sector shares of inter
mediates in value added and their decomposition

Sector using intermediates: Goods Services

Goods-intermediates share in value added 
contribution by:

expenditure share of goods-intermediates 
all intermediates share in value added

p/gjg
Pv Vq

P Ig J G

P l * °
PI I  
P vV n

0.26

-0.26
0.56

p i g j g

Pv V s

P IGJG
P lIrS  PI I
P v V s

-1.50

-2.73
1.23

Services-intermediates share in value added 
contribution by:
expenditure share of services-intermediates 

all intermediates share in value added

P/<?7s
P v Vg

Pi?1!
P /JG
P l I G
p v VG

1.55

1.03
0.52

P /5 7!
P v V s

p i s 1!

PilS
p y V s

2.31

1.07
1.23

Notes :  u n i ts  in 1993-2004 ave rage a n n u a l  ex p o n e n t i a l  g rowth  (%)

the 1992-2004 period. While the goods-sector has similar behavior as in the United 

States, the services-sector has shifted more towards using services-intermediates. 

In particular, for the goods-sector there is no statistically significant trend in the 

goods-intermediates use share of -0.12% (s.e. 0.11) for the 1970-1991 period that 

turns significant and equal to -0.4% (s.e. 0.07) for the 1992-2004 period. For the 

services-sector the change is always statistically significant increasing from -2 .1 2 % 

(s.e. 0.40) to -3.21% (s.e. 0.19)34.

Industry-level analysis

Figure 3.9 reveals that the industry-level variation in the United Kingdom econ

omy is high, especially for the services-sector. This can generate additional noise 

that can affect any conclusions drawn at a higher level of aggregation.

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 present the decomposition of the within-industry and 

between-industry effect in determining the sector-level growth in the use share 

of goods-intermediates. The within-industry effect still accounts for most of the

34 Applying the linear trend model in the 1992-2004 subsample for the United States, reveals 
milder trends rather than the whole sample estimation: -1.01% (s.e. 0.14) for services and -0.18% 
(s.e. 0.05) for goods.
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Figure 3.9: United Kingdom use share of goods-intermediates (industry/ sector)

original variation (99% for the goods-sector and 95% for the services-sector). The 

between-industry effect is much stronger for the services-sector (explains 46% of 

the original variation) as opposed for the goods-sector (5%). Apart from the clear 

spikes in the data in 1971 and 1992, there is greater between-industry variation 

during the post-1992 period. In particular, while the within-effect is almost the 

same over the two periods for both goods and services industries, the role of the 

between-effect increases significantly post-1992, and particularly so for services 

(its explanatory power increases from 20% to 46%).

Finally, Table 3.12 presents the statistical importance of the underlying trends 

at the industry-level da ta30. Similar to the United States, there is a lot of industry- 

level variation th a t needs to be controlled for in order to disclose the underlying 

trend in the data. In all cases, the data  point out to im portant differences in 

trends across sectors and across the two sample periods.

i5The linear trend model with no additional controls has a very low explanatory power
(fj2=0.01).
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Figure 3.11: United Kingdom decomposition of the growth of the services-sector’s 
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Table 3.12: United Kingdom industry-level trends in the goods-intermediates use 
share
Dependent variable: In j it
Controls: (1 ) (2 ) (3) (4)

p r e - ’92 p o s t - ’92 p r e - ’92 p o s t - ’92

constant X X X X

trend X X X

sec tor-trend X X

industry fixed-ef fects X X

industry-trends X

obs 1330 1330 836 494 836 494
R2 0 .0 1 0 .6 6 0.92 0.99 0.95 0.99
F-test 19.01 867.94 246.96 1394.45 198.12 1769.84
Implied average annual trend (%) in industry group
Goods-sector -0.65 0.15 - 0 .2 0 -0.49 _ _

(0.15)*** (0.11)*** (0.10)** (0.10)***

Services-sector -0.65 —1.90*** -1.92 -3.04 - _

(0.15)*** (0.14)*** (0.12)*** (0.12)***

Notes :  s.e.  in p a re n theses ,  (***) d e n o te s  significance a t  t h e  1%; (x) den o te s  inclusion of c o n tro l (s )

Econom etric analysis

The econometric analysis of Section 3.2.4 is repeated for the United Kingdom36. 

However, the regressions would not deliver any significant fit of the regression 

model. This is due to the presence of high noise in the data, introduced mainly by 

the data breakpoint of 1992. This mostly affects the application of the sector-level 

data, due to their very limited time and cross-sectional dimension. Regarding the 

industry-level data, the only specification that allows for a significant fit is the 

one that controls for time fixed effects. By doing so, the time dummies absorb 

the contemporaneous effect of the data breakpoints and allow for the regression 

to make use of the information in the entire sample. This also indicates that the 

data breakpoint had a homogeneous and transitory effect rather on the level (not

36Measures of the goods-intermediates relative price growth were constructed, in the same 
way as for the United States (see Section 3.2.4 for details). For all industries in the sample 
but "Chemicals, rubber, plastics and fuel" and "Wholesale and retail" the relative prices of the 
goods-intermediates remained flat for the 1970-1979 period. Lack of data is the most likely driver 
of this result, even though this is yet to be confirmed.
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the trend) of the growth variables. Table 3.13 presents the results.

Table 3.13: United Kingdom goods and services industry-level regressions when 
prices have time-industry variation

Dependent variable: I 1 
___________ V  ̂/ jit
Controls: (1 ) (2 )
constant yes yes
9^-it 0.411 0.759

PS (0.153)*** (0.204)***

Di yes yes
gm u*Dj -0.246 -0.623

PS (0.155) (0.240)***

time fixed-effects skskyes yes
time fixed-effects  * D7- **yes
obs 1292 1292
R2 0.25 0.33
F — test 13.19 1 0 .1 0

implied as 0.59 0.24
(0.153)*** (0.204)***

implied gq 0.83 0 . 8 6
(0.115)*** (0.126)***

Notes:  s.e.  in p a ren th es i s ,  (***) deno te s  significance a t  1%, (**) a t  5%, (*) at  10%

(yes) d e n o te s  con tr o l  for f ixed-effects;  ( yes**) d en o te s  the F - te s t  rej ec ts the  HQ of no jo in t- s ignif icanc e  a t  5%

Specification (1) controls for factors that are common across industries in the 

same group and constant over time. The sector-level dimension of such factors 

comes out insignificant37. It also allows for time fixed-effects that are common 

across all industries that capture common macro shocks over time. Controlling 

for such time-varying trends that are common across industries is not a sufficient 

statistic for the relative prices of intermediates. This allows for the identification 

of the elasticity of substitution between the two types of intermediates.

Allowing for common macro shocks that are specific to the sector in specifi

cation (2 ) is important in order to identify the sector-specific elasticities of sub

stitution. The identified elasticities of substitution are in the direction expected.

In the presence of falling relative prices of the goods-intermediates, the use share

37 Using industry fixed-effects is not supported by the data. The joint significance test rejects 
the importance to control for time-invariant industry-specific factors.
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of goods-intermediates falls so long as the goods are gross-substitutes. Moreover, 

the goods-sector has a significantly higher degree of substitution compared to the 

services-sector. This is due to the important difference in the time pattern of 

intermediates use of the two sectors.

3 .2 .6  D iscu ssion  o f  th e  resu lts

As already pointed out in Section 3.2, given that the EU KLEMS data base their 

information on intermediates on the 1-0 tables, they bare some limitations. Fur

thermore, these data limit the scope for analysis to (dis) aggregation consistent 

with the original "EMS". This Section discusses these issues in view of the results 

reported above. The main highlighted fact is the shift in the demand of intermedi

ates towards services-intermediates. This evidence indirectly gives support to the 

literature regarding the emergence of services’ outsourcing and offshoring in the 

advanced economies since the 1980s. Such studies mostly focus on computer, engi

neering and accounting services ("Business services") that are considered directly 

related to outsourcing. The role of communications, finance and insurance and 

other services is usually not accounted, because such services inputs are commonly 

considered as the ones that cannot be produced within the firm.

Given that the focus of this study is the services-intermediates and services- 

sector as a whole, there may be a concern that the trends in the aggregate data are 

entirely driven by outsourcing of services, or essentially business services. Overall, 

the literature on outsourcing and offshoring lacks well-established tools to quantify 

these issues and the KLEMS, by reporting only intermediates-purchases, limits the 

scope for such analysis. This Section brings in (admittedly scattered) indirect in

formation regarding the growing importance of the business services in the United 

States and the United Kingdom. Business services exhibit an outstanding increase
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in their size in both economies. According to Oulton and Srinivasan (2005) its 

value added share increased from 6 % in 1970 to 17% in 2000 in the United King

dom, which corresponds to an increase from 1 2 % to 26% share in value added 

of the services-sector. For the United States, the value added share of business 

services increased from 6 % to 13% during the 1970-2000, which corresponds 1 1 % 

to 19% increase in its share in value added of the services-sector. At the same 

time, both of these countries experience a trade surplus in their services.

As an indication of the importance of outsourcing, Strassner, Medeiros, and 

Smith (2005) report that the outsourcing-related services increased as a share of to

tal services from 30.8 in 1997 to 33.9 in 2004, while the share of outsourcing-related 

services that were imported increased from 2.1 to 2.7 during the same period. For 

the same period, the durable goods-producing industries had the largest increases 

in its share of outsourcing (from 31% to 37%), while the business services have the 

highest share in outsourcing among all private economies (50%). For the United 

Kingdom, the report of Abramovsky and Griffith (2007) suggests that the during 

the 1984-2001 period, growth of specialization and outsourcing contributed 6.5% 

of total UK output, when services-intermediates overall contributed 19.5%, while 

on average imported intermediates account for almost 2 2 % of total intermediates 

expenditures38. Moreover, while the increase in outsourcing during 1984-1990 is 

driven by the goods-producing industries (in particular manufacturing) during , 

in the 1990s it is driven by services-producing industries.

The afore-summarized evidence suggests that outsourcing has an important 

role, as it accounts for up to 1/3 of total services-intermediates use. The role of 

imported services is very limited in the United States compared to the United

Kingdom. Overall though, most of the growth of services-intermediates in either

38 The information regarding the imported intermediates comes from the 1995 detailed Input- 
Output table.
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country is not related to outsourcing for the period under investigation. This sug

gests that this Chapter’s "aggregate-level" evidence does reveal increased demand 

of services-intermediates. Furthermore, by allowing for industry-specific efficiency 

in using goods and services-intermediates this Chapter does not preclude impor

tant factors for the choice of outsourcing, such as transaction costs and agency 

issues that are related to firm/ industry-specific characteristics39.

However, the empirical study of this Chapter shares limitations with studies of 

outsourcing that are based on the 1 - 0  tables in that there is no direct information 

of the degree of vertical integration of industries. This affects any inference on the 

degree of services-intermediates (whether or nor directly related to outsourcing) 

for two reasons. On the one hand, as one cannot measure at all the intermediates 

produced within the firm, then the actual use of intermediates is mismeasured40. 

This would be particularly important for manufacturing. Its decrease in its use 

of goods-intermediates may just be driven from an increased vertical integration 

within the goods-producing sector. On the other hand, as one cannot measure 

which part of the observed transactions are due to vertical integration across 

industries, then to the extent that firms are integrated across different industries 

matters for the observed transaction patterns. Such concerns are for both the 

domestically produced and the imported intermediates41.

These issues may be addressed only with the use of plant-level data that provide 

detailed information on ownership and are ideally linked to the basis of information 

of 1-0 Tables. The ONS of the United Kingdom, has micro-level datasets that bear 

this property. Abramovsky and Griffith (2007) use these data and their findings

39Recent examples in this area of theoretical research includes Antras and Helpman (2004) 
and Grossman and Helpman (2002).

40 Note that this suggests that the production of intermediates within the firms is rather 
accounted as part of the industry’s gross value added.

41 It is worth noting that by not excluding the intra-industry intermediates’ transactions, the 
EU KLEMS does not bias further the inference.
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for the 1997-2005 period may be summarized as follows42. First, only a small 

fraction of firms are vertically integrated (around 4% for the goods-sector and 5% 

for the services-sector in 2005), yet these account for over half of total employment. 

Second, there is a decrease in the degree of vertical integration in goods-producing 

industries (manufacturing and utilities) and an increase in the degree of vertical 

integration in financial intermediation. Third, the proportion of firms that are 

vertically integrated into outsourcing-related services appears on average higher 

among services-producing industries43. In a study of the United States industries 

based on the Commodity Flow Survey of the United States Economic Census, 

Hortagsu and Syverson (2007) provide with evidence that vertical integration is 

stable at the aggregate level over the 1977-1997 period. Moreover, the vertically 

integrated firms are on average larger. Interestingly, only little output of upsteam 

establishments in vertically integrated structures is shipped in the same firm.

In view of this evidence, for the United States, the restructuing of the indus

tries does not come out as a driving force of the shift of the economy towards 

using more services-inetermediates. On the other hand there is more role for 

this factor for the United Kingdom. As discussed further in the following Sec

tion, most of the action for the United Kingdom goods-producing industries took 

place during the 1984-1990 period. Nevertheless, the above evidence suggests that 

lower vertical integration for the late 1990s period implies, if anything, higher 

purchases of goods-intermediates in the market. For the services-sector instead 

this evidence shows that vertical integration implies the observed trend in the

data with increased services-expenditure share. To summarize, the restructuring

42Within the same context, these data are used also in Aghion, Griffith, and Howitt (2006).
43 As of 2005 and at the two-digit industry-level, there is evidence that vertical integration 

is mostly within the same sector, goods or services. This is true also at the two-digit goods- 
producing industries. For the services-producing industries, they are vertically integarted with 
the Business Services.
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of the industries together with the rising importance of outsourcing and offshoring 

of services play a role in the trends observed at the aggregate-level of the United 

Kingdom. This is consistent with the conclusions of this Section regarding the 

importance of the "production technology effect" and the industry-specific pro

ductivity in using intermediates. Further investigation of the importance of these 

issues is left for future research.

3.3 Im pact o f th e P attern  in Interm ediates’ Use: 

A n A ccounting Exercise

The present Section intends to analyze the impact of the change in intermediates’ 

composition effect for the aggregate economy. First, through growth accounting, 

it examines the effect of the observed substitution patterns for the aggregate and 

sector-level unit costs and labour productivity growth. The results are presented 

only for the United States only, as the conclusions driven for the United Kingdom 

are qualitatively similar44. Second, this Section focuses on the services-sector 

and uses the estimated elasticities of substitution into the intermediates demand 

function in order to compare the patterns of intermediates use across the United 

States and the United Kingdom. The focus on the services-sector is not only 

due to the large size of the sector, but also because it is the sector that has a 

substantively different behavior across the two economies. The Section concludes 

with a discussion of potential drivers of the differences.

44There are some small quantitative differences, but they may be driven by the existence of 
more noise in the United Kingdom economy data.
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3.3 .1  U n it costs

A sector’s gross output price index is an aggregate over the prices of its value added 

and intermediate inputs. Hence, the current-dollar components of its gross-output 

can be used to assess the contribution of each component to the gross output price 

index. Changes in the composition of the current-dollar cost of gross output out 

of every unit of real gross output affect the contribution of each component to the 

aggregate price index45.

Figure 3.12 presents the United States gross output price index and the part 

of the price index associated with each component. The levels of the individual 

components show which component is more important in determining the unit cost 

of every unit of gross output. Their trends over time indicate the contribution of 

each component to the current-dollar unit cost of gross output, for every real unit of 

gross output. During the 1981-2004 period, the average gross output price growth 

was 2.39%, the value added component average growth was 2.88%, the goods- 

intermediates average growth was 0.63%, while that of services-intermediates was 

3.38%. Together with the increasing share of services-intermediates in the gross 

output, this suggests that the large increase in the cost of services-intermediates 

became a larger part of the gross output price index of the United States economy 

compared to that of goods-intermediates.

The same pattern is present when examining the goods and services-sectors. 

Table 3.14 provides the contribution of each component to the average growth 

of the gross output price index for goods and services-sectors over the 1981-2004 

period. The following facts emerge. First, the services have a higher average 

growth in their gross output price index. Second, in both sectors the value added

component accounts for most of the growth in gross output prices. Third, in both

45This is the standard analysis performed by the BEA to account for the different components’ 
contribution to the growth of gross output prices.
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Figure 3.12: United States economy current-dollar cost per unit of real gross 
output

sectors, but more so in services, the contribution of the services-intermediates is 

higher than tha t of goods-intermediates.

Table 3.14: United States gross output price growth decomposition
Sector average growth 1981-2004 Goods Services
Gross output price index growth 1.57 3.14
contribution by:

value added 0.75 2.09
goods-intermediates 0.40 0.16

services-intermediates 0.42 0.89

Nevertheless, when accounting for the extent to which the change in the com

position of the intermediates has affected the average growth of the aggregate 

price growth of gross output, it comes out tha t this effect is quantitatively in

significant46.

46 In order to account for this, the growth of the unit costs associated with each type of 
intermediates within every period were netted out form the effect of the changing composition 
of the intermediate input used. As a result, the implied current values cost of the two types of 
intermediates has the same growth rate. The implied counterfactual growth in the gross output 
prices does not change within the first three decimals.
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3 .3 .2  G row th  accou nting

A ggregate econom y

The standard framework in growth accounting exercises conducted at the industry- 

level is the "Aggregate Production Possibility Frontier" (Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 

2005b). Within this framework, industries are allowed to have different value 

added functions, in which case there is no perfect substitution among their real 

value added. The aggregate value added is defined as the Tornqvist index of the 

industry i value added: A In Vt = ty^Aln Vu, where wit is the two-period 

average share in aggregate value added of industry i. The real value added 

growth for each industry is defined implicitly by the gross output growth equation: 

A in Vit=-=v [Alny^ — (l — vX) A \n lit\47. As a result, aggregate labour produc-vu L v J
tivity growth, which is defined as the real aggregate value added per total hours

worked, v — ^  grows at rate:

A In vt =  A In V At—A In Ht

= £  A la Yit -  £  wit± &  (A In Iit -  A In Yu) -  A In Ht
i  i  U

=  J2 Mu &  In yit

"Direct productivity effect"

_ i- v Y
E  W i t - : V *  (A In l i t - A In Ylt)

"Interm ediates reallocation effect"

+ (E ® « A ln ff it-A ln f f t)

"Hours reallocation effect"

, where A in yit is the labour productivity of industry i (gross output per hour
1 - y

worked), A In Hu is the growth in hours of industry i , and w u ^ r -  is the share of

47See details in Section 3.2.3.
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the value of intermediates in total value added.

This decomposition shows that the variation in intermediates input intensity 

across industries affects aggregate labour productivity growth. The "intermediates 

reallocation effect" has a negative impact on aggregate labour productivity when 

A In la > A In l i t. This is because when an industry uses more intermediates 

to deliver the same units of gross output, this corresponds to a decrease in the 

industry’s productivity and thus such reallocations need to be excluded. In the 

presence of two types of intermediates, goods and services, then the intermediates 

growth index for industry i is given as: A In In = vguA  In Id t +  ̂ SitA In ISit, where 

VQit is the two-period average use share of goods-intermediates, vqu +  vsn =  1 - 

Given the actual growth rates in the volume of gross output and goods and 

services-intermediates for every industry, three composition effects that are related 

to the intermediates use can have a role in affecting the intermediates reallocation. 

First, there could be an industry-size composition effect, related to the industry 

value added share, u>n- Second, there could be an industry VA-intermediate in

put composition effect, related to the substitution between intermediate inputs
1 _ -V"

and value added in the gross output production of every industry, —=&*-. Finally,
Vi t

there could be an intermediates use composition effect that comes from the vari

ation in the use of different types of intermediates, Vqh and vsn48- The aggregate 

composition effect relates to the interplay of all these individual components.

In order to get the magnitude and direction of each of these composition effects, 

for each of the 14 NACE industries of Table 3.1 (sector-level analysis), one-by-

48 Note that constructing the counterfactual series for 7 G by controlling gl a , is equivalent to

controlling for (1 — a) I gpirw +  g a s ), given the equilibrium path. Under the counterfactual it 
\  p i s  'x a  J

is assumed that the growth in the relative real demand, g , stays unchanged, therefore, since
l G

g i£ =  gpin +  (1 — a) I gpin +  g a*, I the assumption on unchanged gi^  is equivalent to pinning
I G  P I s  \  P I s  A G  J  1G

down g pin under the counterfactual that would meet all the requirements.
p ' s
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one the corresponding shares were fixed at their average 1970-1971 in order to 

calculate the reallocation effect ceteris paribus. Figure 3.13 presents the benefit in 

terms of aggregate labour productivity from the composition changes undergone 

during this period49. A positive benefit arises when the reallocation observed is 

lower than the one implied by a constant composition effect.

Figure 3.13 shows the following. First, the average benefit implied by each 

composition effect 1970-2004 period is negligible (ranging from -0.06% for the size- 

effect to 0.03% for the intermediates-use composition effect). The actual average 

reallocation effect during this period (-0.05%) has also no important impact on 

aggregate labour productivity growth. Second, while there are trends over time in 

the underlying shares, the variance of the implied benefit does not increase over 

time, which suggests that the cross-sectional source of variation is more important. 

Third, the variance increases significantly during particular periods that the data 

revealed important changes in the industries’ size and production functions (1981- 

1984, 2002-2004). The results for the goods and services-sectors alone are very 

similar.

Inform ation and Com m unication Technologies producing sector

The analysis of Section 3.2.4 shows that the ICT-producing sector had a distinct 

time pattern in terms of its intermediates use. The question addressed in this 

Section is whether and to which extent this affected the final performance of the 

ICT-producing sector. This question could be addressed by calculating the coun

terfactual value added growth of the sector should the pattern of its intermediates

use coincide with the average industry in the United States.

49 The benefit is defined as the difference between the actual and the counterfactual (no com
position changes) average labour productivity, which is given by the difference between the 
counterfactual and actual intermediates reallocation effect.
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Figure 3.13: Benefits for the United States labour productivity growth due to 
composition effects

Recall th a t the value added of an industry is implicitly given by A In Vu =

[A In Yu -  (1 -  vYt) A In Iit] , where A In Iit =  vGitA  In I  a t  +  (1 -  v a t )  A In ISlt. 

The contribution of the ICT-producing sector to the aggregate productivity is 

given as C ic t-p  =  Y lie ic r -p  ^  Vit ■ The counterfactual is calculated as fol

lows: the 1970 share of goods-intermediates is fixed at its actual level and the 

growth of this share for the United States goods-sector is applied to the goods 

ICT-producing industries and th a t of the services-sector is applied to the services 

ICT-producing industry. Ceteris paribus, the counterfactual contribution of the 

ICT-producing sector is calculated for the 1985-2004 period.

Table 3.15 summarizes the results of this exercise, by presenting the actual 

and counterfactual value added growth of every industry and the contribution of 

the sector to the aggregate economy value added growth. It shows tha t there 

would be benefits for the productivity of the individual industries by behaving 

as the average United States industry in terms of their intermediates use. This
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benefit is delivered through a lower growth of the intermediates aggregate volume. 

The result is driven from the fact that there was a strong and volatile (large 

positive values in the early 1990s and negative in 2001) volume growth of the 

goods-intermediates. Hence, there is a benefit from decreasing the share of this 

intermediate in the basket of intermediates used. Overall the exercise accounts for 

a 4% increase in the contribution of the ICT-producing sector to aggregate value 

added growth50.

Table 3.15: United States ICT-producing sector’s potential value added growth 
from an average-industry trend in the goods-intermediates use share

ICT-producing industry share
Value added

actual growth counterfactual growth
Office, acc. and comp. mach. 0.45 36.40 37.02
Insulated wire 0.08 3.81 3.82
Radio, TV and comm, equip. 0.97 13.77 14.24
Computer and related svcs. 1.53 8.43 9.07
Aggregate 3.04 0.43 0.45
Note : Average over 1985-2004 (%)

3.3 .3  S erv ices-sector’s cross-cou ntry  differences

The results of the previous Sections show that the main difference across the 

United States and the United Kingdom is the strong shift of the services-sector 

towards the use of services-intermediates. The econometric analysis does not un

cover significant difference in terms of the degree of substitution of the two types 

of intermediates for the services-sector across the two economies. This Section 

investigates the patterns of intermediates use by examining directly the relative

volumes and prices of the goods and services-intermediates.

50 A test of common means indicates that the difference in the average actual and counterfactual 
growth rate is statistically significant in all cases but for the "Office, accounting and computing 
machinery" industry.
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The evolution of the relative volume and prices of goods and services-intermediates 

for the services-sector in the United States and the United Kingdom economies 

is presented in Figure 3.1451. For the 1980-1990 period, services-sectors in both 

countries increase their volume of services-intermediates relative to the goods- 

intermediates. This coincides with a decrease in the relative prices of the goods- 

intermediates. For the 1992-2004 period, they decrease in the goods-intermediates 

relative prices continues. However, while the relative volume of the services- 

intermediates rather stayed constant in the United States, in the United Kingdom 

the sharp increase of the 1980s is continued. Figure 3.15 presents the same data 

for the entire economy52. Given its size, the services-sector has a big impact on 

the observed patterns at the aggregate level. Nevertheless, the differences across 

the two countries are more pronounced.

The producer problem of Section 3.2.4 is employed to examine the technological 

factors driving the observed patterns in intermediates’ use53. Given the data on 

relative prices and volumes of intermediates and the estimate of the elasticity 

of substitution between goods and services-intermediates for the services-sector in 

economy, the optimization condition implies a measure of the relative productivity 

in using services-intermediates. Figure 3.16 presents the results in terms of an 

index54.

During the 1980s, for both countries the model implies that there is decrease

in the services-sector relative productivity in using services-intermediates. Given

51 Given the data breakpoint in the United Kingdom data in 1992, all indexes are normalised 
to 100 for 1992. The level spike in 1991 for the United Kingdom is due to the same reason.

52The Figures in this Section present the volume and index series for the United Kingdom 
without omitting the data for 1991, when the break in the series takes place. As was the case for 
the previous Sections, any attempt to enforce smoothing in the data series is avoided in order 
not to affect the original information of the data.

j  i /  \  O j  /  \  & j  1
53The optimal intermediate inputs choice is described by: jf- =  f 1^*. j f - j  > which

implies: 9iyi'a =  crj9pIa/pis +  (&j ~  1 )9Ais/A>a -
54 The index series for the United Kingdom is scaled in the secondary axis and the scale is

chosen to closer highlight the underlying differences in trends.
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Figure 3.14: United States and United Kingdom services-sector’s relative volumes 
and prices of goods and services-intermediates.
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Figure 3.15: United States and United Kingdom services-sector’s relative volumes 
and prices of goods and services-intermediates.
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Figure 3.16: Model’s predicted services-sector relative productivity in using
services-intermediates for the United States and the United Kingdom.

the low degree of substitution between the two types of intermediates, such pro

ductivity change corresponds to an outward shift of the demand for services- 

intermediates ceteris paribus. This is because if the services-sector uses every 

unit of goods-intermediates more efficiently, then it needs to use more services- 

intermediates in order to deliver the production. As a result, the equilibrium prices 

of the services-intermediates increase. The productivity effect boosts the fall in the 

relative prices of the goods-intermediates and drives a falling expenditure share 

for the goods-intermediates. The stronger change in the United Kingdom suggests 

th a t the outward shift of the demand function is stronger.

During the 1990s, the same pattern  is repeated for the United Kingdom. For 

the United States, the model suggests tha t there is no change in the productivity 

advantage in using either of the two types of intermediates. In other words, the 

relative prices change is sufficient to explain the change in the relative volume. 

However, for the United Kingdom there is still a large unexplained component in
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the observed trends.

The first step towards understanding the drivers of these patterns is to apply 

the same method at the disaggregate method and identify the industries that have 

the biggest impact on the sector-level trend. The industries that can mostly affect 

the sector due to their size (together they absorb 62% of the sector’s intermediates 

input) are the following: Wholesale and Retail (50-51) Financial intermediation 

(J), Business services (71-74), Transport and Storage (60t63). The one with the 

sharpest increase in its size is the Business services industry (from 12% in 1992 

to 17% in 2004). The Financial intermediation and Business services track down 

mostly the sector-level outcome. Figure 3.17 presents the time pattern for these 

industries in the United Kingdom.

Turning to the United States, Figure 3.18 suggests that most of the industries 

followed the same pattern that comes out at the aggregate level. At the same 

time, the same four industries absorb most of the intermediate inputs in the sector 

(52%). The striking exception is the Business services that experiences rather an 

increase in their relative productivity in using services-intermediates. On the other 

end of the industry-level trend is the Financial intermediation with a decline in 

the relative productivity in using services-intermediates.

The analysis of this Section points out the cross-industry cross-country differ

ences in terms of their observed patterns in intermediates use. The industries un

der focus have gained a lot of attention in the productivity analysis of the United 

Kingdom economy, since Financial intermediation and Wholesale trade are the 

two services-industries that account for most of the productivity gap between the 

United Kingdom and the United States in the 1990s, while for the Business services 

it has narrowed down significantly (Griffith, Harrison, Haskel, and Sako 2003). 

The results above indicate that United Kingdom industries have relatively lower
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efficiency in using services-intermediates, suggesting that the industries have not 

figured out uses of such intermediates in a way that would contribute to their 

ability to save on them, as much as they have done so for the goods-intermediates. 

Hence, the open question is what drove this asymmetry in the United Kingdom 

with respect to the efficiency in using services and goods-intermediates.

Among the factors that can drive the patterns for the United Kingdom is the 

lack of good management and organizational skills in the firms that does not 

allow scope for making the most of the services-intermediates. There is litera

ture that highlights the role of organizational capital and points out important 

differences across the United States and the United Kingdom (Brynjolfsson and 

Hitt 2000, Bloom, Sadun, and Reenen 2007). Another set of factors could be re

lated to the existent regulation that affects the use of more specific type of services- 

intermediates. For example, Griffith, Harrison, Haskel, and Sako (2003) discuss the 

effect of land regulation/ planning on retail, while Haskel and Khawaja (2003) ex

amine the importance of competition affecting entry and exit. Related to this, one 

potential explanation for this outcome is that in the 1980s the United Kingdom 

underwent important deregulation of the goods-producing industries (e.g. see dis

cussion in Basu, Fernald, Oulton, and Srinivasan 2003, Card and Freeman 2002). 

This could have had a long-lasting effect on the ability of the users of the goods- 

intermediates to manage these resources more efficiently. Finally, a set of factors 

could be related to the use of particular inputs in the production of goods. A 

primary example that is brought up from the recent literature (e.g. Basu, Fernald, 

Oulton, and Srinivasan 2003) is the ICT-capital. There is support that invest

ment in ICT has not only direct productivity benefits, but also indirect ones, i.e. 

there are important externalities in the use of capital. To the extent that ICT 

has affected more the firms’ ability to use its materials and products and to man
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age more efficiently its inventory, would have an impact on the firm’s intrinsic 

efficiency in using goods-intermediates.

To conclude, the drivers of the unexplained industry-level patterns in using 

intermediates could be related to a set of factors related to policy or technology.

3.4 Conclusions

This Chapter employs a new dataset to examine the patterns of intermediates use 

of the United States and the United Kingdom during the 1970-2004 period. For 

both economies there is a substitution of goods-intermediates with services ones. 

At the same time, the size of the services-sector increases relative to that of goods 

and so has its share in the use and production of intermediates. The analysis de

composes the observed patterns of intermediates use into the different effects that 

can drive them: the size of the different sectors in the economy, their production 

technology and their substitution between the different types of intermediates. 

The exercise is conducted at the goods and services-sector, as well as at the two 

and three-digit industry level.

The main conclusions are the following. First, while the size effect is im

portant, it cannot fully account for the decrease in gross output share of goods- 

intermediates and the increase of services-intermediates’ one. The observed pat

terns are also driven by a substitution between the primary and secondary factors 

of production, as well as between the secondary factors of production. Second, 

the negative trend in the use share of goods-intermediates is driven by changes 

in the different industries’ intermediates composition, rather than changes in the 

relative sizes of these industries.

This Chapter adopts a partial equilibrium analysis and uses a CES interme
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diate inputs production to account for the factors that drive intermediate inputs 

choice. The theory suggests a regression specification that needs to control for 

the importance of the relative prices of the two types of intermediates, along with 

other factors related to the industry-specific productivity of use of the different 

types of intermediates.

The regression results may be summarized as follows. First, the two types of 

intermediates are gross substitutes. This is more so for the services-sector. This 

result is plausible within the theoretical assumptions employed. Furthermore, 

it is consistent with estimates of the degree of substitution between the output 

of goods and services-sectors in terms of their final use (consumption). Second, 

the results allow scope for the importance of additional factors like technology. 

Even though the results are inconclusive with respect to the magnitude and the 

structure of such factors, there is evidence of important variation at the industry- 

level. Importantly, the effect of the relative prices remains robust to the addition 

of such controls. Third, the regression results for the United Kingdom point out to 

a bigger difference across the goods and services-sector with respect to the degree 

they can substitute the two types of intermediates. The estimated elasticity of 

substitution for the goods-sector is closer to one, reflecting the broadly rather 

constant goods-intermediates expenditure share of this sector.

This Chapter also examines the quantitative importance of the intermediates 

pattern of use for the two economies. Using the United States data, it shows that 

the data do not support the existence of an impact of the composition effects on 

aggregate economic performance. This result is delivered using a value added- 

based measure of productivity and data at a higher level of aggregation.

Finally, this Chapter uses the estimated elasticity along with their intermedi

ates relative prices data, in order to derive measures of the additional, technology-
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related factors that drive the observed patterns in the services-sector intermediates 

volumes across the two countries. It highlights important differences across the 

two economies and over time in terms of their efficiency in using the different 

types of intermediates. It uncovers the industries that drive the results at the 

sector-level and discusses their behavior. Accounting for additional factors (e.g. 

technology, policy) comes out as an important factor that needs to be taken into 

account when examining the choices of different industries with respect to the 

composition of their intermediates.
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Chapter 4

Equity M ispricing and R&D  

Growth

4.1 Introduction

This Chapter proposes a mechanism through which information imperfections in 

equity markets have a long-run economic impact. This mechanism works through 

R&D activities that rely on equity funding. Equity market participants that have 

imperfect information take into account public information (e.g. their perception 

of market sentiment), which results in equity mispricing. When the market is op

timistic, there are two opposing effects on aggregate consumption. On the one 

hand, such optimism drives equity prices above the underlying fundamentals, gen

erating more funds for the R&D firms. As a result, more innovation activities take 

place and their output expands permanently the production possibility frontier, 

generating higher wages and aggregate consumption. On the other hand, investors 

eventually realize losses in the equity market that reduce their consumption. The 

latter effect reflects the standard intratemporal trade-off between current con

sumption and R&D expenditures given the limited resources. In the setting of the
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economy of this Chapter, this trade-off takes the form of utility transfers across 

generations of investors. This Chapter investigates the conditions under which the 

first positive welfare effect dominates. This study is motivated by the develop

ments in the stock market prices of the United States’ technology intensive firms 

in the early 1990s, and the vivid discussion regarding the existence of scope for 

policy intervention.

In the baseline model of this Chapter, the information imperfections in the 

equity market imply that equity prices are determined not only by the underlying 

fundamental (true productivity), but also by a public signal and a noise trading 

shock. The effect of each of these factors on the final outcomes of the model econ

omy is analyzed and contrasted to the ones delivered by the perfect information 

economy, where equity market participants are perfectly informed. The welfare 

criterion employed is the aggregate consumption path. The results show that the 

model economy can achieve higher consumption compared to the perfect informa

tion one, when equity prices rise above fundamentals due to an optimistic public 

signal, or a noise trading shock for all generation of investors. This is true for all 

generations of investors, except for the one assuming the cost of R&D expenditures 

that are not justified by the underlying fundamentals. However, when optimism 

is persistent (due to subsequent releases of positive public signals), then the pro

ductivity gains from R&D can allow for the consumption in the model economy 

to be always higher that then one in the perfect information economy. This is 

because the R&D costs are assumed over more generations of investors. These 

results depend on the extent of congestion in R&D sector and the degree of equity 

mispricing. The perfect information economy achieves higher welfare following an 

increase in the true underlying fundamentals.

In support of the proposed mechanism that links equity market and R&D out-
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Figure 4.1: S&P500 price earning ratio and USPTO patents granted to non
government institutions

comes, Figure 4.1 presents da ta  on the real price earnings ratio from the firms 

listed in S&P500 over the period 1970-2002, along with a proxy for R&D out

put, as given by the number of patents granted by USPTO to the United States 

non-government institutions (Griliches 1990)1. The two series commove along 

time, reflecting the pattern  of productivity growth of the United States over the 

same period2. The same correlation pattern  is supported when focusing on the 

performance of the Information and Communication Technologies sector (ICT- 

producing), which is highly intensive in R&D and patenting activity (Carlin and 

Mayer 2003)3.

Rational expectations models that rely on the efficient markets hypothesis 

explain this correlation by the forward looking nature of the equity market and

examine the effect of the research activity on the future productive ability of the

1 Figure 4.1 presents the series in log levels and their respective trends (Hodrick-Prescott filter 
with A =  100 for annual data). Data on price earnings ratio and patents are from Robert J. 
Shiller and Bronwyn H. Hall websites respectively.

2 This correlation pattern is also in line with evidence that the equity market and corporate 
investment are positively correlated.

3 See discussion in Chapter 1.
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firms by using equity price as an indicator of final output performance. Within 

this framework, Pakes (1985) and Griliches, Hall, and Pakes (1991) found that 

the events that lead to changes in the equity market value of a firm are correlated 

with shocks in its innovative process. However, when the equity market efficiency 

assumption is relaxed, then there can also exist a direct feedback from the equity 

market on investment. Polk and Sapienza (2006) present evidence that a measure 

of equity market mispricing driven by market sentiment is positively correlated 

with abnormal investment. They also show that the higher is the R&D intensity 

of a firm or the share turnover, the more sensitive abnormal investment is to 

equity mispricing4. The positive correlation between market sentiment and real 

investment is also reported by Farhi and Panageas (2007). There is also evidence 

that the volatility of the investment of "equity-dependent" firms depends critically 

on the movements in the stock market (Baker, Stein, and Wurgler 2003). Allowing 

for equity prices to diverge from the underlying fundamentals distorts the effective 

cost of issuing equity compared to other sources of finance.

The mechanism proposed in this Chapter to explain the correlation of R&D 

and equity market output, is based on two important assumptions. First, R&D 

firms are "equity-dependent". This assumption is justified by the special features 

of the R&D-producing sector. In contrast to other economic sectors, this sector 

bears high uncertainty, investment and growth opportunities and dependence on 

intangible capital. As a result, it is more likely to depend on equity as it is not 

appealing for debt contracts, while internal finance is unlikely to provide suffi

cient funds. The literature on bankruptcy costs (e.g. Brealey and Myers 2003) 

emphasizes on that R&D-production activity lacks collateral and carries agency 

problems driven by the uncertainty about the success of innovations and the de

4For such firms, the patterns in abnormal returns are found to be generally stronger.
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mand for them. Therefore, debt financing may not be desirable or possible for the 

innovating firms. Control rights (e.g. Aghion and Bolton 1992), lack of consensus 

regarding new technologies’ potential (e.g. Allen and Gale 1999)5, renegotiation 

(e.g. Huang and Xu 1999) and corporate governance considerations are also listed 

in the corporate finance literature as reasons that favour equity issue over other 

sources of finance6.

The empirical evidence in support of the assumption that R&D is equity- 

dependent comes from the analysis of Bradley, Jarrell, and Kim (1984), who show 

that R&D expenditures are negatively related to firm leverage (defined as the 

ratio of the long-term debt to the sum of debt and equity value). Using a sample 

of United Kingdom firms, Aghion, Bond, Klemm, and Marinescu (2004) show 

that firms that report R&D are more likely to raise equity than those that do not. 

Moreover, the probability of equity financing increases with R&D intensity. Carlin 

and Mayer (2003) investigate data for a set of OECD countries and find support 

for the hypothesis that the equity market is more relevant for raising funds for the 

R&D intensive firms, consistent with the renegotiation and information theories.

The second important assumption maintained in this Chapter is that equity 

prices can diverge systematically from the underlying fundamentals. Equity mis

pricing can arise due to irrationality (e.g Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny 1998, De 

Long, Shleifer, Summers, and Waldmann 1990). However, equity mispricing can 

occur also in a purely rational setting, as shown by the work on higher order ex

pectations by Allen, Morris, and Shin (2006) and Bacchetta and Wincoop (2007). 

The necessary condition for this is the existence of heterogeneous, noisy private in

formation together with common, noisy public information7. Such a setting results
5 This theory emphasizes that the banks would rather lend to firms for which they can 

economise on acquiring information. Therefore, innovative firms would not be attractive given 
the diversion of beliefs regarding new technologies’ potential.

6 For an extensive review of this literature see Allen and Gale (2000).
7The "public information" or "public signal" is distinct from the price signal in the theoretical
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in a rational expectation equilibrium, where all investors end up taking both sig

nals into account and asset prices are affected by the public signal. This Chapter 

has a similar approach regarding modeling of the information structure. Empirical 

studies support the existence of equity mispricing8. There is also evidence that eq

uity market participants’ expectations and prices are affected by market sentiment 

(e.g. Lee, Shleifer, and Thaler 1991, Swaminathan 1991, Menkhoff 1998).

This Chapter employs a general equilibrium setting and relates to the literature 

that examines the real effects of equity mispricing, when the latter is driven by 

market sentiment. In the analysis of Farhi and Panageas (2007), equity mispricing 

on the one hand alleviates financial constraints and on the other hand enables the 

realization of unproductive investment projects. Their empirical analysis suggests 

that the second negative effect dominates, i.e. there are efficiency losses due to 

equity mispricing9. However, they only perform a partial equilibrium analysis, 

which omits the link between R&D output and final consumption through higher 

output and wages.

In the present Chapter the R&D investment of an individual firm generates 

both a positive (knowledge spillover) and negative (congestion effect) technology 

externality. To the extent that the market fails to internalize these externalities, 

the equity contracts that are specific to individual firms would not reflect the social 

rate of returns of their assets. In particular, when the degree of R&D congestion 

is low, then equity price in a perfectly informed market does not account for the 

positive knowledge externalities that expand endogenously the productivity in the

final good sector. As a result, there is a lower than optimum equilibrium invest

analysis that follows. The public signal generates movements in the "market sentiment" that 
are not driven by historical prices.

8 There is evidence that equity prices react slowly to changes in the variables that proxy the 
underlying fundamentals (e.g. Cutler, Poterba, and Summers 1991, Jegadeesh and Titman 1993, 
Chan, Jegadeesh, and Lakonishok 1996)

9This is the conclusion also in the empirical study of Polk and Sapienza (2006).
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ment in R&D. The present Chapter shows that information imperfections in the 

equity market can alleviate the market failure in accounting for R&D external

ities. This is because public information can lower the gap between the equity 

price that reflects the private return of an R&D firm, and its underlying social 

return. Aggregate economy bears net gains to the extent that the benefits from 

closing the gap between market and social returns of R&D are higher compared 

to the costs of R&D that result in capital losses due to the mispriced equity with 

respect to the realized market value of a firm.

The structure of the production side in this Chapter resembles closely the 

endogenous growth models (Romer 1990, Grossman and Helpman 1991b, Aghion 

and Howitt 1992, Comin and Gertler 2006), where R&D is the driver of growth. 

However, in all these studies equity market is assumed to be perfect. Allowing for 

equity market imperfections brings the analysis of this Chapter closer to that of 

Evans, Honkapohja, and Romer (1998). They built an endogenous growth model, 

where the complementarity among intermediate capital goods delivers multiple 

equilibria. Market sentiment coordinates self-fulfilling expectations and shifts the 

economy across different growth equilibria. In their setting, market sentiment is 

unrelated to fundamentals and therefore introduces an element of irrationality. 

On the contrary, in the model of the present Chapter, rational investors take 

market sentiment directly into account because it provides information regarding 

the underlying fundamentals. Closer to the information structure adopted in this 

Chapter, is the model by Lorenzoni (2005), although his model lacks explicit 

account for the equity market. In his model, individual producers have uncertainty 

about the aggregate productivity, which results in their over-reaction on news and 

under-reaction on shocks in actual productivity.

The Chapter relates broadly to the literature of overlapping-generation models
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that examines the existence and maintenance of bubbles in long-run equilibrium 

(Tirole 1985, Ventura 2006, Caballero, Farhi, and Hammour 2006). In such stud

ies bubbles arise either in dynamically inefficient economies in order to serve as a 

means of store of value across the different generations, or in the presence of exter

nalities that create a wedge between the private and social returns on investment. 

In the present Chapter, equity mispricing is caused by the imperfect information 

present in the equity market and can result in either closing or widening the wedge 

between the social and private returns to R&D dependent on the direction of the 

market sentiment. In all cases, the terminal conditions are satisfied.

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the baseline model. 

Section 4.3.2 discusses the analytical results that come from a three-period model 

economy. Section 4.3.3 presents the numerical results obtained for the solution of 

the infinite-horizon model. It confirms the conclusions of the three-period model 

and discusses the additional insights that become available within the long-horizon 

framework. Section 4.4 discusses the welfare properties of the model and the scope 

for growth promoting policy. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes.

4.2 T he M odel

4.2 .1  P rod u ction  side

Final good and interm ediate-goods production

Competitive final good producers use labour, L, and the capital varieties, xt(j), 

available in the economy in period t (j  E [0, At[\ A\ > 0 given), in order to produce 

total output, Yt\



, where 0t is a labour augmenting productivity shock. At the beginning of period t, 

(pt is known, but there is uncertainty for all future periods. The productivity shock 

is drawn from: <f)t ~  which is the publicly known prior distribution of

productivity10.

Capital depreciates fully within a period11. The sector buys capital varieties 

from the intermediate-goods sector for a price pXt(j) and pays wage wt to each 

unit of labour. The final output is the numeraire and its price is normalized to 

one.

The intermediate-good producers engage into two distinct activities: R&D and 

intermediate-goods production. One period before they become active producers 

of intermediate goods, these firms invest in R&D to develop a blueprint for a 

new capital variety. The blueprint gives them infinitely-lived monopoly rights 

to produce the new intermediate good. Each monopolistic firm j  has constant- 

returns-to-scale technology that requires that rj units of final good are invested in 

order to produce one unit of capital good:

f dY
7vt{j) = max I pXt{j)xt{j) -  r)xt(j), s.t. pXt{j) = —- j -  

pxAj)Mj) I oxt{j)

Given the symmetry among the existent varieties of intermediate-goods in the 

final-good production, the demand for each variety is independent of j :

xt = (4.2)

10The normality assumption is used to simplify the analytical solution of the model. The 
main mechanism would remain valid with different distributional assumptions. Despite allowing 
for the possibility of a negative outcome, it is an assumption that is used widely in the finance 
literature about the liquidation value of assets. For reasonable assumptions about the parameters 
the dutribustion, the probability of negative output or asset prices is negligible.

11 This assumption simplifies the analytical tractability of the model. In terms of interpreta
tion, the capital varieties are not distinguishable from intermediates. Henceforth, the two terms 
are used interchangably.
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Since the demand is linear in <j)t, the intermediate-goods firms operating in 

t face uncertain future demand. As a result, the operating profits are identical 

across firms and uncertain in the future:

** =  r ^ ;  r  =  j?( V )  ( ? ) L  (43)

Using (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), the aggregate output and capital expenditures in 

equilibrium become proportional to the level of technology, At, and productivity,

y‘ =  <4'4>a (1  — a)
Kt = Atrjxt = At a T<f>t (4.5)

1 — a

R& D production and finance

Each entrepreneur e engaged into the development of new varieties is assumed to 

add incrementally to the set of available products by investing a finite amount 

of resources into R&D, /*(e). The output of an entrepreneur is At/t(e), where 

the arrival rate of the discovery of a new variety Xt is taken as given by each 

entrepreneur and equals:

A, =  A ( | - Y  Kr'As, p € (0,1) (4.6)

This specification follows the one in Comin and Gertler (2006). It allows for 

two spillover effects in the R&D production that affect its productivity in an op

posite way: a positive knowledge and a negative congestion effect. The knowledge 

spillover effect is captured by At and suggests that increase in the number of
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known varieties increases R&D productivity permanently. The congestion effect 

is captured by the aggregate R&D investment, I*, entering negatively this expres

sion. Parameter p is the elasticity of R&D output with respect to R&D intensity 

and measures the extent of congestion. Higher value for p implies lower congestion 

and higher productivity for R&D in the given period. The current value of capital 

stock, K t , acts as a proxy for the embodied knowledge stock. Parameter A is the 

exogenous component of the arrival rate of innovations.

Entrepreneurs enter freely into R&D. It is assumed that the only way that 

each of them finances the up-front costs of its R&D activity is by issuing equity. 

Every entrepreneur issues one divisible share that bears price Pt(e). His credit 

constraint implies that It(e) < -P*(e). Assuming away agency problems between 

the entrepreneur and outside investors, each entrepreneur invests all the resources 

raised from equity issue in R&D production and shareholders obtain right for the 

entire stream of profits produced by the firm. Free-entry into R&D implies that 

each entrepreneur needs to break even, i.e. Pt{e) = 1/A*12. Due to the symmetry 

across all assets, investors into the firms’ equity (i.e. consumers) treat all equity 

in the economy as one asset and -P*(e) =  P*13.

The evolution of aggregate knowledge stock is given by:

Therefore, in equilibrium in every period there are At+1 — At new intermediate 

goods firms established (this is also the volume of equity issues). Aggregate R&D

12 Note that the equity price, Pt (e) corresponds to V*+i(e), which is the expected value of a 
claim to the infinite stream of profits that accrues to a typical intermediate-good producer that 
starts manufacturing at time t +  1.

13Symmetry across the assets is implied by two factors: First, the expected profits of all inter
mediate goods firms are identical. Second, the shocks in equity market are perfectly correlated 
across assets (see Section 4.2.2).
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expenditures are given by: It = / ^ t+1 It{e)de. The implied credit constraint for 

aggregate R&D expenditures is:

h  — Pt{At+1 — At) (4.8)

4 .2 .2  C on su m ption  side

Consum ption and investm ent allocation decision

The consumption side consists of overlapping generations of rational and non- 

rational consumers, who work and invest in assets in the first period of their lives, 

and consume and retire in the second period. The short-lived agents assumption 

emphasizes the behavior of investors, who care about the short-term price move

ments in addition to the fundamental value of firms.

There is a continuum of short-lived rational consumers normalized in the in

terval [0,1], who make their asset allocation decisions when young. A rational 

(indexed by r) consumer i, born in period t , invests his labour income (wtL) in 

two types of assets: equity and risk-free asset. Equity is the shares of intermedi

ate goods firms paying profits (4.3) as dividends every period. Investment Mt in 

risk-free technology gives a certain gross return R > 1 and its output, Yt, is given

by14:

Yt = RM t_! (4.9)

Rational consumers maximize the CARA utility:

14The risk-free asset could be another final good technology, storage or foreign assets.
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, where risk aversion is measured by r. By the consumer’s budget constraint, the 

consumption of a rational consumer i can be expressed as:

Cr,t+1(0 — (Pt+ 1  “I” 7Ti+l.)̂ T,t(®) “t" RMr,tify — (- t̂+ 1 “t” TTt+1 RPl) hr,tip) Rw^L

, where hr t̂{i) and Mrj(i) represent respectively consumer z’s equity and risk-free 

asset demand. It is assumed that consumers face no short-selling or borrowing 

constraints.

Using (4.3), consumer z’s optimal demand for equity can be expressed as:

i E[Pt+i +  r 0 t+1 |r^(z)] — RPt
=  rVar[Pt+1 +  r^+1|OtW] (410)

, where fi*(z) is the information set available for consumer i in period £, defined 

in Section 4.2.2.

Aggregate demand of rational consumers for equity and the risk-free asset are 

Hrj = Jq hrjt(i)di and Mrjt = wtL — PtHT,t respectively. Aggregate consumption 

of rational consumers in period t is equal to: Crj  = (Pt +  7Tt)Hr,t-i +  RMrjt~i- 

The non-rational (indexed by n) consumers, born in period £, differ from the 

rational consumers only in two respects: they are not endowed with labour and 

they demand a random quantity of equity15. The existence of non-rational con

sumers with random equity demand is necessary to make the equity prices not fully 

revealing (a paradox first addressed by Grossman and Stiglitz 1980)16. Aggregate

15 The wage income does not affect the demand for stocks with CARA utility maximization 
under no short-selling or borrowing constraints. Therefore, the split of wage income between 
rational and non-rational consumers does not affect the aggregate results.

16 They showed that when the efficient market hypothesis is true and information is costly, 
then the competitive equilibrium does not exist. This is because in the absence of noise in the 
market, the prices become fully revealing of the underlysing fundamentals, as they aggregate 
over the heterogeneous initial beliefs of the investors.
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equity demand of non-rational investors in period t is defined:

H n ,t — A t + i  — S t, (4-H)

where st ~  Af ^0, ^  is the noise trading shock17. A negative trading shock,

st < 0, suggests that there is "excess equity demand" in the equity market driven

by the non-rational consumers.

The budget constraint for the non-rational consumers is similar to that of the 

rational consumers. Therefore, their aggregate demand for the risk-free asset in 

period t is MUyt =  —PtHnyt. The non-rational consumers born in t  — 1 consume 

Cn,t = (Pt +  1 +  RMnyt-i  in period t.

Aggregating over all consumers, both rational and non-rational, implies that 

the aggregate demand for equity in period t  is:

Ht = Hnyt + Hryt (4.12)

Aggregate investment in the alternative technology and aggregate consumption 

are respectively:

Mt = MTyt + Mnjt =  wtL — PtAt+i (4.13)

and

Ct — CTyt + Cn>t = (Pt +  7Tt)At +  RMt- 1  =  {Pt +  7Tt — RPt-i)A t +  Rwt~\L (4.14)

Expression (4.14) shows that aggregate consumption, Ct, equals the excess 

gains in equity market and returns from the saved labor income.

17The mean of the non-rational consumers’ equity demand is equal to aggregate supply of 
assets in period t, i.e. At+ 1 , in order to ensure that the equity market does not have excess or 
shortage of liquidity on average.
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Inform ation structure

Given the uncertainty about all future labour augmenting productivity shocks, 

expression (4.3) implies that the dividends paid in future periods are uncertain. 

The information set, available for a rational consumer i in period t, is

gathered from three sources: First, public information that is common knowledge, 

second, private information that is the result of private research and is specific 

to each consumer, and lastly, the history of equity prices that is also publicly 

available. The information structure follows that of Allen, Morris, and Shin (2006) 

and Bacchetta and Wincoop (2007).

There are two types of public signals. The prior distribution of the labour- 

augmenting productivity shock is common knowledge and 0  is a public signal 

that coincides with the long-term productivity of the economy. Investors receive 

additional public signals every period t, regarding productivity T  periods ahead: 

4>t =  4>t+T + e % v  where e ^ t ~  A7(0,1 /(3^). Under these assumptions, the earliest 

public signal that is informative in period t is 0 f_T+1.

The private signal that every rational consumer i trading in period t, re

gards also productivity T  periods ahead, I'ti}) =  0t+T +  £ ^ ( 2), where ~

A7(0,1//?„). He also inherits the private signals from his ancestors (i.e. he gets a 

signal from a rational consumer 2 born in t — 1 about from one born in

t — 2 about <j) t + T _ 2  etc.). The earliest private signal that remains informative in 

period t is i/f_ r+1 (z).

Finally, the rational consumers obtain information about future productivity 

from current and historical prices. The earliest price that is useful for predicting 

future dividends is Pt~r+1-

All private and public signals, as well as the noise trading are assumed to 

be uncorrelated over time and with each other. Private signals are uncorrelated
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Figure 4.2: Information available in period t  by the time of arrival.

across consumers.

The information set available for a rational consumer i in t is:

--'i Vt-T+i(i), Pt, ■■■, Pt-T+l,&t,

and is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

4.2 .3  M arket clearing conditions

This Section concludes the presentation of the model by providing the clearing 

conditions in the two markets where the production side meets the consumption 

side: equity market and final output. The timing of production and investment 

decisions in the economy is summarized by Figure 4.3.

Equity m arket clearing and equilibrium  equity price

In period t there are A t old intermediate goods firms sold by consumers retiring 

in period t and A t+\ — A t new equity issues. Therefore, the aggregate supply of
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Time

Final goods sector:

Active intermediate 
goods producers:

Entrepreneurs 
investing in R&D:

Consumers:

U ses A f  capital varieties to  produce the final 
good.

A f active firms selling capital varieties to final 
goods sector, pay out r<P( a s  dividends.

Period t en trep reneu rs  is su e  equity. Af+f-Af 
new  firms and  capital varieties crea ted .

C onsum ers born in t-1 rece ive dividends, sell 
the  sh ares  of Affirms, consum e and  retire.

C onsum ers born in t work in final goods sector 
invest in risk-free a s s e t and  buy th e  sh a re s  o f ' 
A f+1 firms.

t+1

U sesA f+ f capital varieties.

Interm ediate goods firms c rea ted  in t becom e 
active. Af+f firms pay r ^ f + ;  a s  dividends

Af+2-Af+j new  firms and capital varieties crea ted .

.C onsum ers born in t receive dividends, sell a s se ts , 
consum e and  retire.

C onsum ers born in t+1 work in final goods secto r 
and  invest a s se t market.

Figure 4.3: Timing of production and consumption decisions.

equity is A t+i. Equity market clearing implies18:

Ht — 4=̂ St — Hr̂ t (4.15)

Using (4.10) and (4.15) the equilibrium equity price is:

Pt =  ^rE[Pt+i +  r 0 t+1|ftt] -  r  Var[Pt+1 +  (4.16)
H

where the conditional variance term  is the same for all investors and over time, 

due to  the homogeneous and time-invariant quality of information. Appendix C.4 

shows tha t the equilibrium equity price is a linear function of the information 

contained in all signals tha t the rational investors receive:

p  = r (4.17)

, where 4>t =  (0t+1, 4>t+Ti ** r +1 ’ C h id e s  the information received from

private signals and prices. It is a vector of the unknowns tha t regard future pro

18The equilibrium condition implies that given the volume of the equity market, equity price 
is determined to make the rational consumers willing to adjust their demand to meet the excess 
supply or demand from the non-rational traders in the market.
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ductivity and historical net noise trading shocks. The vector $ t = ((f)t_T+1, ..., 

summarizes the information available from the two types of public signals. In 

particular, conditional on the public signals available in period £, (j)t and 0 , pro

ductivity T  periods ahead is believed to follow the distribution : (frt+Tl̂ ti 4> ~
a -  P-~

A 1 //^), where /^  =  /^  +  (3̂  and (f)t = ^ 0  + ^<pt. Finally, the vectors of 

coefficients, Z\ =  (z i,.., zr, —za, i > —zsp)' and Z = ($ i,.., z^)', depend on the 

parameters that govern the distributions of the various shocks and signals.

G oods market clearing

The goods market clearing condition in period t is:

Yt + Yt = Ct + Kt + It + Mt

Using equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.9), (4.13), (4.14) and wtL =  (1  — ct)Yt, this is 

simplified to:

(T0t -  7Tt)At = It -  Pt(At+1 -  At)

The left-hand side of this equals to zero, due to the equilibrium profits as given 

by (4.3). The right-hand side equals to zero, because all the funds raised from the 

equity market are used for R&D investment, (4.8). Therefore, the market clears 

out in all interim periods.
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4.3  R esults

4 .3 .1  R & D  grow th

By (4.7) and (4.8), equilibrium R&D growth in every period t is given by:

At+i — At 1 1 -  ol\ x~p (  Pt \ x~p

This expression shows that R&D growth during period t depends positively 

on the equity prices, given the profits paid as dividends in the same period and 

suggests the results to follow. As shown in (4.17), equity price in a market with 

information imperfections can deviate from the underlying expected value of the 

firm due to the presence of optimism (or pessimism) that is generated by the public 

signals and/ or transitory noise trading shocks. As a result, the evolution of R&D 

production over time itself deviates from the growth that would take place in an 

economy -with perfect information19.

4 .3 .2  T h ree-p eriod  exam p le

Assume that there are only three periods. In the first period, the labour-augmenting 

productivity, the initial number of known varieties, A\, and investment in the 

risk-free technology, M0, are given. The production of final good (4.1) takes place 

only in periods 1 and 2. As a result, the R&D and equity market operate only in 

period 1 (i.e. As — A 2  =  0 and P2  = P3  = 0).

Entrepreneurs engage into R&D production (4.7) in period 1, in order to deliver 

the set of new blueprints, A 2  — A\. Successful entrepreneurs manufacture the new

intermediate-goods in period 2. Given that period 2 is the last productive period

19 The same is true for output growth since it becomes positively dependent on the equity 
prices through the endogenous technological progress: gy  =  Yt+y~Yt =  (1 +  g A t ) ^ 1 — 1-
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for all intermediate-goods producers, the dividend paid during this period equals 

the liquidation value of the firm.

As the only generation of equity market investors is the one born in period 

1, its consumption in period 2 is given by (4.14), for t = 2. Consumption in 

period 1 is financed only by the returns on their endowments (i.e. their initial 

asset holdings, A\ and Mq). Consumption in the terminal period equals the gross 

risk-free return on the labour income received during period 2 20.

In period 1, every rational consumer i born in that period decides upon its 

investment on equity given his information set (see Section (4.2.2)). When T = 1 

and t = 1 , every investor i trading in period 1 receives a private signal v(i) = 

Vi(i) = 02 +  where ~  N  {l/f3u). All investors receive a public

signal 0 =  0x =  0 2  +  v where x ~  N{0,1 //^). The updated public signal is
^  ^  Pa— ^—
0  =  0 i =  Jn the three-period setting, it is not important to distinguish

the public signals about permanent and temporary productivity. Hence, in this 

Section, "the public signal" is given by: 0 =  02 +  where JV(0,l//3j). To

summarize, the information set is f2i(i) =  {z/(t),0 , Px}.

The equilibrium equity price equation in the three-period model is:

p i =  ^0 2  +  i -  <t>2) ~  ^ , 1*1 (4-19)

, where:
^  .. tT + ( ^ ) P 3

*1 =  IT*- » *-,1 =   R (4-2°)P4, + (t t ) 2^ s  + Pt, + ( t t  + Pv
Details of the derivation are provided in Appendix C.l. The second term of the 

equilibrium price equation in (4.19) captures the extent of mispricing, due to the

20The market clearing condition in the first period is identical to Section 4.2.3. For the second 
period, C2 =  7r2 A2 +  RM\ and Y2 +  Y2 =  C2 +  K 2 +  M2, which holds true by (4.1), (4.2), (4.5), 
(4.9) and (4.13). In period 3, Y3 =  C3 =  RM2.
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presence of the common and noisy public signal. When none of the signal is 

perfect, the rational consumers take all of them into account when forming their 

expectations about productivity in period 2. When aggregating over all rational 

consumers, while the noise in private signals averages to the true productivity, 

0 2, the mean of the public signal does not average out to the true productivity. 

Equity mispricing can also result purely by a noise trading shock in period 1.

In the absence of a trading shock (i.e. Si =  0), the magnitude of equity mispric

ing depends on the weight on the public signal (z\ ) in the equity pricing equation. 

This weight increases in the variance of private signal and noise trading shock and 

decreases in the variance of the public signal, as these variances reflect the relative 

quality of the different sources of information. Higher risk aversion implies lower 

demand and participation of rational-consumers in the equity market, which also 

worsens the quality of the price signals.

"Market optimism" is defined as the state where the updated information ex

tracted from the public signal results in an expectation on the future productivity 

that exceeds its realization value, i.e. 0 > 02. Hence, in the absence of a noise 

trading shock, market optimism results in the equity price exceeding the underly

ing fundamental value of the firm.

Given the equilibrium equity price for the three-period model, (4.19), the re

maining equilibrium allocations and growth rates may be solved for as described 

above and given in Section (4.2). The results of the model are contrasted to 

the ones delivered by an economy with the same production and consumption 

structure as the baseline model, but where there is perfect information in the 

equity market. Even though such an economy does not operate in a first-best 

environment (due to monopolistic and R&D production distortions), it is a useful 

benchmark as it uncovers the impact of the equity market imperfections on the
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long-run growth performance of the three-period economy.

Perfect inform ation equilibrium price

If private information was perfect (i.e. \/ f iv —* 0), or there was no public infor

mation (i.e. 1 //?^ —» oo), then the wedge between the public signal and the actual 

productivity (i.e. 0 — 02) in (4.19) would disappear. In this case, consumers do 

not take into account the public signals. Define the economy with perfect private 

signals as the "Perfect Information" (PI) economy.

By (4.19) and (4.20), the equilibrium price in the PI economy is:

P ^ =  lim (P1) =  l ^ 2 (4.21)
i/A,-o R

In the analysis that follows, equity is considered as "overpriced" ("under- 

priced"), if the equilibrium price in the model economy exceeds (is below) the 

one in the PI economy21.

C onsum ption

The "initial path" of the model economy is such that the public signal is correct

(i.e. 0  =  0 2 =  0 ) and the noise trading shock is at its mean (i.e. Si =  0 ).

This implies that along this path the equilibrium outcomes of the model and PI

economies would coincide. This Section compares the impact of changes in the

true productivity, 0 2, market perception, 0 , and noise trading, Si, on the two

economies and discusses how these outcomes compare. The following Proposition

summarizes the results. Details of the proof are in Appendix C.2.

21Note that P i >  P f 1 <=>■ 02 — 02 >  si- Therefore, a sufficient condition for this
is that there is market optimism and there is no excess supply of assets from the noise traders, 
i.e. s i <  0.
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Proposition  1 In the three-period model economy, an increase of the true 

productivity or public signal and a decrease of the noise trading lead to higher 

consumption in period 1 and period 3. In period 2, consumption increases due to 

a true productivity shock and decreases due to a positive public signal shock and a 

negative noise trading shock.

The intuition for this result is the following. In response to such shocks, equity 

prices rise. This implies that consumption in period 1 is higher, because it is 

financed entirely by the returns on assets and the equity holdings may be sold for 

a higher price. Consumption in period 3 is also higher, because the higher equity 

prices lead to higher investment in technology and higher R&D production. The 

horizontal expansion of capital results in higher output and wages in period 2 , 

which allow for higher consumption in the terminal period.

Consumers born in period 1 retire from the labour market before the newly 

developed technology is used in the production process. Therefore, they do not 

receive any benefits in terms of higher wages. The direction of change of their 

consumption depends on whether in period 2  they receive capital gains or losses 

on their equity holdings. On the one hand, when the actual productivity increases 

ceteris paribus, then equity price in period 1 effectively reflects market pessimism 

and equity is underpriced. Therefore, equity holders receive excess gains in the 

form of higher than expected dividends and can increase their consumption. On 

the other hand, if equity is overpriced (due to a positive public signal or negative 

noise trading shock), these consumers obtain excess losses in equity market and 

consume less in period 222. The following Corollary summarizes how the model 

and PI economies compare in terms of aggregate consumption in every given period

22 The magnitude of excess losses is affected by the weight investors put on the public signal 
(^i). When this weight is high, then excess losses tend to be higher in the case of a positive 
public signal shock relative to a noise trading shock.
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(for its proof see Appendix C.3)23:

C orollary 1  When equity is overpriced (Pi > P \T), consumption in periods 

1 and 3 is higher in the model economy than in the PI one. The opposite is true 

for consumption in period 2.

There are two aspects of these results that are dependent on the current model 

set-up. First, given the three-period setting, where R&D production is a one-shot 

game, the intertemporal knowledge spillover effect is not fulfilled. This is because 

the expansion of technology frontier is not allowed to accommodate the R&D 

production in future periods. The congestion effect has a second-order role by 

decreasing the rate of returns to R&D investment. The infinite-horizon analysis 

that follows accounts for both of these effects. Second, due to the assumed OLG 

setting, R&D investment can increase along with aggregate consumption. This is 

because the generation that finances the R&D investment costs is different from 

the generation consuming in every period. The generation that allocates part 

of its final good resources (labour income) into equity redirects resources to the 

generation that retires from equity market and consumes within the same period. 

The effect of the investors’ decisions on their own consumption comes only with 

one period lag.

4.3 .3  N u m erica l resu lts for th e  in fin ite-horizon

The results of the model of Section 4.2 are derived numerically in two stages: First, 

the equity price equation (4.17) is solved, by applying the method of undetermined 

coefficients to recover the vectors Zi and Z. This provides the equilibrium price

23 The results of this Section suggest that any comparison of the performance of the two 
economies in terms of aggregate consumption over time involves an important inter-generation 
welfare trade-off. Further discussion of the welfare properties of the model is postponed until 
Section 4.4.
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equation. Second, the solution outcome of this first stage is used to solve for 

the remaining endogenous variables of the model. The PI price equation is found 

under the assumption of perfect private signals and is presented in Appendix C.4.

In the "initial path" of the model economy, noise trading is at its mean, the 

productivity is constant and all public signals are correct (i.e. St+k =  0  , (f)t+k = 1 , 

(j) =  1, (j)t_ T+k =  1, (f)t_T+k =  1 for all h e  Z). Along this path the model 

and PI economy are along the same BGP, where R&D, output and consumption 

grow at the same rate and consumers do not obtain any excess gains or losses 

from the equity market. This Section presents the numerical results regarding the 

response of the model and the PI economy to different shocks, in terms of their 

equity prices, Pt , R&D growth, g^,t, consumption, excess capital gains, Pt + nt — 

RPt- 1 , output growth, gy,t, and alternative asset holdings, Mt. In every period, 

consumption is measured in terms of consumption in the initial path, in order 

to capture its deviation from it24. Details on the choice of parameter values, are 

found in Appendix C.725.

A  non-justified im provem ent o f market perception about productivity

in t .  This case considers the impact of an increase in the public signal available 

in period t  — T, (f)t_T, regarding productivity in period t. This implies increase 

in (f)t_T . Since public signal does not enter its equilibrium equity price, the PI 

economy is not affected and remains along the initial path. Figure 4.4 confirms 

the result of the three-period model that market optimism increases equity prices, 

R&D growth and output growth for the model economy in all periods from t — T  

to t — 1. The long impact of the temporary public signal is due to the fact that

24 In particular consumption deviation is measured as Ct/C \ntl for the model and C f 1 /C lntl 
for the PI economy, where C\ntl is the consumption level corresponding to the initial scenario.

25 The results presented here have rather a qualitative rather than qunatitative value provided 
that there are no direct measures of the quality of the different sources of information in the 
equity market.
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Figure 4.4: Impact of an unjustified improvement of the market sentiment in t  — T.

since it is informative about future productivity, it enters the information set of 

all generations of investors during this time interval.

Regarding the effect of this shock on aggregate consumption, the results of 

the Section 4.3.2 are repeated: The effect on consumption in period 1 of the 

three-period setting corresponds to the one on consumption in period t  — T  here. 

The impact on consumption in period 2 of the three-period setting corresponds 

to the one on consumption in period t  — T  +  1 here, and finally the net gains 

of consumption in the terminal period correspond to the consumption gains of 

all consumers from period t  onwards in the infinite-horizon setting. W hat the 

infinite-horizon setting highlights is th a t while all generations consuming between 

periods t  — T  -1-1 and t  get excess losses in the equity market that increase over 

time, they can have higher consumption compared to the initial path (C t - r + k  >  

k ~  ^t-T+k f°r £ [2, T]), due to the increase of their wages tha t is due to 

the technology expansion.
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Above m ean dem and from  th e  noise trad e rs  This case considers a decrease 

of st. There is no impact for the PI economy. Equity price in the model economy 

increases in period t in response to the negative noise trading shock, and the 

effect of the shock is present until t + T — 1, because the noise trading shock is not 

fully revealed to the rational consumers until then. As a result, R&D and output 

growth increase during this period above their initial path levels.

The infinite-horizon setting highlights an important difference between the 

impact of a noise trading shock and a public signal. Figure 4.5 presents the 

impact of a temporary noise trading shock in period t — T  and an increase in the 

public signal in the same period26. In response to either shock, prices increase in 

period t — T  and remain above the initial path until t — 1 .

A striking implication of this analysis is that while the effects of these two 

shocks are qualitatively similar, the persistence of the noise trading shock is very 

low27. The noise trading shock has a maximum impact in period t — T , when it 

has a direct effect on the equity prices. Following the first period, as a historical 

noise trading shock, it has only a limited impact on the equity prices, as it affects 

them only indirectly through the noisy historical price signals. As a result, equity 

mispricing almost disappears after the noise trading shock period. In contrast, an 

optimistic public signal retains its direct impact on the equity prices over time 

and thus its positive effect on equity prices resembles high persistence. Since the 

impact of any shocks is transmitted to the other economic variables through the 

equity price, it follows that the increase in future consumption levels due to a noise

trading shock is smaller compared to the one resulting from market optimism.

26 Recall that this captures optimism regarding productivity in period t.
27This is the reason that the persistence of the noise trasing shock is not clearly visible in 

Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the impact of a public signal shock about productivity 
in t and a noise trading shock in t — T.

A tem porary  productiv ity  shock th a t is not accompanied w ith a change 

in the public signal

This case considers the impact of tem porary increase of productivity in 4>t . The 

effect absent in the three-period model economy is th a t in period f, equity price 

returns to the initial level, while profits of the intermediate-goods firms increase 

(Figure 4.6). As a result, R&D growth falls below its initial path level for one 

period. While the acceleration of R&D growth is lower in the model economy 

during periods t — T  to t — 1, in t  it falls to  the same level as in the PI economy. 

The economy with information imperfections and effectively pessimistic public 

signal does not take the full advantage of the positive productivity shock, which 

could result in lower consumption levels compared to the initial scenario for the 

model economy.

In contrast to a tem porary productivity shock, a permanent improvement of 

productivity is not accompanied by a fall in R&D growth below its pre-shock level.
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The results in Figure 4.7 show the impact of a permanent productivity shock that 

is fully anticipated in public signals. In view of the previous results, it follows that 

in the presence of some degree of optimism (pessimism) in the equity market due 

to the public signals, the implied gains (losses) for the consumption of the future 

generations would be higher.

4.4 D iscussion on the welfare properties of the  

m odel

The model economy analyzed in this paper bears three sources of distortions. The 

first two are common in the R&D-based endogenous growth model and regard the 

monopolistic structure of the intermediate-goods market and the spillover effects 

present in the R&D process. The presence of monopoly prices imply th a t there 

is underinvestment in R&D as its private returns (i.e. expected profit flow) does 

not account fully for its social returns (i.e. final output productivity due to the
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Figure 4.7: Impact of a permanent and fully anticipated increase of productivity 
in t

capital’s horizontal expansion). The spillover effects in the R&D process can also 

result in underinvestment in R&D to the extent tha t the positive spillover effect 

dominates the negative congestion effect. This is the case when the degree of 

congestion is low in the R&D process. Both of these spillover effects are purely 

external and as a result, the value of the firm cannot internalize them.

The th ird  source of distortion comes from the equity market, where the pres

ence of information imperfections implies th a t equity price can deviate systemati

cally from the underlying fundamental value of the firm. While the equity contract 

cannot account explicitly for the external effects that the R&D activity of the firm 

generates, the equity m arket’s distortion may act towards alleviating the distor

tion in the production side of the economy. In the presence of optimism, equity 

price rises above the underlying fundamentals, which implies tha t equity investors 

offer "free funds" to the R&D producers. Even though this is the outcome of fac

tors unrelated to the external effects of the intermediate-goods development and 

production, it results in bringing R&D investment closer to its socially desirable
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level, when social returns to R&D are higher than the private ones.

To summarize, the above discussion suggests that market optimism facilitates 

the coordination among the equity market participants to determine equity prices 

closer to the social value of assets. In contrast, in perfect financial markets such 

coordination would fail due to free-riding. Given the aggregate path of technology, 

there are no incentives to invest in equity if equity prices are above the present 

discounted value of dividends.

The analysis of the model’s results in Section 4.3 highlights that the impact of 

the information imperfections on aggregate economy involves an important inter- 

generational welfare trade-off. This is because R&D production is not free, given 

that it competes for the limited final good resources available every period. Market 

optimism causes a misallocation of investors’ finite resources (labour income) away 

from the risk-free asset and into the intermediate-goods equity. Therefore, the first 

generation that experiences a purely temporary positive public information shock, 

receives net losses in asset market without any compensation from the higher final 

good production that is enabled through the expansion of the known intermediate- 

goods’ varieties. Moreover, this generation, when investing in the equity market, 

directs its labour income resources not only to R&D innovators, but also to the 

investors that offer the "old" assets in the market. This accrues to a transfer of 

consumption ability across generations that has a dramatic effect at the time that 

market optimism is generated.

On the other hand, any subsequent generations of investors sharing market 

optimism effectively bear a lower cost in investing their labour income into equity, 

since these resources already reflect the benefits from R&D driven output expan

sion. Once the actual productivity is realized and market optimism dissolves, all 

future generations experience a pure gain in consumption terms driven by the in
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tertemporal knowledge spillover effect and the expansion of the output possibility 

frontier.

When market optimism is not only due to a one-period observation of a positive 

public signal regarding future productivity, but is instead fed with subsequent 

releases of positive public information, it is possible that no generation of investors 

in the model economy experiences a reduction of its consumption compared to the 

case of absence of market optimism. Proposition 2 shows that persistent market 

optimism can overwhelm the inter-generational consumption trade-off described 

above and in this sense market optimism can cause a Pareto improvement in 

terms of consumption across generations28. Without loss of generality, the result 

is proved for the simplest case of an infinite-horizon model, where investors get 

public signals about productivity two periods ahead, T = 2.

Proposition  2 Assume that actual productivity stays constant and equal to its 

long-term value, <f>t = <j) = <f, and noise trading is at it mean value each period, 

st = 0, for any t. When there are positive public signal shocks in two consecutive 

periods, =  </> + A0* and 0 t+ 1  =  0  +  A0m , while A ^ +1_fe = A0t+fc = 0  for 

any k >2, then there exist A f>t > 0  and A<ft+1 > 0  such that consumption in the 

model economy is at least as high as in the one with perfect information in every 

period, i.e. Ct > C f1 for any t.

The intuition behind the result is the following. Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 

imply that the release of the public signals raises equity prices above fundamentals 

from period t until t + 2, and, as a result, consumption in t and for any period from 

t +  4 onwards is strictly higher in the model economy compared to the PI one. In 

contrast to the case of a unique positive public signal shock (i.e. when A0t+1 =  0),

equity prices do not need to fall between t and t -1-1 when there is a subsequent

28 Such Pareto improvement does not rely on inter-generational transfers that violate the 
transversality conditions.
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positive public signal. If the second public signal is sufficiently high, consumers in 

period t +  1 can have at least as high consumption as in the PI. In periods t +  2 

and t +  3, consumers get excess losses in the equity market. If the public signals 

are not too high, the benefits from higher wages due to the endogenous output 

expansion can offset the losses in the equity market. This result depends on the 

degree of congestion in the R&D production, since it regulates the strength of the 

diminishing returns to R&D investment29.

In view of this discussion of the welfare properties of the model economy, this 

paper has some policy implications to the extent that some policy making institu

tions have the ability to affect the public signal (e.g., the central bank’s comments 

about economic conditions and outlook). The results reveal the existence of a 

dilemma for such policy makers. If the public signal coincides with the true pro

ductivity, then there is no room for equity mispricing. Hence, potential negative 

effects of such mispricing would be eliminated. However, given the possible ag

gregate consumption gains (losses) driven by market optimism (pessimism), there 

is a role for discretionary policy. In particular, the policy maker has incentives to 

preserve an asymmetric behavior over periods that the equity market sentiment 

is optimistic or pessimistic. This is because, unless the wedge between the public 

signal and the underlying fundamentals is extremely high, it is unlikely that issu

ing a low public signal is welfare improving (in terms of aggregate consumption 

over time). Quite to the contrary, in a pessimistic market the policy maker has 

clear incentives to intervene by injecting optimism to the market. The downside 

of adopting such asymmetric policy is that it is likely to reduce the credibility 

of policy maker’s optimistic statements among the market participants (i.e. the

29Consider the extreme case of congestion, i.e. p —» 0. Then R&D growth is no longer 
endogenous, g^t —> A, as any additional funds have zero additional effect on the underlysing 
productivity. Therefore, market optimism does not transmit to R&D growth.
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policy action affect the whole distribution of the public signal). That would im

ply that the policy instrument becomes weaker. At the same time, there is the 

trade-off regarding the welfare across different generations of the equity market 

participants.

An implication of the information structure is that the extent of the equity 

market mispricing depends on the relative quality of the different sources of in

formation. The better is the private information and the more informative are 

the price signals compared to the public ones, the smaller is the bias caused by 

mispricing30. In order to lower the quality of information of the public signal, a 

policy maker could reduce the frequency of statements about economic outlook 

and equity prices. However, the dilemma and trade-off of welfare among different 

generations as discussed above remains.

4.5 Conclusions

This Chapter analyzes a model economy, where the equity market’s informa

tion imperfections affect long-run aggregate economic performance. The proposed 

transmission mechanism is the reliance of R&D activities’ funding on equity, that 

is potentially priced away from the underlying fundamentals. The results from 

such setting are contrasted to ones from the economy where R&D is funded in an 

equity market with perfect private information. The comparison between the two 

economies leads to the following conclusions.

First, the model economy tends to perform worse than the one with perfect 

information in the event of true productivity shocks that increase the equity prices.

This is a result of the market pessimism and equity underpricing that is generated

30 This is purely due to the fact that investors assign lower weight on public signal in their 
expectation.
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to the extent that the market sentiment does not match these changes. Second, the 

model economy tends to perform better than the perfect information one in the 

presence of market optimism. This occurs because overpricing of assets results 

in more R&D being produced. Even if demand in the future does not justify 

the initial equity prices, more R&D has a positive impact on future generations 

consumption levels through higher output. As a result, in the model economy 

there are gains in consumption of all future generations at the expense of possible 

losses of the earliest generation(s). However, when market optimism is fed with 

subsequent positive public information release, there is scope for the early periods’ 

losses to be eliminated. The positive effect of some optimism is present, when 

the R&D-production market is not already highly congested. Third, the model 

economy can also have consumption gains in response to a noise trading shock that 

rises equity prices above the underlying fundamentals. However, the persistence 

of this shock is much smaller compared to the shock related to market optimism.

Related to the original motivation of the paper, this paper suggests that there 

could be welfare gains for the United States from the 1990s "dot-com" experience 

in terms of innovations that expanded the United States production possibility 

frontier. This is because, the ICT innovating sector was arguably not highly 

congested and market optimism was present regarding the future prospects of the 

ICT-producing sector productivity.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In Chapters 2-4, this thesis examines aggregate economic performance in an econ

omy, where the different production sectors are linked through the production and 

use of R&D products, like Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), 

and intermediates. The price of these goods is determined by the interaction of the 

different sectors in their production. Their use delivers benefits for the aggregate 

economy to the extent that sectors that differ in terms of their production struc

ture respond to the economic incentives provided by their prices. The analysis is 

used to account for recent growth episodes in the United States and the United 

Kingdom.

Chapter 2 examines growth of the United States economy over the past thirty 

years. It focuses on the use of ICT and the production of intermediates. It shows 

that despite the fact that advances in ICT benefit directly only the sector that 

uses ICT-capital, there are also indirect growth benefits for the sector that uses 

only non-ICT-capital. This is because the ICT-using and non-ICT-using sectors 

are linked through the production of intermediates, where the evolving over time 

productivity embodied in the ICT-capital, results in falling intermediates and 

capital prices. In the long-run equilibrium, the non-ICT-using sector experiences
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capital accumulation driven growth, which is lower than that of the ICT-using 

sector. The uneven sector-level growth delivers a constant growth path for the 

aggregate economy, where growth is endogenously driven by the ICT progress.

Chapter 3 focuses on the use and production of goods and services-intermediates. 

An empirical study applied for the United States and the United Kingdom over the 

past thirty years, reveals that there is a substitution of the goods-intermediates 

with the services ones. It shows that this substitution is explained by the falling 

relative prices of the goods-intermediates, when the latter complement the services- 

intermediates in the production of an average industry. It uses the empirical results 

to highlight the patterns of additional technological and policy factors that affect 

an industry’s choice of secondary inputs.

Chapter 4 is motivated by the output growth and the equity market expe

rience of the United States economy during the 1990s, which is related to the 

ICT-production. It highlights the importance of the equity market in providing 

funding for the technology producing sector, and investigates the long-run aggre

gate economic impact of information imperfections that cause equity mispricing. 

It shows that in the presence of optimism in the market regarding future produc

tivity, equity prices rise above the underlying fundamentals, increasing the funding 

for R&D activities and therefore expanding the production possibility frontier of 

the economy. Despite the realized losses in the equity market, there are potential 

welfare gains in terms of aggregate consumption.

The results of this thesis emphasize that policies that are meant to enhance 

long-run growth need to take into account the multi-sector setup of aggregate 

production. Chapter 2 demonstrates the importance of policy directed to the 

use of the new large-scale technologies (like ICT). In particular, the results show 

that the linkage of the intensive and non-intensive technology-using sectors in
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the economy have a positive growth effect for the non-intensive technology-using 

sector and a negative one for the intensive technology-using sector. Hence, any 

sector-level productivity policy (e.g. regulations, subsidies for technology-use, 

subsidies/ taxes scheme affecting prices of intermediates) need to be designed in a 

way to achieve the following goals. First, increase the adoption of the technology 

throughout the economy. Second, eliminate any policies distorting the relative 

prices between the intensive and non-intensive technology-using sectors. Third, 

foster the role of the intensive technology-using sector in providing intermediates 

services at relatively low prices, by creating policies that foster its productivity 

(e.g. incentives for more intensive and efficient use of the technology, lower the 

adjustment costs in relation to technology adoption and business transactions).

Chapter 3 complements the policy implications of Chapter 2. It indicates that 

industry-level productivity policy cannot be designed without taking into account 

the way this industry is linked to the other industries in the economy in terms of 

intermediates transactions. Its results suggest that policy may have a long-lasting 

effect on the industries’ choices of productive factors and thereby final output 

performance.

Chapter 4 has policy implications regarding the role of policy with respect to 

the equity market performance. It shows that given the conditions in the equity 

market and the R&D-producing sector, there might not be incentives to interfere 

in the presence of optimism in the equity market that increase the funds available 

for R&D intensive firms. This is because equity mispricing in this case, functions 

as a means to internalize the technology spillover present in the R&D-production. 

The decision regarding such policy depends critically on how the policy makers sets 

objectives and values the utility of different generations. In addition, the results 

show that should the policy maker be willing to issue any signals, these would be
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biased to be positive. Such bias in policy announcement would weaken (and in 

the limit eliminate) this policy instrument. A detailed theoretical and empirical 

investigation of such policy-related issues provides scope for further research.

Extensions of the analytical frameworks of Chapters 2-4 provide additional 

avenues for future research. Chapter 2 may be extended to account for more 

specific features of the ICT, such as the network aspect of these technologies. 

The current theoretical framework applies more generally to an economy with 

partial adoption of a General Purpose Technology and does not examine any 

technology adoption decisions. Within this, network externalities would appear 

as an additional productivity gain for the ICT-using sector that is not embodied 

in the ICT-capital. This productivity gain would be increasing in the number 

of ICT applications. However, in a more complete setting, network externalities 

need to be analyzed together with the adoption decisions. Within this, industries 

decide whether to adopt ICT, depending on the price of ICT-capital and their 

expectation regarding the size of the network of the ICT-using industries. The 

firms that supply ICT-capital would take the network externalities present in the 

demand-side into account. The ICT-producing sector would respond to these 

developments in the downstream sectors.

In terms of its application, Chapter 2 may be extended to analyze the dy

namic behavior of the economy, when the Constant Growth Path restrictions are 

not imposed on the set of equilibrium conditions. Such extension would reveal 

how much the economy’s CGP differs from out of CGP behavior. It could also 

provide a more suitable setup to analyze the acceleration of the United States 

productivity growth in the mid-1990s through a potentially improved calibration 

of the transition dynamics.

Regarding the empirical analysis of Chapter 2, an important extension would
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be a comparative study of the United States with major European economies. 

This would shed more light regarding the performance of the model in account

ing for the growth experience in the ICT era. In addition, such analysis would 

highlight differences across these economies with respect to the features of the pro

duction and consumption side that are important within the theoretical setting 

that Chapter 2 develops. This would indicate how the current framework needs to 

be extended, in order to accommodate the special features of the major European 

countries and explain the United States-Europe productivity gap.

Accounting for the United States-United Kingdom productivity gap poses ad

ditional challenge, given that the two economies are broadly similar in terms of 

their institutional characteristics. The productivity analysis framework employed 

in Chapter 3 can be used for an in-depth analysis of this issue. Its empirical inves

tigation indicates the importance of technology and/ or policy related factors in 

determining the industries’ secondary inputs choice. One control for such factors 

would be to allow for a more general production framework and/ or use measures 

of technology or policy-related instruments that can impact an industry’s efficiency 

in using the different types of intermediates. The extension of the current frame

work into a more general production framework that wdll jointly account for all 

inputs in the production function, both primary and secondary would strengthen 

the present results of Chapter 3. Furthermore, in order to account for the effect 

of a policy or a technology breakthrough on industry productivity, one may use 

directly the 1-0 tables and apply existent methodologies (such as "Input-Output 

multipliers") in order to recover the impact of such factors for the final industry 

performance.

Another direction for future research is an empirical analysis that would ac

count for the quantitative importance of the mechanism proposed in Chapter 4.
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The theoretical framework of Chapter 4 also gives way for extensions by relaxing 

its stylized assumptions regarding the source of funding for R&D activities, the 

exogenous choice of timing for equity issue and the lack of uncertainty in the R&D 

process. Doing so, would not alter the main mechanics, but it would have an im

pact on the magnitude of the different forces and potentially introduce new ones. 

Moreover, it would increase the complexity of the policy decisions. The use of 

alternative welfare measures would be also an interesting application, as it would 

point out to the importance of the selected policy objectives in terms of the policy 

action related to the equity market developments.

To conclude, this thesis aims to account for drivers of economic growth in the 

recent history. It examines the behavior of the economy at the disaggregate sector 

and/ or industry-level through theoretical and empirical frameworks developed 

in Chapters 2-4. It shows that the revealed dynamics at the disaggregate level 

are critically dependent on the criteria used to group different industries of the 

economy. Within the spirit of the recent developments in the productivity analysis, 

it emphasizes the role of ICT and other intermediates in terms of the production 

and transmission of growth throughout the economy. It highlights the importance 

of the equity market for the long-run economic performance, when growth is driven 

R&D. A more thorough investigation of these issues is left for future research.
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A ppendix A

A ppendix for Chapter 2

A .l  P roof o f Proposition  1

Production side: The final good producers take prices as given in input and output 

markets. Therefore, their demand for capital comes by equating the value of 

marginal product of every capital variety to its price:

^  = a{u0L)1-°‘x%-1( i)= p 0{i),Vi (A.l)

Pl dfife =  Pia(uiL)1-£X -1W = p 1(j),Vj (A.2)

The intermediate output producer also takes prices as given in input and output 

markets. The demand for the intermediates produced by the two final-good sectors 

is:

Ph§£ = PP H h^h1-? = 1 (A.3)

= (1 ~P)pHh ^ 13 = p i  (A.4)
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The implied relative demands and price for the intermediate goods:

_ § _ h l  _
1 -/3  h0 P i

pH = Bpxl - t

(A.5)

(A.6)

,where B = [/3̂ (1 — /3)1- ]̂ 1.

The producers of the capital varieties function under monopolistic competition. In 

the absence of dynamic decision variables, they maximize their profits by choosing 

their price and production in every period:

7r0(i) =  max {po(i)xoW — PH^o(i); s.i.(A.l)}
po(i),x0(i)

7Ti(j) = max {pi(i)^iO') “  PHXi(j)'> s-t-(A-2)}

The solution to these programs gives:

Xq =  1_“ (uoL) (A.7)

Xl =  (A.8)

Po = Pi = ~  (A.9)

The model delivers symmetry across the varieties of each type of capital goods.

The implied profit flows for every period is:

1_“ (u0L) (A.10)

(wiL) (A .ll)

Aggregate per-period profits are defined as II =  A7To +  Nn\.

The producers of capital varieties enter the market upon getting a "blueprint"
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that allows them to produce the new varieties that are available at every point 

in time, N. The old varieties are fixed in number, hence no new firms enter the 

market producing non-ICT-capital varieties. With well defined property rights, 

the cost that each ICT-capital variety producer needs to assume in order to acquire 

a blueprint is equal to the present discounted value of his entire stream of future 

profits, V\ (t). The firm considers the real interest rate and the price index of the 

composite good as given:

Vi(t)
Pc(t) /

OO

e- f tTr(S) d s n ^ ) dr (A.12)

Since the labour market is perfectly competitive, there exists a wage, wl, that 

clears out the market. This wage is equal to the value of marginal product of labour 

in all three sectors, where p^  is the value of a patent paid for a new variety:

dYg
8{uqL) t 1 “  ° ( ^ )  1 Q A a ^ a =  WL (A'13)

(1 -  o t)N a ^ p [ -a 1_a =  wL (A. 14)

= V1\ N  = wl (A-15)

Pl dYi =
d{u \L)

Equating (A. 13) and (A. 14):

Pi =  ( $ ) 1_a (A-16)

Equating (A. 14) and (A. 15):

ViA =  (1 -  a ) a ^ p l ~ a ( j ^ j  1_“ (A. 17)

Consumer side: The households solve the following dynamic problem by choosing
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{co, ci} taking all prices as given:

H = e~pt 1— <T

r g  I w L L + n - C Q - p i C i  

Pc

The solution to this problem gives the standard conditions:

£1
co

_2
9

—  f  1-9 1 1~t
“  \  0 pi J

= r

(A-18) 

(A-19)

The price index of the composite consumption good is given by the inverse of 

the shadow price to the per-period consumption expenditures allocation problem: 

max{[0Co + (1 — 9)c\\1 ; s.t. E = Cq + P 1C1}1:CO,Cl

Pc = ll~e + (1  — 0 ) 1-£Pi' (A.2 0 )

The above imply:

C _  1 
C  ~  a

where ----, wnere 7 ^ ; Co+piCl ec*+{i-0)ec

tions above.

In order to complete the static equilibrium results, note that the production 

side requires: 2 ^  =  Given the demand for capital varieties, it follows, PhKq = 

a2Yo and PhK  1 =  &2P\Y\ and therefore: Combining these with the

market clearing condition for intermediate goods, H  =  /ig/q- '5 =  K0 -(- (A.3),

(A.2 1 )

1

from the equilibrium condi-

1See details also in Chapter 3 of Grossman and Helpman (1991a).
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and the market clearing for non-ICT-using good, Y$ = Cq + ho it follows:

^  (!  +  g )  =  (A.22)

Also, combining the static equilibrium conditions for intermediates and consump

tion goods: Therefore, combining the results above together with

the market clearing conditions for the non-ICT-using and the ICT-using good, 

Yi =  Ci -|- hi that:

S (i + %)  = (A-23)

Using (A.22) and (A.23) allows to solve for the consumption to intermediates 

shares in the two final goods sectors and relative labour allocations:

co 7 (* )(l-a2)
ho a 2 (3

£L — (1—7(*))(1—«2) 
h i  -  a 2( l—/3)

y ±  l —oc2{3—y ( t ) ( l —a 2)
u q  a 2/?+7(t)(l—a 2)

The shares to be positive if: > 7(0-

Along the CGP, for constant growth rate for the varieties stock, jj, the labour 

allocation in the ICT-producing sector needs to be constant, un = 0. This in turn 

implies constant growth for the relative prices of capital varieties, Q ^  

intermediates ^  =  (1  — composite consumption good, ^  =  ( 1  — 7 (0 ) ^ ,  and 

ICT-using final good, & =  — (1 — <2 )7 7 , given (A.9), (A.6 ), (A.20) and (A.16). Note 

that the condition for constant permits for time-varying employment shares in 

the two final good sectors, with rates of change that satisfy: Ui = —vlq.

Regarding the dynamic equilibrium results, given the demand for capital va

rieties (A.7), (A.8 ) and the growth rates of relative prices, the implied growth

(A.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)
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rates for the two final-good sectors are constant as well. The growth of aggregate 

output is constant as well and equal to the growth of the non-ICT-using good. 

Note that, for the growth of the aggregate output to be constant, it is sufficient 

that Un = 0 , because the output growth differences are cancelled out by the rel

ative price differences of the two final-good sectors and any labour reallocations 

between the two sectors aggregate to zero:

Given the demand for capital varieties, it follows, PhKq = a 2Yo and PhK i =

(A.27)

(A. 28)

(A. 29)

a2p\Y\. For capital as for output, it is sufficient for constant growth that um =  0. 

It follows that along the CGP:

(A.30)

(A.31)

The market clearing condition for intermediate goods, H =  Hq}i\  ̂ =  Ao + Ai, 

(A.5) and the relative prices’ growth on CGP, imply:

(A.32)

(A.33)

Finally, the market clearing conditions for the two final-good products together
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with (A.27), (A.28) and (A.30)

£  =  a ( l - / ? ) £  (A.34)

|  (A.35)

From (A.1 2 ), it follows that: ^  =  r(t) +  (1 — and from (A.17)pi vx
vi = 1 l - a ^ pT' Hence, the implied real interest rate from the production side is:

K*) =  -  (i — 7 « ) 2i i El 
Pi ^  Vi

, where again (A.17) implies that: ^  =  \au\L.

Finally, the market clearing conditions imply that ^  =  y  = a(l — P)gN, where 

gN = jj = XL ^1 — ■ Using this condition, substituting for the

real interest rate and rearranging terms:

p+[ l - a ( l -  /3) + aa(l -  /3)] gN = XauiL +  (1  -  a)( 1 -  a )( l -  7  (t))gN

Along the CGP, the LHS of this expression is constant. Hence, this relation 

will hold only if the RHS is constant as well. The requirement for this is: ^  =  

aL^9N • con(iition though has to comply with ^  =  — (1  — a 2) ^ ,  that 

comes from (A.26) under the CGP requirements. These two conditions are satisfied 

when the intertemporal elasticity of substitution is: a = 1 +  a( 1 +  a:).

For a = 1 +  a ( l +  a:), and the steady-state labour allocation into the ICT- 

producing sector is given by the following expression:

U n  a [ l —7 ( f ) ( l—a 2)—a 2/3]+ l+ a:(l+ a£)[a(l—/? )+ (!—a ) ( l —7 (i))]
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This shows however that the equilibrium allocation is a function of time. The

necessary condition for the steady-state requirement = 0 , is either 7  =  0 , which

well defined problem. Therefore, this implies that restriction on the intertemporal

The necessary condition for this is that there is unit intratemporal elasticity of 

substitution, i.e. e =  0. The argument for this proof is completed in Proposition 

2 , where it is shown that the condition on e = 0 , is not only necessary, but also 

sufficient condition for a CGP, since one can solve for the constant allocations of 

labour and constant growth rates along the CGP, without any further requirements 

on the intertemporal elasticity of substitution.

implies that e =  0 , or p = _ AL[1+a^ ( 1 &] < q iatter cannot be the case for a

elasticity of substitution is not a sufficient condition for the existence of a CGP.

A .2 P roof o f P roposition  2

For unit intratemporal elasticity of substitution: ii(co,Ci) =  

implies:

which

a
co

1 - 0  1 (A.36)9 p i

A
A r (A.37)

The price index of the composite consumption good is:

Pc =  ©p: (A.38)

,where 0  =  [0e(l — 0)1 e] \  The above imply:

(A.39)
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Production side: The solution of the dynamic programs of the final good pro

ducers, composite intermediate good and the capital varieties firms remains as 

described in Proposition 1, and described by (A.l) through (A.17).

Along the CGP, for constant growth rate for the varieties stock, the labour 

allocation in the ICT-producing sector needs to be constant, un = 0. Given 

(A.9), (A.6 ), (A.38) and (A. 16), this implies constant growth for the relative 

prices of capital varieties, — 2° =  2« intermediates ^  =  (1  — (3)^, composite
r  r  P i  po Ph  Ph  v  ^  ’ P i  ’ ^

consumption good, ^  =  (l — 0)^-, and ICT-using final good, ĵ - =  — (1  — ck)|£.

The "guess", to be verified later, is that along the CGP real interest rate, r, 

and the labour allocations in the two final good sectors are constant. Under these 

assumptions and together with the constant growth of relative prices, it follows 

from equating (A. 14) and (A. 15) that there is a negative relationship between the 

real interest rate and the ICT-production growth:

aXuiL = r +  A [$(i _  +  af3] (A.40)

Completing the static equilibrium results, the consumption to intermediates shares 

in the two final goods sectors and relative labour allocations are now modified as 

follows:

co _  e g -* 2)
ho a 2(3

^  _  ( l - 0 ) ( l - a 2 ) 

hi a 2 ( 1 - 0 )

(A.41)

(A.42)

^  (A.43)
u q  a r p + 0 ( l — a J ) v /

The condition on parameter values that ensures positive labour allocations is:

i= ^ > p .

Regarding the dynamic equilibrium results, given the demand for capital va
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rieties (A.7), (A.8 ) and the growth rates of relative prices, the implied growth 

rates for the two final-good sectors are constant as well. The growth of aggregate 

output is constant as well and equal to the growth of the non-ICT-using good. 

Constant labour allocation in the ICT-producing sector, =  0, is sufficient for 

constant aggregate output growth, since the relative output growth differences are 

cancelled out by the relative price differences of the two final-good sectors and any 

labour reallocations between the two sectors should aggregate to zero:

% =  |  =  a ( l - / 3 ) £  (A.44)

£  =  (1-<*/?)£ (A.45)

Given the demand for capital varieties, it follows, PhKq =  a2Yo and PhK 1 =

a2piYi. For capital as for output, it is sufficient for constant growth that un = 0.

It follows that along the CGP:

£  =  &  =  ( ! - « £  (A.46)

I  =  « ( ! - / ? ) £  (A.47)

The market clearing condition for intermediate goods, H = =  K q + K i ,

(A.5) and the relative prices’ growth on CGP, imply:

£  =  a ( l - / J ) |  (A.48)

k  =  ( ! - “ « £  (A.49)

Finally, the market clearing conditions for the two final-good products together
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with (A.44), (A.45) and (A.46):

g  =  (A. 50)

|  =  ( ! - « /? ) $  (A.51)

In order to solve for the constant interest rate, allocations and growth of 

ICT-production, (A.39) is used together with (A.50), (A.40), (A.43) and ^  =  

XL (1 — Ui — u0):

y d  _  [ l  ^(1 « 2) <*2P ] ( \ L + 'i ‘) ( A  K O )
1 a [ l— 0(1— a 2) —a 2/3]+<J>  ̂ ' /

4  =  (A.53)

4  =  §? -  (A-54)

, where <3> =  a +  (1  — a) [a(3 +  6(1 — a)].

In order to check the conditions for an interior solution, it is sufficient to 

check that uf  > 0 and gfj > 0. Note that for 1~-^2~-Q ^ it is sufficient to

search conditions for 4> > 0. If a < 1, it follows that > 0 and u f  > 0. If 

instead a > 1 , then the condition for > 0  is that either 1 > (3, or

1~e(1~.a) < ft < Ir .gllzgJ ^ t h  a < • Therefore, a sufficient condition
a  r' — ap+0( 1—a ) —1 ’

for interior solution is that > (3. This imposes no further requirement

on the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. However, that restriction is always 

satisfied itself always given that 0,(3 G (0,1). Hence the only condition required 

on the parameters is that L > xa[i-e{i-a2)-a2i3 ] •
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A .3 P roof o f Proposition  3

Let A =  a  [1 — 0(1 — a2) — oc2ft] +  The comparative statics are for parameters

that satisfy and L > xa[i-0 {i-ai)-oFj3 \ • ^he effec  ̂ °f a change in A is:

da% _  Q[ i - 0(i-<*2)~<*2P\l  ̂ n
dX ~  A  >  U

0 (“i/«o) _  (
dx ~  1

A change in p implies:

M .
dp

d(u?/ug) 
dX

A change in a implies:

^  =  — ^ 2  [1 — 0(1 — ot) — otf3\ ( \La  [l — 0(1 — a 2) — o?0\ — p) < 0
d(u<t/u$)  _

dX ~  U

A change in 9 implies:

1$- =  i  { — <*(1 ~  °?) (AL$ + p)

— ( 1  — cr)(l — a) (ALa [l — 0 ( 1  — a2) — a 2/?] — p) }

d{ui / uo) _  —(1—a2) n
de [0(1 - a2)+a2/?]2

For cr < 1, the effect on the growth rate is definitely negative.

=  - i < o

=  0
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A change in a implies:

^  — -gi { [l _  0(1 — °?) ~ <x2P +  2a2 (0 — /?)] (AL$ + p)

— (1  — a) (0 — (3) (AL a  [l — 0(1 — a 2) — a 2ft] — p) }

d ( u f / u $ )  _  2a(9-/3)
d a  ~  [ 0 ( l - a 2) + a 2£]2

The results depend critically on 0, (3 and a. For 0 > (3 the effect on the growth 

rate and the relative labour allocations is positive if a > 1 .

A change in /? implies:

^  { -o :3 (AL<3> + p)

—(1 — cr)ct (AL a  [ l  — 0(1  — a 2) — a 2/3] — p) }

9 ( ui / uo) _  - 2 a 2 .  n
d p  [0(1—a 2) + a 2/3]2 ^  U

The effect on growth would be negative for a < 1.

A .4 P roof o f Lem m a 1

The social planner’s economy optimization problem is summarized below:

H = 1—<J + K (■UqLY af^x%(j)dj - C o - h 0

+£ hoh\ P ~  /(Txo(j)dj ~ f o xi(i)di +  v [AL(1 -  u0 -  ui)iV]'N
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, where the FOCs are:

M
<9 co

Mdci
d H
dho

d H  _  e  
dhi S

d H
duo

d H  
du  i

e pt (cqc| 0) '0cS 0 — k; =  0 

e_pt (coci_0) ”CT (! “  -  /x =  0

? -  « =  o

= ( l - a )  —
U q

(1 -  a) VI
« 1

9/f —

5x0 (7 )

d x i( i )

— V =

— /x =  0

— i /XLN =  0

— vXLN =  0

k [oc{u0L f~ ax^-l {j)} -  £ = 0 ; V? 

fj, [a(uiL)1-a x“- 1(i)] — £ =  0 ; Vz

| f  = - ^ 1(iV) + /x(K1L)1- X W

+ Z / ( 1  -  U q  —  U i) L

The standard TVC applies: ^lim [u(T)N(T)] = 0.

The solution to the social planner economy closely resembles that of the market 

economy. In summary, the main equations that drive the dynamics and specify
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the steady-state are:

CQ 1 - 0

C l 0
__ 1 — /3 h o  __ Vo A *0

/3 h i  Y i / u i

X q

X i =  ( ^ a ^ ( « , L )

H
K =
K
V

_  A N  { K \
(1—a ) a *  A  \ Z J

a
V

L
V

= —( 1 — a ) a 1_Q \ ^ /

_  A TV f  k \  

( 1 —a ) a 1_<1 ^  \  ^ /

__v_
V

=  AL(1 -  U q )

The main difference to the decentralized equilibrium is the absence of an auc

tion process in the valuation of the patents and the monopolistic competition in 

the market for intermediate capital varieties. A higher share of output is allocated 

to capital and as a result, the capital-deepening effect on growth is stronger.

Following the same steps as in Appendix A.2., which solves the decentralized 

equilibrium, the resulting equilibrium labour allocations in the two final good sec

tors and the equilibrium growth rate of the ICT-producing sector are the following:

[ q /3 + 0 ( l - a ) ] [ j f c - ( l - o - ) ( l - a /3 - 0 ( l - a ) ) ]
<T

[a /3 + fl(l—a ) ] [ ^ —(1 —o -)( l—a/3—0 (1 —a )) ]  

o*[l—a/3—0 (1 —a)]

\  7 1 _ Q/3—0(1 - o ) - - x l  

it[1—a/3—0(1—a)]

The growth rates for the sector and aggregate consumption, capital and out

put are as in Proposition 2, with the difference that the endogenous growth rate 

is the one described above. The growth of the ICT-producing sector is strictly

U-, =

u0 =  

9n  ~
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decreasing function of the composite intermediates’ output elasticity with respect 

to the intermediate input provided by the non-ICT-using sector. This is because 

in the social planner’s economy, the effect of the participation of the non-ICT- 

using sector to the production of capital has solely a negative impact of growth, 

by requiring the production of capital at a higher cost.

=  ~ a ( J XL <  0

t~\ 1 xU * 1 —a/?—0 (1 —« ) - - £ -  d a [ l —0(1—a 2)—« 2/3l —£  f  ,For <7 =  1, then uN = a-{l_-ap_e(l_ ^  = udN = l [1_g(1_a2)_a^ ]4y  for a value

of p = (3(0, a, p, A, L):
a _  l - q  1—0(1—a) —̂ 0 ( 1 —a 2) 
p  -  a 1+ w"(l a2)

For (3 G (0,1), this suggests the following parameter restrictions:

(i—q)[i—0(i—q)l—q ^ _e_ ^  i-0(i-q) 
0 (1 —q 2) AL 0 (1 —a 2)

For the calibrated parameters employed in the numerical exercises (calibration 

and transition dynamics) discussed in Chapter 2 (6 = 0.78, a = 0.61, p = 0.028 

and XL = 7.17), this condition is satisfied and the value of ft suggested by this 

solution is 0.57. As a comparison, the calibrated value for ft is 0.63. When allowing 

for intertemporal elasticity of substitution different than one, then the solution for 

(3 requires the solution of a non-linear function in ft. To get some intuition though, 

for high intertemporal elasticity of substitution, i.e. a < 1 , then the results from 

comparative statics analysis suggests that the allocations would be brought closer 

to the social planner’s ones, i.e. higher long-run growth, when the parameters of 

the model suggest a relatively low value for (3. For a > 1 the result could be the 

opposite and is highly dependent on all parameters’ configuration.
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A .5 A ggregate output measure: m odel vs. data

The multi-sector models of growth have a potential problem when there is attempt 

to match the aggregate data2. This Section explores whether under the conditions 

for CGP for the final output of the theoretical model, there is constant growth in 

the empirically observed series of aggregate output.

In the theoretical model, the volume of the aggregate final output is measured 

in terms of the non-ICT-using good3. In a multi-sector environment, the choice 

that is irrelevant in terms of the properties of the CGP, but one may pay attention 

to the difference between the aggregation in the model and the one in National 

Accounts. In practice, the final output growth in NIPA accounts is calculated 

using a chain-weight scheme that implies that the final output growth is the Divisia 

index that aggregates over the growth rates of both final good sectors, using their 

nominal output shares as weights. Define the NIPA measure of output as Y. Then 

its growth rate is given as:

£  _  p x iX l Yl  , p y qYo y q 
Y  Y  Yi ^  y  Vb

, where py1 and py0 are the NIPA prices of the ICT-using and non-ICT-using 

goods respectively. First, it is straightforward to see that under the conditions 

that ensure CGP for the aggregate output of the model, Y  =  Yq -t-piYi, then 

there is a constant growth steady-state for gy. This is because the condition for 

a CGP ensures that there is constant sector-level output growth and constant 

output shares. The question then is whether there can be other conditions that 

ensure constant gy, i.e. one would like to examine whether the theoretical model’s

2See discussion in Whelan (2003) and Greenwood, Hercowitz, and Krusell (1997).
3Since the relative prices reflect the relative productivity of the final good sectors, the "nom

inal" growth of the two sectors, i.e. in terms of a particular good reflects volume growth of the 
corresponding sector.
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conditions are simply a sufficient or also a necessary condition for CGP as matched 

by the aggregate data.

As in the theoretical model, the condition for constant gN implies ujv =  0. 

Then, given (A.27) and (A.28) from Appendix A.l above, it follows that:

Y  _  P Y jY i
y  ~  v

( 1  - a p ) g N  +  % .  £

=  K1 -  +  “ ( !  -  ^ “ o] +  1=^7

Uq

U ^ + U q̂
Uq

The second term equals identically zero. Therefore, the condition for constant 

growth for the aggregate output is that (1 — a/3)ui +  a ( l — @)uq is constant, 

or else: (1 — afi)ui +  a ( l — /3)uq = 0. Given that the condition for constant 

labour allocation in the ICT-producing sector requires that , U \  =  — U q ,  the last 

two equations can be reconciled either for ii\ = uq = 0, or for =  1. The

latter requires a = 1; a contradiction. Hence, for constant growth of the empirical 

analogue of output, labour allocations need to be constant in the two final good 

sectors.

As a final note in this Appendix, in the absence of an aggregate production 

function for the final output in the theoretical model, there is a large set of options 

with respect to the choice of the numeraire for the aggregate final good output.

This choice should not be important for the derived properties of the steady-state

CGP. Consider the alternative aggregate output, Y , which is measured in units of 

the composite consumption good, i.e. Y = ^Yi +  Then:

Y  _  P i Vi ( p i _  2c I V jA  _i_ f  1   P iV i ^ i_ V jA
Y  PcY  \ p i  PcY  J [  Pc ^  Yq )

From Appendices A.l and A.2 , using conditions (A.16), (A.38), (A.44), (A.45)
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and the constancy of the output shares that are supported by the CGP for Y :

t  =  [-9(1 -  a ) gN +  (1 -  a p ) gir]

+ ( l  ~ [ (1  ~ 0 )0 - “  a )&v +  a ( l  -  /5)pjv]

=  gN [ 1 - a f i -  6(1 -  a)]

Note that this implies that £  is also constant along the CGP. This growth rate 

is ensured to be positive by the restrictions for interior solution (see discussion 

in the end of Appendix A.2). Furthermore, a similar argument as above shows 

that using Y  as the measure for final output would not change the restrictions for 

CGP.

A .6 Transition dynamics: detailed derivations

and m ethodology

The social planner’s optimization problem solves for the control variables {cq, ci, Ko, Uq, iti}, 

given the state-variables {ATi, N }4:

n = e~p‘ +  ft [(u0H )1- ‘‘A1- aKg -  Co]

+n l(ulHy~aN l~aK “ - d - K o -  SKt] + v [A(l -  uo -  Ul)HN]

The standard FOCs provide the main equilibrium conditions that summarize the

solution path. The marginal rate of substitution in the consumption equals relative

4The advantage of solving for the social planner’s equilibrium is that it preserves the features 
of the implied dynamics of the competitive equilibrium, while being more straightforward to 
handle analytically (and check that the TVCs are satisfied).
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prices of the consumption goods:

(A.55)

The marginal product of the non-ICT-capital equals its cost:

Returns to human capital are equal across sectors:

(A.57)

The implied growth rates of the shadow prices for the capital and the ICT stock:

- I  = \H{1 — U q )  (A.59)

The first step to analyze transition dynamics is to understand the properties 

of the solution along the CGP, when the two state variables, as well as the aggre

gate output, consumption and capital grow at constant rates. Along such path, 

the TVCs are satisfied, when the shadow prices and the state variables grow at 

constant rates. The condition for constant growth in A is: un = 0. The condi

tion for constant growth in the ICT-production shadow price, v, is that: uq = 0. 

Therefore, the TVC on the value of ICT-production in the limit implies that there 

is no reallocation along the steady-state: uq = U\ = = 0. The condition

for constant growth rate of the shadow price of the ICT-capital, /x, is: =  j*.

The production function of the ICT-using sector together with the requirement of

K Y \  U p

u Vo wi

Cl   1 —6 K
co 6 u
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iii =  0, implies: Furthermore, by (A.56) and (A.57): Kq =  This

condition together with the one on constant allocations imply: =  pk From

the law of motion for the ICT-capital, ^  =  — — ^ — ^ , i t  follows that ^

is constant only if ^  Finally, the non-ICT-using sector production function

together with the resource constraint of this sector imply that along the steady- 

state: ^  =  ajf.  To summarize, the following are true along the steady-state

time path:

Mo. _  y ±  —  U£L —  Q
Uq  U i  U]\f

— Al — Ao _  I !  — A
ci K i K 0 Yi N

ca _  YsL-a K
CO ~  Yo ~  N

The system of FOCs is redefined in terms of one "state-like" variable, =  j^ } ,  

and five "control-fike" variables, {/cq =  cjq =  jjk,wi = ^o,ui}- However,

given that the dynamics of the control variables of of the two final good sectors 

are linearly dependent, it follows that it is sufficient to follow the dynamic behav

ior of only one of the two final good sectors (here the ICT-using is chosen). In 

particular, the resource constraint of the non-ICT-using good, Uq can be expressed 

as a function of (ko, U q ) :

ujq = (‘UoH)1- aA1- akS (A.60)

Using the resource constraint for the non-ICT-using sector and equating (A.55) 

to (A.56) and (A.55) to (A.57) gives ko and uq as a function of (ki,ui,ui):

k0 = (A.61)

u0 = ■̂IQUJiLot~lu<̂k^ot (A.62)
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Therefore, the differential equations that completely summarize the dynamics 

are the following:

£  =  {uiL)l~ak*~l -  (1 + ^ )  -  5 -  XL ( 1  -  -  Ul) (A.63)

Jl =  !=a [* +  AL (1 -  }lL«~'u*kr)\ +  ALu, -  (l +  £ )  g  (A.64)

^  =  A { - p  +  a [a(wiL f~ ak^~l -  6] +  (1 -  a)XLui+

+(1 — cr)(l — 0)(1 — a) [a(iiiL ) 1 - a /;:“ _ 1  — 6 — XLu\] } +

+(1 -  a) [ a ^ L ) 1-0*?-1 -  J -  ALuJ -  XL (l -  -  ui)

(A.65)

Equation (A.63) is derived by using that =  Ai — A. The jaw Qf motion 

for the ICT-capital and the ICT-production growth rate are expressed in terms of 

the variables of the model for the state and control-like variables while substitut

ing for Uq and kQ by (A.62) and (A.61) respectively. Equation (A.64) is derived 

by differentiating with respect to time the condition that equates the return to 

labour in the ICT-using and ICT-producing sector and substituting for the shadow 

prices growth rate. Again, the variables need to be transformed into the state and 

control-like variables and uq and ko expressed by (A.62) and (A.61). Finally, equa

tion (A.65) is derived by using that ^  ^  The equation that characterizes

the time path of the ICT-using consumption good is derived with the use of the 

FOC for the consumption goods as a function of the growth in the shadow price of
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the non-ICT-using good, and ICT-using capital, The latter are themselves 

functions of the state and control-like variables.

Given the high non-linearity of the system of (A.63), (A.64) and (A.65), the 

steady state and comparative statics are derived numerically in MATLAB follow

ing the steps required by the "time elimination" algorithm. These steps involve 

the following:

• solving for the steady-state {k a;*} by solving for the homogeneous 

system: ^  =  0. The steady-state values of {fcg, Ug, cjg} are

derived by using (A.60)-(A.62).

• finding the policy functions U\ = Ui(ki) and uq =  u q ( f c i )  by using the time 

elimination method. This requires two separate steps:

— calculation of the steady-state slope of the policy functions. This is 

found by the spectral decomposition of the Jacobian of the linear ap

proximation of the system around the steady-state5.

— calculation of the out of steady-state slopes by using the chain rule of 

calculus: u'{k\) =  ^  and uj'(ki) = ^ .

The parameter values are picked to match properties of the data for the United 

States economy for the 1995-2001 period. In order to normalize the units of 

the model, the non-ICT-using variety index, A, and the labour stock, L , are 

set equal to one. The output elasticity of capital, a:, is the one used for the 

calibration exercise of Section 2.4.1. The time preference parameter, p, and the 

intertemporal elasticity of substitution, 1 /cr, are taken from the micro-data based 

estimates of Attanasio and Weber (1989) and Attanasio, Banks, and Tanner (2002)

5It is given by the eigenvector that corresponds to the negative eigenvalue.
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respectively6. There is no estimate for the productivity of the ICT-producing 

sector. One way to indirectly infer it is using the TFP growth for the 1995-2000 

period for the ICT-producing sector ((Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 2005b), report 

average annual growth equal to 17.15%) and divide it by the average employment 

share of this sector during the same period (the GGDC data show an average of 

2.4%)7. The parameter that weights the preference towards the non-ICT-using 

good, 6, matches the average expenditure share for the non-ICT-using goods, as 

calculated by the Personal Consumption Expenditures by Type of Expenditure 

NIPA Table, available from BEA. Finally, the annual depreciation rate for the 

ICT-capital stock, 5, is taken from data that BEA has published in "The Survey 

of Current Business", 1997, on depreciation rates of various assets. The calibrated 

depreciation rate is the average depreciation rate of the ICT-capital assets8. Table 

A.l summarizes these baseline parameters.

Table A.l: Parameters used for transition dynamics calibration
parameters | A L a_____p____ a A 9 5

^ h ^ i  f l  1 0.61 0.028 2.5 7.17 0.78 0.21

A .7 D ata Sum mary  

A .7.1 D a ta  sources

The data on average value added and Domar shares, value added and TFP growth

for the 1977-2000 period for 44 industries, are taken from Table 8 . 6  in Jorgenson,

6The parameter values for p and er, are also consistent with empirical findings based on macro 
data and a representative agent framework, as found in Epstein and Zin (1991).

7ICT-producing sector reported TFP growth for the 1970-1995 period, equals 11.8%, while 
its employment share is 1.9% for the 1979-1995 period.

8These include: "Office, computing and accounting machinery", "Communications equip
ment", "Electronic components and accessories", "Computers and peripheral equipment", "In
struments", "Photocopy and related equipment".
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Ho, and Stiroh (2005b). Table 7.1 provides with the decomposition of the output 

growth for these 44 industries into the contribution of capital, labor, intermediate 

materials and TFP for the 1977-2000 period. ICT-capital intensity in 1995 for 

each of the 44 industries is coming from Table 4.2. All data are based the three- 

digit SIC 1987 industry classification. Details on the sources and methodology for 

the detailed industry growth accounting are found in Chapter 4 of Jorgenson, Ho, 

and Stiroh (2005b).

The data on employment, value added and value added deflators for 57 indus

tries of the United States economy are taken from the "60-Industry Database", 

which is constructed by the Groningen Growth and Development Centre (GGDC). 

The data cover the period 1979-2001 (version Oct. 2003) and are based on the 

three-digit ISIC Rev. 3 industry classification. The dataset is constructed based 

on the information available in the OECD STructural ANalysis Database (STAN) 

and official United States Statistical Offices: the Bureau of Economic Analysis 

(BEA) and Bureau of Labour Statistics (BLS).

The data on the use shares of the commodities are from the "Use Table" of the 

"Benchmark 1997 Input-Output Table" (after redefinitions) available from BEA. 

The 1997 benchmark 1-0 accounts use the classification system that is based on 

the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS).

The data on "Personal Consumption Expenditures by Type of Product" are 

taken from NIPA Table 2.4.5. available from BEA, in accordance with NIPA Table 

2.5.5 on "Personal Consumption Expenditures by Type of Expenditures". NIPA 

Tables from BEA are consistent with the NAICS basis used in their 1-0 Tables.

Since different data sources rely on different systems of industry classification, 

the mapping of every industry is only approximate across the different databases. 

The original classification tables for NAICS 1997, NAICS 2002, SIC 1987, ISIC
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Rev. 3.1 and ISIC Rev. 3 were checked together with the correspondence tables 

provided by the United Nations (ISIC Rev. 3-ISIC Rev. 3.1, ISIC Rev. 3.1-NAICS 

2 0 0 2  (US)) and U.S. Census Bureau (NAICS 1997-SIC 1987, NAICS 1997-NAICS 

2 0 0 2 ).

In order to illustrate the consistency across the different data sources, Table 

A.2 summarizes the main variables’ values across the different sources. Table A.3 

provides descriptive statistics of the main variables used.

A . 7.2 V ariables defin ition s

Value added is current gross value added measured at producer prices or at basic 

prices, depending on the valuation used in the national accounts. It represents 

the contribution of each industry to total GDR

Value added deflator is the change in the value added deflator. It can be combined 

with current value added to derive quantity indices of real value added at industry 

level9.

Hours refers to average annual hours worked per employee or per person engaged.

Personal consumption expenditures are the goods and services purchased by per

sons10.

9The official data were readily adjusted into using a hedonic deflator system, so as to account 
better for the benefits arising from the ICT production and use. The deflators provided in the 
GGDC database come from official BEA data (harmonising of the deflators for other countries 
in the dataset does not affect USA data) and are based on the double deflation procedure for 
the ICT related industries. For an overview of the literature regarding hedonic deflators, see 
Triplett (2004).

10In the national income and product accounts (NIPAs), persons consist of individuals, non
profit institutions that primarily serve individuals, private noninsured welfare funds, and private 
trust funds.
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A .7.3 A ggregation  m eth od

In each dataset, the industries are grouped into three aggregate sectors: ICT- 

producing, ICT-using and non-ICT-using. Any transactions with abroad are not 

taken into consideration.

The Information and Communication Technology sector (ICT) producing sec

tor is defined as in Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b) to include (SIC 1987 codes 

in parentheses) Computers and Office equipment (357), Electronic Components (367), 

Communications equipment (36 x 366-367) and Computer Services (737)11. Following 

Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh (2005b), the criterion for classifying an industry as ICT 

using is its degree of ICT-capital intensity in 1995. In particular, the share of the 

ICT-capital out of total capital compensation for an industry in 1995 needs to 

exceed the 15%12. Details on the mapping of the GGDC data industries in each 

aggregate sector are provided below.

The aggregation is straightforward for the hours and consumption expendi

tures, intermediates and value added at current prices data. The direct aggre

gation across industries follows the "Aggregate Production Possibility Frontier" 

approach, which was first developed by Jorgenson (1966) and is now used as the 

benchmark framework in growth accounting studies. A Tornqvist index was ap

plied to obtain value added deflators and value added growth rates for each of

the three sectors13. The Domar weights were used for the aggregation of the

11 Compared to the OECD definition of the ICT sector that is followed in other studies (e.g. 
(van Ark and O’Mahony 2003)), Jorgenson’s ICT-producing definition excludes the manufac
turing industries ISIC Rev. 3. 1, (3312) and (3313), while it only includes the services industry 
ISIC rev. 3.1, (72).

12 Alternative definitions for both the ICT-producing and ICT-using sectors were used, as well 
as the exclusion of the government sectors. The results presented in the paper are relatively 
robust to these alternative measures. The particular application was preferred because of its 
implied TFP data availability and its straightforward comparison to already found results.

13The TOrnqvist aggregation method is based on weighting each industry’s exponential annual 
growth rate with a two-period average of its share in aggregate value added. After computing 
the growth rate, the implied quantity index was derived, with the normalization that it is equal 
to 100 in 1995.
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contributions of capital, labor and TFP growth in aggregate value added.
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A .7 .4  A ggregate  sectors in G G D C  d atab ase

ICT-producing sector14:

Office machinery (30), Insulated wire (313), Electronic valves and tubes (321), Telecom

munication equipment (322), Radio and television receivers (323), Computer and related 

activities (72)

ICT-using sector:

Printing & publishing (22), Mechanical engineering (29), Other electrical machinery 

and apparatus nec (31-313), Scientific instruments (331), Other instruments (33-331), 

Building and repairing of ships and boats (351), Aircraft and spacecraft (353), Railroad 

equipment and transport equipment nec (352+359), Furniture, miscellaneous manu

facturing; recycling (36-37), Wholesale trade and commission trade, except of motor 

vehicles and motorcycles (51), Communications (64), Financial intermediation, except 

insurance and pension funding (65), Insurance and pension funding, except compul

sory social security (6 6 ), Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation (67), Renting 

of machinery and equipment (71), Research and development (73), Legal, technical and 

advertising (741-3), Other business activities, nec (749).

non-ICT-using:

Agriculture (01), Forestry (02), Fishing (05), Mining and quarrying (10-14), Food, drink 

& tobacco (15-16), Textiles (17), Clothing (18), Leather and footwear (19), Wood &; 

products of wood and cork (20), Pulp, Chapter & Chapter products (21), Mineral oil 

refining, coke & nuclear fuel (23), Chemicals (24), Rubber Sz plastics (25), Non-metallic 

mineral products (26), Basic metals (27), Fabricated metal products (28), Motor vehicles 

(34), Electricity, gas and water supply (40-41), Construction (45), Sale, maintenance 

and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles; retail sale of automotive fuel (50), Retail

14ISIC codes, Rev.3, in parentheses.
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trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles;repair of personal and household goods 

(52), Hotels & catering (55), Inland transport (60), Water transport (61), Air transport 

(62), Supporting and auxiliary transport activities; activities of travel agencies (63), 

Real estate activities (70), Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 

(75), Education (80), Health and social work (85), Other community, social and personal 

services (90-93), Private households with employed persons (95).
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Table A.2: Comparison across the different sources of information used for the United States
Source: Jorgenson (2005) GGDC BEA, 1-0 BEA, NIPA
variable/ period of comparison: 1977-2000 1979-2000 1997 1997 1997
value added growth Total Economy 3.08 3.03
(in percent) ICT-producing 20.09 20.48

ICT-using 3.89 2.98
non-ICT-using 2.31 2 .1 1

shares in value added ICT-producing 2 .1 2.9 3.7 3.5
(in percent) ICT-using 26.1 28.0 30.0 31.6

non-ICT-using 71.8 69.1 66.4 64.9
expenditure shares ICT-using 22.5 22.3
(in percent) non-ICT-using 77.5 77.7



Table A.3: Descriptive statistics of main United States sector-level variables
Average St. Deviation

sector/ period 1979-01 1979-95 1995-01 1979-01 1979-95 1995-01

share of total hours worked ICT-producing 2.0 1.9 2.4 0.29 0.13 0.25
(in percent) ICT-using 25.7 25.5 26.4 0.73 0.63 0.40

non-ICT-using 72.2 72.6 71.2 0.97 0.71 0.60
share of value added ICT-producing 3.0 2.7 3.7 0.59 0.38 0.24
(in percent) ICT-using 28.1 27.2 30.2 1.72 0.96 1.04

non-ICT-using 69.0 70.1 66.1 2.29 1.30 1.27
real value added growth rate ICT-producing 19.81 19.68 21.08 6.78 7.01 6.63
(in percent) ICT-using 3.11 2.35 4.77 2.76 2.49 2.54

non-ICT-using 2.09 2.06 2.16 1.84 2.06 1.13
value added deflator growth rate ICT-producing -10.22 -9.44 -12.72 3.63 3.60 2.96
(in percent) ICT-using 4.02 4.88 2.10 2.24 1.98 1.28

non-ICT-using 3.79 4.23 2.58 2.15 2.38 0.45
expenditure shares ICT-using 20.7 20.0 22.4 1.61 1.32 0.50
(in percent) non-ICT-using 79.3 80.0 77.6 1.61 1.32 0.50
Sources: GGDC "60 Industry Database", 2003. Expenditure shares from the BEA NIPA Table on "Personal Consumption



A ppendix B

A ppendix for Chapter 3

B .l  D ecom position  o f th e goods-interm ediates 

use share

The trend in the expenditure share of goods-intermediates at the aggregate econ

omy level can be driven by two distinct forces. One of them relates to the trends 

in the expenditure shares of the individual sectors (goods and services). This is 

called the substitution effect The other force relates to the trends in the shares 

of the individual sectors in the total expenditure on intermediates. This is called 

the size effect.

Consider the aggregate economy’s goods-intermediates expenditure share, yG. 

The economy consists of two sectors, goods and services (indexed G and S  re

spectively). Denote I  the total expenditures/ production of intermediates in the 

economy. By market clearing conditions, /  =  P i g I g  + P i s I s , where P i g I g  is the to

tal intermediates production of the goods-sector and pisIs the total intermediates 

production of the services-sector. Each sector uses both types of intermediates. 

Denote P  the total expenditure of sector j  and piffl the expenditure of sector j  on
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intermediates produced by sector i , j, i 6  {G, S}. It holds that I G — P ig I q + P i s I g  

and = P i g I q  +  Pis I§-  Hence, it follows:

_  P irJ a + P irJ a  
IG j

=  p , g I g  f G  | P icJa  I s 
I G I  "r I s  I

=  1 g s G +  7 g s 5

, where Jq is the goods-intermediates expenditure share of sector j  and Sj is the 

share of sector j  in the total expenditures on intermediates, sg+ss = 1. Therefore:

E T n 3 i V '  T r s

j e { G , S }  7G rG j e { G , S }  7G

"substitution effect" "size effect"

The weights in either of these two effects equal = Prf~G , i.e. the share of the 

sector in total expenditures/ production of goods-intermediates.

The composition effect is driven by changes in the intermediates expenditure 

share of the individual sectors. Note that Sj may be written as follows: y  = 

~ v: ~ y ^Y~- Therefore, the composition effect comes from a size effect that is 

measured by the value added share of the sector, and a production technology 

effect that is measured by the intensity of the sector in using intermediates for 

its final output production in comparison to the average/ aggregate economy, 

p^vlpvV' in Section 3.2.3 indicate that there are no trends in the

latter, which implies that Sj oc ^ y -

The size effect alone can drive a negative trend in the goods-intermediates 

expenditure share at the aggregate level. In order to illustrate such an example, 

consider the case that both of the sectors do not change their intensity in using
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goods-intermediates, i.e. gya = gys = 0. Since s j  = 1? then gSj = - f - gSi,
°  G j e { G , S }  3

i ±  j ,  and glG = -g 3i^  (7 ^  -  7 ^). As a result, glG < 0 if sgn [gSi (7 ^ -  7 ^)] > 

0 , i.e. sectors that decline in their share in total expenditures of intermediates are 

the sectors that have the highest intensity in using goods-intermediates.

The aggregation issue is important also at the sector-level, since each sector j  

is an aggregate over Kj distinct industries. With an analogous argument, 7 ^ = 

7 ksk ; X̂ jfcLi sk =  1 and the growth of the goods-intermediates expenditure 

share of sector j  equals:

Vo = E ^  9i„ + E ̂
G  k = 1 k = 1 7j

"w ithin-industry effect" nbetw een-industry effect"

, where the within-industry effect effectively captures the substitution effect and 

the between-industry effect the size effect.

To conclude, once the shares are taken out of an aggregate measure (total gross 

output, value added or intermediates expenditures) then the composition effect 

of the individual sectors/ industries and their time patterns over time, become 

important determinants of the underlying trends.

As an illustration, consider the potential drivers of the share of total goods- 

intermediates expenditures/ production in total gross output.

h i  _  PirJa+PicJo 
y  ~  Y

=  ryGilYZ +  rySEYs. 
I G y g  Y  ^  i G y s  Y

It is apparent that trends in this share are not only driven by the actual substi

tution taking place in the goods and services-sector, captured by and 7 ^. It 

is also affected by the production technology of each sector, ^  and as well as
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from the evolution of the size of each sector, and 7 ?.

A different way to consider the driving forces behind this aggregate measure 

is the following. Let 8q = ^ 7- Since - y — =  7 G<5, where S = -^y is the 

aggregate production/ expenditure on intermediates in the economy’s gross output 

production. Then gsG = glG +  gs- The forces driving the first component were 

analyzed above. Changes in 8q can be driven by the factors that drive changes in 

8 alone, given that gs =  ^ y  (gf -  gPvV)-

In the case that there is growth of the value added of both sectors in the

economy ceteris paribus, i.e. gVa, gVs > 0 , while gfj = gPljI. = g ^  = gs. =  0 ,

Mj. It follows that g-j =  0 < gPvV = ^  ^ $ 9 Pvvj and as a result, gs, gSa <
j

0. Hence, in the event that there is growth in the sectors, such that they use 

altogether fewer intermediate resources to produce output, then the share of the 

goods-intermediates expenditures out of gross-output would be declining, yet not 

revealing any undergoing substitution between the two types of intermediates in 

the economy.

Another case that the aggregate data would be misleading regarding the ex

istence of a substitution among the different types of intermediates, is the one 

that while gy  = 0 , the two sectors experience a balanced growth for their value 

added and intermediates expenditures, i.e. ^ y -  is constant , V/. In such case, 

since (5 =  H follows that 9s = 5Z  ^ v , 9 ^  = ~ 9 a ^ . ~  .
3 j  V

for j  ^  i. Hence, in such case 8q would be falling at the aggregate level, as long 

as the growing sector is the sector with the lower expenditure on intermediates 

compared to its value added.

To conclude, in order to isolate the substitution effect, one needs to examine 

expenditures out of the sector’/  industry’s own measure of output/ intermediates1.

1This is the approach followed in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.
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B .2 A ggregate-level econom etric analysis

In the analysis that follows, the econometric specification suggested by (3.2) is em

ployed at the aggregate-level data, both for the time-series and the cross-section 

dimension. Details for the information used to receive a measure of the relative 

price data required is found in Appendix B.3. Despite the very limited observations 

along either dimension, the exercise that follows may be regarded as an attempt 

to identify bounds regarding the information contained in the U.S. data2. The 

analysis that follows tries to circumvent to extent feasible the problems of iden

tification, following the analysis in Diamond, McFadden, and Rodriguez (1978) 

and as discussed in Section 3.2.4. All results regarding the estimated degree of 

substitution between the two types of intermediates need be treated with caution. 

Tim e-series regression

At the sector-level (i.e. when i = j), condition (3.2) allows the two sectors to 

face the same relative prices in goods and services-intermediates, but substitute 

them at a different degree in their intermediates production function. Therefore, 

it suggests the following regression specification for the two sectors:

( l7 ^ )  ,t =  bigzat+b2 +Xjtbz+£jt, j  E {G, S'}, t = 1...T (B.l)

, where Dj = {1, iff j  = G}  is the sector-specific dummy. That implies that 

&i =  1 — <7$ and &2 =  &s ~ &G- The specification allows for other potential 

control(s), x'-t that are meant to proxy for g Ai .
ag

Under the assumption that g A* is constant over time and across sectors, then
ag

the required control is simply a constant. The inclusion of a linear trend allows to

2 The empirical literature regarding the substitution between capital and labour has shown 
that the cross-sectional data imply elasticities of substitution close to one, while the time-series 
ones imply lower than one (see discussion in Antras (2004)).
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check whether there is any left autocorrelation in the data that may be captured

by g Ai . The inclusion of sector fixed-effect (Dj)  allows for differences across the 
ag

two sectors with respect to both technology and elasticity of substitution.

Table B.l presents the regression results for the sector-level data. In specifi

cation (1), the data for the two sectors are pooled together. The coefficient in 

front of the growth of relative prices of the goods-intermediates is statistically sig

nificant, suggesting that the elasticity of substitution is below one. The constant 

comes out insignificant. The implied magnitude of the elasticity of substitution 

between goods and services-intermediates is 0.15, though insignificantly different 

than zero. This estimate hints to the limit case of complementarity between the 

two types of intermediates. This elasticity reconciles the decreasing expenditure 

share of the goods-intermediates in the presence of increasing relative prices of 

the services-intermediates. Specification (2 ) groups the data by sector and speci

fication (3) allows for linear trend. Inference remains unaffected. The inclusion of 

additional controls does not accommodate the identification of elasticity of sub

stitution statistically different than zero for either sector. On the contrary, given 

the limited information they make the estimate more imprecise.

Cross-section regression

Figure B.l presents the use share of goods relative to the services-intermediates 

for either sector. It summarizes the information analyzed in Section 3.2.4 and 

highlights the first increasing and then decreasing trend in the use share. The 

increasing trend in the series is initiated at the beginning of the sample that 

coincides with the first oil-shock in 1971. In response to the second oil-shock in 

1979, there is no such equivalent increasing trend. In contrast, there is very limited 

upward correction.

The elasticity of substitution implied by the cross-section variation is estimated
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Table B.l: United States goods and services sector-level regressions
Dependent variable:

Controls: (1 ) (2 ) (3)
constant

9^-t
PS

Dj

-0.006
( 0 . 0 0 4 )

0.846
( 0 . 1 1 9 ) " *

-0.007
( 0 . 0 0 5 )

0.775
( 0 .1 7 0 ) * * *

0 .0 0 1
( 0 . 0 0 7 )

-0.007
( 0 . 0 1 1 )

0.780
( 0 .1 7 9 ) * * *

-0.009
( 0 . 0 1 5 )

gm t*Dj
P S

trend 

trend * Dj

0.144
( 0 . 2 4 1 )

0.205
( 0 . 2 5 4 )

0 .0 0 0
( 0 . 0 0 0 )

0 .0 0 0
( 0 . 0 0 0 )

obs 6 8 6 8 6 8

R2 0.43 0.41 0.40
F-test 50.78 16.63 1 0 .2 0

implied as 

implied ac
0.15

( 0 . 1 1 9 )

0.15
( 0 . 1 1 9 )

0.23
( 0 . 1 7 0 )

0.08
( 0 . 1 7 0 )

0 .2 2
( 0 . 1 7 9 )

0 .0 2
( 0 . 1 7 9 )

Notes:  s.e. in pa re n these s

for the year 1978, as well as for the period 1975-19783. This is done in an attempt 

to figure out periods in time that suggest virtually constant relative shares, so 

as to maximize likelihood of identifying separately the role of prices and techno

logical progress (see Diamond, McFadden, and Rodriguez (1978)). The data for 

this period are coming from the same sub-sample, hence following the same SIC 

classification, while data for 1977 correspond to the Benchmark 1-0 Table, while 

the oil-shock that borders this period is reasonably regarded as a purely exogenous 

across industry shock. The 38 observations suggest a estimate of a =  0.58 (s.e. 

0.04) for the 1978 regression and a = 0.78 (s.e. 0.12) for the 1975-1978 period4.

Figure B.2 uses the estimated elasticities from the aggregate cross-section and

3 This corresponds to the sample correlation between growth in goods-intermediates use share 
and growth in their relative prices.

4The constant term from the latter regression suggests: g Ai =  0.67%.
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Figure B .l: United States goods and services-sector’s relative use share of goods- 
intermediates.

time-series da ta  to present how the changes in the relative prices alone capture the 

trends in the data5. This graph is only suggestive regarding the extent to which 

one expects the prices’ changes to affect the intermediates’ use patterns over a 

wide range of elasticity of substitution estimates6. Lower degree of substitution, 

implying an immediate adjustment to relative prices’ changes increases the fit.

B.3 D ata for interm ediates’ prices

Information on the relative prices of the two types of intermediates is not readily 

available (see Section 3.2.3).

For the aggregate-level regressions of Appendix B.2, two alternative measures 

were considered for the growth in the relative prices of goods-intermediates. The

5The initial value was set at the 1970-2004 average.
6Nevertheless, estimates are for a <  1.
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Figure B.2: Actual and predicted use shares of goods-intermediates for the United 
States’ aggregate data.

first measure is given by the growth in the relative prices of the goods-sector gross 

output. This is sufficient to capture the underlying trend in the interm ediates’ 

relative prices, under the assumption tha t the goods and services-sector deliver the 

intermediates they produce at the basic price of their gross output production. The 

second measure is based directly on the information available for the intermediates. 

Given the available data  on the value and volume growth of the goods and services- 

intermediates, one can calculate the implied price growth of these two types of 

intermediates at the aggregate economy level7. Figure B.3 presents the price index 

for these two measures and shows that they are almost identical. In either case, 

the relative price of the goods-intermediates falls over time.

For the baseline regressions at the industry-level of Section 3.2.4, two alter

native measures of the relative prices of intermediates are considered. The first 

set of regressions (results in Table 3.7) uses the same source of information for

7Note that for the goods-intermediates, one needs to use a Tornqvist aggregation over mate
rials and enegy intermediate-goods.
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Figure B.3: Relative prices of the goods-intermediates

the relative prices for goods and services as in the sector-level regressions, i.e. the 

gross output growth of the relative prices of the gross sector. In the second set of 

regressions (results in Table 3.8) the information for the intermediates value and 

volume growth at the industry level is used to infer the industry-specific growth 

in the relative prices of goods and services-intermediates. It is possible that there 

is industry-specific variation at the relative prices due to the fact th a t there are 

many types of intermediates within the set of goods and the services-intermediates. 

Given th a t every industry uses a different composition of these goods, the implied 

price of the "basket" of goods or services-intermediates tha t they use is different 

across industries.
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B .4 Additional figures

The following figures show the following for the United States and the United 

Kingdom. First, the relative "nominal use share" of goods-intermediates, Ps*s
relative "real use share" of goods-intermediates (i.e. relative volume), and

Is

relative prices of goods-intermediates (from gross-output prices), The figures 

for the United Kingdom omit the datapoint for the breakpoint year 1991.

■Real use share —  — G ross-O utput price (1995=1)

United States goods-intermediates relative expenditure shares, volumes and

prices.
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United Kingdom goods-intermediates relative expenditure shares, volumes and

prices.
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■ G ross-O utpu t p rices

United Kingdom services-sector’s goods-intermediates relative expenditure

shares, volumes and prices.
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A ppendix C

A ppendix for Chapter 4

C .l Equilibrium  equity price for th e three-period  

m odel econom y

Starting from the equilibrium price function (4.16) for t = 1, in order to solve for 

the average conditional expectations and variance of 02> assume that the equilib

rium price follows the linear rule:

Pi =  ~ si) (C.l)

Given that prices reveal information, the implied price signal Pi from (C.l is 

defined as follows:

p  =  fi/Mi-Ma? — a n.
1 M3 Y2 y 3
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To summarize, the signals that rational consumer i has are:

Public signal: 0|02 ~  Af(</>2, 1/P#)

Private signal: KOI02 ~  *^(02> VA,)

Price signal: Pi\<f>2 ~  ^ ( 0 2 ,1/nlfis)

Using Bayesian updating, the distribution of <f>2 based on all the information 

investor i has is:

J. i n  hr ( Plt+nlPsSi+PMi) 1 ^
~  Af ^ H+^ s+̂  > ^ J

This implies that the variance is the same from the point of view of every investor. 

The average conditional expectation is:

"rrj. ir> i

Replacing this into (4.16) for t = 1, the coefficients fi^ /x2 and fi3 are derived by 

equating the coefficients from the latter to the ones in (C.l):

Tr2 | PaPy
^  ~  Z)*f3a+fiv)

rr+i
&.
i T

These give the equilibrium equity price equation in (4.19).
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C.2 P roof o f P roposition  1

Using (4.14), (4.18), (4.4), (4.21), wt = (1 — ot)Yt, then given that equity market 

exists only in period 1, aggregate consumption in every period is:

Ci =  (P i+ r ^ J A i +  HMo (C.2)

C2 =  (r02 — RPi)Ai(l + gA) + RAi(j)  ̂—
a

Cs =  RA i </>2(1 +  <m) —•a

Increase o f true productivity  by A (j)2 =  $2 — 0 > 0

Increase of true productivity affects equity prices, Pi, and therefore the tech

nology growth rate. By (4.19) =  £(1 — Zi) > 0, with strict equality holds

if Z\ < 1, i.e. by (4.20) this true when the private and price signals are infor

mative (PS,PV > 0). Given this, the impact of a productivity shock on excess 

gains in the equity market is = z{T > 0. The strict equality holds if

2 ! > 0, i.e. public signal is informative (/?  ̂ > 0) and other signals are not perfect

(1//J„ l//3„ > 0).

Note that if public signal does not take into the increase of productivity, i.e. 

0 2  =  0, and noise trading is at its mean, Si =  0, then investors get excess gains 

r 02 — RP\ = rz iA 02, as long as zi > 0.

From (4.18), growth of technology increases in equity prices:

=  (C.3)

This implies > 0 . As a result, the impact of productivity shock
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on consumption levels is:

§g =
-  A i(i +  gA)  ̂ ^  +  (r0 2 -  >  o

d<t>2 1  ̂ r 2

= /L4i(l +  +  ^A i 02^ | ^  > 0

Increase o f public signal 02 =  0 +  A02

From (4.19) = ^z\ > 0. Using (C.3), this also implies that ^  >

0. Investors obtain excess losses in equity market F<p2 — RPi = — FziAfa, if zi > 0. 

Therefore:

dCx
d(t>2

d C i
d<t>2

d C 3

D ecrease of noise trading, si <  0

A negative noise trading shock has a similar impact to a positive public signal 

shock: i.e. — |A  = r > 0, — ̂  > 0 and investors obtain3si Rpv — ’ Ssi aPi aasi —

excess losses F</>2 — RP\ = L - '-5 i  < 0. Therefore,Pu

^  ( - & )  >  0

- R A x (i + <m) (-f&) + (r<t>2 -  M M i (-fSf) < o

( ~ f «  )  ^  0

d C x
dsi
ac2dsi
dC 3
dsi
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C.3 P roof o f Corollary 1

The initial risk-free asset holdings (Mo), productivity in period 1 (0X) and the 

initial level of technology (Ai) are the same in the model and the PI economy. 

Given that P f1 = by (4.21), it follows that consumers in period 2 in the PI 

economy receive no gains or losses in the equity market, i.e. r</>2 — RP\. The 

consumption levels in the PI economy are:

(C.4)cr = (P?1 + Y<j>1)A1 + RMa

cr s .  , r— RAi<f) i —a

cr =  A 4,02( l +  <£')£

i, (C.4) and (4,.18) the following is true:

Cx > cr Pi > P f1

c 2 > cr ■<=>• V(f)2 -  RPi > 0 <=> Pi < P f1

c 3 > cr ■<=> 9A> 9a1 •*=> Pi > p [ !

C.4 Infinite-horizon m odel equilibrium  equity price

As for the three-period model, the solution method starts from (4.16) and assuming 

that the price equation is in the form of (4.17).

Conditional only on the public signals, the "prior" distribution of (2T  x 1)
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For the price signals, for k = [0, T  — 1] the adjusted prices (that can be inter

preted as price signals) are defined as:

f U  =  p,_* -  r z ?  -  r z '$ t -  r  £

The vector of observables for investor i trading in period t is defined as At (i) =



(Pt,...,P t_r+ i,v t_r+ i(i),...,v t(i))/, At(i) is (2T x 1). Then:

Af(z) — TZ$t + £u

e t =  ( 0 , . . . , 0 ,e t ( t ) , . . . , e t_T+iW)/ 

/

Z =

Zl z t - i z t - z 3,i — ZS,T- 1 — ZS,T

z 2 z t 0 - Z s ,  2 - Z S,T 0

0 0 0 0

ZT 0 0 ZS,T 0 0

i / r 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 i / r 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 i / r 0 0 0 0

This implies:

A*(i)I^t -  A f(rZ $t,E A); 
/

E a =

0 0 0

0 ••• 0 0 ••• 0

0 ••• 0 A. ••• 0

0 0 0 rJ
The updated distribution of the unobservables, conditional on the observables 

for each of the consumer z, is found with the use of the projection theorem:

E[<f>t\At(i)} = $ 0>t +  r s * z /( r 2Z E *z/ +  E a)-1^ * )  -  r z $ 0,t) 

Var[$t |At(z)] =  E* -  r 2E*Z/( r 2ZE*Z/ +  EA)_1ZE* =  V*
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, where indicates that the conditional variance of unobservables, which is con

stant over time and the same from the point of view of every consumer. Aggre

gating over all rational investors, provides with the average expectations of the 

unobservables:

E[$t\At] = ( I - Q Z ) $ 0,t + QZ$t

, where Q = T2T,^Z' (T2 ZTapZ' +  Ea)-1 and I  is the (2T  x 2T) identity matrix. 

Using this:

E[Pt+i + T(f)t+1\flt] — T((zt + z? + z)(f) + (Z2(I — QZ) + Z2)$ojt + Z2

Var[pt+1 + r0m|ftt] =  r2 + + +

, where Z2 = (1, zu .., zT-i, 0, - z Sji, ..., - z 8tT-i)  and Z'2 = (0,2i,..,3r_i,0 ,0 ,...,0).

The variance is verified to be constant over time, and homogeneous across 

consumers. It depends on the coefficients and precision of shocks. The average 

expectation is linear in future productivity, historical noise trading and public 

signals, while st enters into price equation from (4.16) directly. Therefore, the 

prices take the form of the conjectured price equation and the vectors of coefficients 

Z\ and Z  can be recovered numerically by replacing the above results into (4.16) 

and equating coefficients with (4.17).

C.5 Infinite-horizon perfect inform ation equilib

rium  price

For the infinite-horizon PI economy, investors are assumed to receive a perfect 

private signal about 4>t+T in t and are aware also of the private signals about 

(f)t+1 to (f)t+T_1. This means that the public signal (<f>) is informative only from
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period t +  T  + 1 onwards, because there are no agents with better about this 

than the information than the public signal (i.e. the prior distribution (f)t+T+k ~  

1 //?</,), for k > 1). Thus, the information set available in t is Vtf1 = f2f7(z) =  

{4>t+i , 0 4+t}- The uncertainty about prices comes also from the noise trading 

in every period, st+k ~  Af(0,1 /(3S).

All rational consumers have the same expectations, E[..\D,fI (i)] = E[..|n f 7] =  

E[..I^ f7] and Var [..|n f7(z)] =  Var [..|Slf7], and the law of iterated expectations 

holds in this case. Therefore:

E[pt+1 + r& +1|fif '] =  + IV - ,
f c = l

, which is the present discounted value of the expected future profits. The variance 

is:

Var (Pt+1 + r<t>t+1\Q*>I) = Var ^ ~T(j>t+T+1 +  st+1r  Var (Pt+2 +  r</>m |f2f7)

There are two important observations. First, prices in t +  1 are a function of 

0t+r+iJ which is not known in t. Therefore, its variance needs to be taken into 

account as well (investors know that the price moves due to additional perfect 

signal being issued). Second, the quality of information is the same over time. 

Hence, Var (Pt+1 +  I> t+1|n f ')  =  Var (Pt+2 + rVt+2|H f') =  VPI, where:

r 2t2
p i  _

V  =  iP

Rational agents opt to minimize the variance, and therefore only the lower root 

is considered here. This term is very small and therefore the PI pricing equation
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is given by:

ppI = + T m r * (°-6)k= 1

Only the period t noise trading affects the equity price. The term T</>

reflects the lack of knowledge about the long term productivity.

C.6 P roof o f Proposition  2

Assume that A0t =  Kt<f) and A0t+1 =  KtKt+i(f). For the proof of the result, its is 

sufficient that there exist Kt > 0 and nt+i > 0 such that Ct > C f1.

Given the assumptions (as in Proposition 2) and (C.6) the PI equity prices axe 

constant PPI =  P f1 = in every t. From (4.18), this implies constant growth 

rate of technology g% = gpA\t =  (A p U r)1'" Using (4.4), (4.14) and

wtL = (1 — a)Yt consumption is always proportional to the level of technology

As public signal does not affect the model before period t, Pt-i = Ppi and 

9 A , t - i  = 9 a 1 f ° r  every I > 1 . Consumption is given by Ct-i =  At- i - iPT(f>. Given 

that the model and PI economy start from the same initial level of technology, 

=  Apl t_x and Ct- t = Cp_\ if I > 1.

Equity prices will be higher for three consecutive periods and from (4.17) are 

given by:

Pt = +  Z2TK,t(f) > PPI

Pt+i =  + z\VK,t<i> + Z2TntKt+i(j) > Ppi

^t+2 =  15-i >  P PI

Using (4.18), the growth rate of technology will also be higher for three con-
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secutive periods and can be expressed as:

9a ,t =  9 a  ( i  +  h  ~  l )  1_P >

gA>t+ 1 =  gpA ( i  + (r  -  i )  «t (*i + ^2«t+ i))1_P > 9a1

9 a ,t + 2 =  9 a  ( x +  ( &  ~  * )  * i « t « t + i )  >  9 a 1

In t +  3, K-t and Kt+i cease to affect equity prices and Pt+2 +k = PFI and 

9 A,t+2 +k = 9PI for fc > 1. This implies that the level of technology in PI economy 

and the model is the same until period t and will be permanently higher afterwards, 

i.e. At- 1 =  Aflx, At = Af1, At+\ =  AfT( 1 + gA,t) > At+n At+ 2 = -4f7( l +

9 A ,t)0 -  +  9A ,t+ i)  >  A t+2i A t+ 2 =  ^4f7 ( l  +  9A ,t)0 -  +  p A , t+ i ) ( l  +  9 A ,t+ i)  >  A t+2 an(i

At+i+k = (l+9A,t)(l+9A,t+i){^P9A,t+i){l+9PI)k~3API > At+i+k for every ^ > 3.

From t + 1 + k onwards, consumers do not get excess gains and losses in equity 

market and Ct+i+k = At+k̂ Y<j) > Cf+i+k for & > 1 .

Consumption in period t is given by Ct = Y A f1̂ ^ ^  +  At - > Cf1, 

whenever Kt > 0 because of higher equity prices they receive. So we need to find 

conditions that make the remaining three generations (consumers in t +  1 , t +  2  

and t + 3) at least as well off as the PI economy.

Consumption in t + 1:

R
Ct+i = + ^2 ^ + 1  — ^ 2) rA f7( l + gAt) + At J—a

From (C.5) and (4.16) the coefficient in front of <f>t is given by £ (< 7 2  +  ^1), where 

<72 > 0 is the second element of 1 x4 matrix Z'2(I—QZ)1. From (4.17) the coefficient

1 Notice that conditional variance of unobservables =  (I  — QZ)£ $ . This implies 
Z!2( I - Q Z )  =  Z2V<$, E^1. Second element of this is given by <72 =  P# Cov (<̂ t+1+fc, <f>t+2 +k\^t+k) +  
2 1 /^V ar {<f>t+i+k,<f>t+2+k\ttt+k) ~ P^^Cov ((f>t+2+k, st+k\nt+k) for any k. As private sig
nals are independent, <fit+1+k, <f>t+2+ki st+k are connected trough price signals. Look
ing at (4.17), higher price signal indicates either higher <f>t+1+k, (f)t+2+k or lower st+k-
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in from of <j)t is Fz2. In equilibrium Tz2 = ^  (<?2 +  z{) => Rz2 ~ Z\ = q2 > 0. This 

implies that Ct+ 1 > iff Kt+i > > 0 . As it is sufficient, if this condition

is binding, assume in what follows that:

Rz2 — zi
«t+i = ---- 1-----

22

Consumption in period t +  2 is given by:

Ct+2 =  ~  [.Rzi«t0 +  ( R z2 -  z i j  KtKt+i<P TAPI(1 +  &4,t)(l +  9a ,t+1)

+ ^ f 7 (i +  9a,t) —r  4>Oi

and Ct+ 2  > C*+2 ^  there is > 0, such that F(Kt) > 0, where:

Rziz2 + {Rz2 — zij
F(Kt) =  (gA,t ~ 9a1) ~ Rz<i Kt{ 1 +  9A,t){ 1 +  9A,t+1)

Note that F(0) =  0. It is sufficient for this purpose that one examines the

conditions for this in the neighborhood of Kt =  0, i.e. from a first-order Taylor

approximation: F(Kt) ~  F'(0)/^. Therefore, the sufficient condition boils down to 

the condition for F'(0) > 02. In order to simplify the analysis define:

9A,t =  9a 1 (1 +  9 o ^  \ 9 q =  z2 [ R ~  l )

9A,t+1 =  gPA (1 +  giKt)1̂  ’,gi = z2 ( & - l ) R

9a,t+2 =  g PA (1 +  9 2 ; 92 = -  Zi) ( r  -  1 )

This implies Cov (4>t+1+k, 4>t+2+k\ t̂+k) > 0, Cov (<̂ t+2+Jfc, st+k\nt+k) < 0. With
Var (<l>t+i+ki (f>t+2 +k\^,t+k) >  0) 92 > 0.

2 The sufficient conditions for the higher order terms not to reverse this outcome are also 
examined. The resulting conditions on the parameter’s values are in line with the ones derived 
for the first-order terms.
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and:

F(Kt) = 9 a (1 + g0Kt)1-p ~ 1 

p i93*t

Rz\z2 +  ( Rz2 — zij
; 93 =

1 +  9 a  (1 + 0 1  K t ) 1 p 1 +  9 a  ( l  +  02^*)1 p 

2

R z 2

Therefore:

p/ 0
( l + 0 o « t ) 1_p *00

1 - 0
03 [ l  +  0^7 (1 +  g i K t ) 1^  1 +  9 a!  (1 +  0 2 ^ ) ^

'93^t9A

~  93 f^t 9  A

1 - 0
0

1 - 0

(1 + 2 l « t) w  1 01 1 + 0 j 7 ( l  + 0 2 « t ) 1- p 

(1 +  02Kt)T̂ _1 02 [l  +  0A7 (1 +  0 1 ^ ) ^

For n t = 0, then F'(0) =  9 a  ~  03(1 +  9 a ) ■ Therefore, the sufficient 

condition for F '(0 ) > 0  is that parameters need to satisfy the following condition:

9 a 1

(1 +  0a7)2 1 - 0
>  03 (C.7)

The proof that there are parameters that ensure the existence of Kt > 0 such 

that: Ct + 3 > Cf+ 3  is similar the the one above. Consumption in period t +  3 is

C t +3 — — R z i T  ( I  +  0A,t)(l +  0A,t+i)(l +  9 a ,t + 2)

R,
+^t (1 + 9 a ,t )  (1 + 9 A , t + i )  r<̂a
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and Ct+3 > C™3 if there exist Kt > 0 , such that G(Kt) >  0 , where:

G f a )  =  (1 +  9a ,t ) (1 +  9a ,t+ i )  -  ( l  +  g™ )

~~a z% (j^Z2 ~  21) **0- 9A,t)(l +  9a,t+i)( l +  9a,t+2 )

1 + P a / (1 +  ^o«t)T̂  [ l+ f l ,A7 (1 +  fl,i«t)T̂  ~ ( 1 + 9aI)

-04«t 1 + 9a (H -£o«t)1_p 1 +  9a (1 + 9iKt)1-p 1 + gA (1 +  ^2^ ) 1-p

Note that (7(0) = 0 , and G'(nt) =

9a.1 bh  (1 +  9o*t)1 9 1 go 1 +  p j7(l + P i« t)1 9

+9a1 (1 + 9\Kt)1 p 1 <?i 1 +  9a.1 (1 +  9o*t) 1 9p/

“ 04 1 + #£7 (1 + ^0Kt) w  1 +  (1 + giKt) l-p 1 +  g% (1 +  g2Kt) x~p.p i .p i

~94^t^rp (1 +  £o«t)x_p 1 ^0 [1 +  ^  (! +  giKt) x-pJ [1 +  9a (1 +  9***)1_p

~ 94^ t^ rp (1 + P i « t ) r^ _ 1 Pi 1 +  ^ 7 ( 1 +  ^0« t ) 1̂  1 +  ^ 7 ( !  +  ̂ 2«t) I^p

—9 4 ^ t j ^ z  (1 +  5'2^)1_p 15'2 1 +  9a.1 (1 +  g i K t ) x~9 1 "+■ 9a^ “I” 9 o K t ) 1_p

For Kt = 0, then G'(O) =  3 ^ ( 1  + 9 a  ) ( 9 o +  9 i )  -  9 a { 1 +  £ 4  ) - The sufficient 

condition for G(Kt) > 0 for the existence of a sufficiently small Kt > 0, is:

9a > 94
(! +  9a )2 1 ~P 9o + 9i

(C-8)

To summarize, by (C.7) and (C.8), the sufficient condition for the existence of
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a small strictly positive Kt that provides Ct > C[T, for any t, is:

9a P ^ f  94 \,, , PI,2z > min ----  , 0 s )
( l  +  g ^ y i - p  [go +  gi J

This condition is likely to be satisfied for sufficiently low levels of congestion,

i.e. high p.

C .7 Param eters used for the num erical solution  

o f the infinite-horizon m odel

parameters T a P 1 L R A T P* A, Ps

values 6  0.3 0.9 1 13.46 1.33 0.14 2 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

In the initial path: st+k = 0, (/)t+k — 1, <f> = 1, <f>t _ T + k  = 1 and 0*_T+fc = 1 for 

all k e  (—oo, oo).

The results are for T  =  6 3. The choice for the capital share, a, is standard. 

The congestion parameter, p, is from Comin and Gertler (2006). The gross interest 

rate, R , corresponds to yearly interest rate of approximately 6 . 6  per cent and is 

chosen such that Mt = 0 (for all t) for the initial path. The labour force, L, is 

chosen to normalize T =  1. The scale parameter of the R&D productivity, A, is 

chosen to give R&D growth, gA,t, of 0.1 (this corresponds to «  2 per cent yearly 

growth rate). The coefficient of risk aversion, r , is the same as in Bacchetta and 

Wincoop (2007). The precision parameters /^ , /3V1 (3-̂ , and (3S are chosen to be 

equal. This results in around 30% of the weight in the investors’ expectations

being put on the public signal.

3 The length of one time period can be viewed to be 5 years. Thus, given the setting, consumers 
receive public and private signals about the productivity around 30 years ahead
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